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The president announced that one hundred five mem
patch bers had answered to their names.
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MORNING SESSION.

WEDNESDAY. May 29, 1912.

The Convention met pursuant to recess and was called
to order by the president.

Mr. ANDERSON: I move a call of the Convention.
The PRESIDENT: A call of the Convention is de

manded. The sergeant-at-arms 'will close the door and
the secretary will call the roll.

The roll was (called, wruen the following members
failed to answer to their names:

Rorick,
Stokes,
Tallman,
Worthington.

Harris, Ashtabula,
Henderson,
Leslie,
Marriott,
Partington,

on the broadcloth trousers. Take your books and try to
read this proposed amendment into the proposal and see
how it fits. It is a monstrosity. It is worse than a calico
patch. Some of you are voting in favor of it because you
are in favor of it in the abstract, but you forget its ap
plication. I am in favor of it in the abstract, but I am
not in favor of putting it in at this time and under these
circumstances. What diG Judge Peck tell you yesterday?
He told you it had no place here, that this was not on the
subj ect of primaries. This deals entirely with a different
function of government and your answer is: "Oh, we
didn't get it 'in before, let us put it in here because this
~s ?ur only opportunity." If this be a good thing, and if
It IS agreed that the people all over the country are cry
ing for it, how easy it is to obtain it through the initia
tive and referendum later on, and if we have the awak
ened conscience all over Ohio that has been so well de
scribed to us then I want to say to you that the awakened
will send men to the house of representatives and to the
senate who will enact this kind of a law, hecause a stat
utory law can be made complete and effective in bring
ing about this reform. It may be that by reason of an
exaggerated idea of one's self we may think because our
names as candidates for representatives and senators
have to be placed on a ticket with an eagle or a rooster
that we couldn't be elected, but if we can remove the
eagle and the rooster from the ticket we can be elected.
It may be a needed reform that will be brought in Octo
ber; otherwise dire consequences might come to our
grand old state of Ohio-one man might not be a law
maker and one man might not be speaker of the house;
therefore, it is better that one man be elected than that
the initiative and referendum become the law of Ohio,
better that one man be promoted to the highest place
in the state of Ohio than it is to get the initiative and ref
erendum, for which we have been working, oh, so many
years, becoming an accomplished fact. From that view
point there is a needed reform. Men, do not let us put
ourselves in the position that we may be criticised through
the press for having used this position for personal
selfish ends. I move that the Cassidy amendment and
the Winn amendment and the Stilwell amendment be
laid on the table and on that I demand the yeas and nays.

IvY r. DOTY: I demand a call of the Convention.
There are only ninety-six here and you make a fifteen
minute speech and then move to table. .

The PRESIDENT : A call of the Convention is de
manded. The sergeant-at-arms will close the doors and
the secretary will call the roll.

The roll was called, when the following members failed
to answer to their names:

Beatty, Wood,
Brown, Lucas,
Cody,
Crites,
FitzSimons,

Price,
Rorick,
Shaw,
Smith, Geauga,
Stokes,
Tallman,
Worthington,

Harris, Hamilton,
Johnson, M.adison,
Leslie,
Marriott,
Miller, Crawford,
Norris,
Partington,
Peck,

Beatty, Wood,
Bowdle,
Brown, Lucas,
Cody,
Crites,
Elson,
FitzSimons,
Harris, Ashtabula,

The president announced that ninety-six members had
answered to their names.

1IIr. ANDERSON: I move that further proceedings
under the call be dispensed with.

The motion was carried.
:Mr. ANDERSON': Those of you who are opposed to

the principles of the initiative and referendum and are
voting with th~ mistaken friends of the initiative and
referendum, had better take consideration of this fact,
that if this amendment of Mr. Cassidy and the amend
ment of Mr. Stilwell becam.e parts of the proposed or
ganic law of Ohio, measures in which you are inter
ested will receive thousands and thousands votes less than
otherwise. In other words you joeopardize our whole
work. Therefore, you had better pause and consider
and not be prej udiced to the extent that you forget
other things.

Can this go into effect if the amendments carry in
October? I know what the other side would say and so
do you. It will say that certain members of this Con
vention now nominated for the position of lawmakers
and who are living in communities where they can re
ceive more votes with a party emblem off used this Con
vention for their own selfish advantage, and who can
say then nay? The evidence may be circumstantial, but
it is in their favor. Why do we need wait for the con
stitution we are trying to make, provided it be ratified
why can we not wait a reasonable time for it to go into
effect? Why all this haste and why does this question
of the election of nonpartisan Jawmakers become so
paramount at this time? Why was it not so great before
certain people were nominated' as lawmakers?' Why, I
presume that some people had read about nonpartisan
tickets before they came here. It was not an entirely new
subject, and therefore I presume these men will say it is
so much needed, it is the great reform and it was in
their minds when the Convention convened.

Our -friend Stevens told you ,about the calico
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Mr. DOTY: I move that further proceedings under
the call be dispensed with.

The motion was carried.
The PRESIDENT: The question is, Shall the three

separate amendments be laid on the table?
.Mr. AND~RSON: Some delegates came to me and

said that they would prefer that the Stilwell amendment
be not included in my motion and that the Cassidy and
vVinn amendments be tabled, and therefore I ask unani
mous consent to withdraw the Stilwell amendment from
my rnotion.

Tbe PRESIDENT: Does the member include in his
motion only two other amendments?

Mr. Sl\UTH, of Hamilton: I rise to a question of
personal privilege. In the debate last evening Mr. Hos
kins asked me if I did not know that this question on
nonpartisan members of the legislature had been brought
up and considered and finally laid on the table earlier
in the session. I did not know that at that time.

:Mr. ANDERSON: A point of order. You cannot
get up here and argue under a question of personal priv-
ilege. .

l\1r. Sl\il:ITH, of Hamilton: I was explaining my an
swer last night.

The PRESIDENT: The point of order is well taken.
Mr. S1\1:ITH, of Hamilton: I am making no argu

ments-
The PRESIDENT: The point is well taken.
1\1r. DOTY: If the member from lVlahoning with

draws his motion so that I can make a statement I think
we can clear this matter. It appears that we have gotten
into a tangle and that some think it wise when you are
on a reform matter to do all the reforming you can,
and others think it wise to have safeguards. It appears
better perhaps to consent to the withdrawal Or laying
npon the table of the Cassidy and Winn amendments
at this time, serving notice on you that we shall attempt
to submit to the people this or some other later. This
particular reform is of more importance than the initia
tive and referendum in many features. I therefore say
that. so far as I am concerned. I shall vote for the motion
of the member from Mahoning to lay the Winn and
Cassidy amendments upon the table.

Mr. CASSIDY: By leave of my second I will with
draw my amendment.

1VTr. DOTY: Mr. Winn must withdraw his first.
Mr. ANDERSON: If there is unanimous consent

anQj~jan understanding that all amendments be with-
drawn I will withdraw my motion to table. .

Mr. WINN: With the permission of the Convention
I am glad to witbdraw my amendment offered last night.

:Mr. CASSIDY: Now I will withdraw my amend
ment.

The PRESIDENT: So the question is on the adop
tion of the amendment of the member from Cuyahoga
[Mr. STILWELL].

Mr. STILWELL: With the permission of the Con
vention I would like to withdraw my amendment.

The permission was given.
The PRESIDENT: The question is on the adoption

of the amendment offered by the delegate from Cuya
hoga [1vfr. CROSSER].

l\/[r. HALFHILL: I have an amendment.
The amendment was read as follows:

Strike out the period at end of line 101, insert
semi-colon and add the following words: "or to
directly submit an amendment to the cons~itution

authorizing an exercise of any powers or the pass
ing of any law inhibited by this section."

Mr. HALFHILL: Mr. President and Gentlemen of
the Convention: When this matter came up for the
second reading and we had before us what we called
the middle-of-the-road compromise and it was laid upon
our desks here at the end of two or three strenuous
days of discussion, upon a hurried examination I discov
ered what was apparent upon even a cursory examina
tion, that in that compromise the people who had been
contending for the inhibition against the direct estab
lishment of the single tax in Ohio had been compromised
clear out of the running ; and at that time I offered an
amendment which is in substance this amendment, though
not exactly so, in which I proposed to the Convention
that instead of doing the foolish thing of putting in an
inhibition against statutory law it really proceed to close
the door and put something into the constitution that
meant something. In other words, I did· not propose,
as far as I was personally concerned, to sit here in this
Convention without some attempt to properly fight to
the finish what I had seriously and earnestly contended
against, the single tax. At the time we had the assist
ance of forty-two members and we had to vote against
all the rest of the Convention. Now, gentlemen of the
Convention, I want you to consider what you did with
reference to this section when it was brought in here.
What did you do with reference to my amendment when
I proposed it on second reading, and then let us see in
the light of what you have done in this Convention.
whether or not you will be consistent and support this
amendment and put it into the constitution, or whether
or not you will be compromised out of the fruits of what
ought to have been a victory at the time of the second
reading of this proposal?

Mr. KING: The adoption of your amendment with
the provision in the proposal would prevent the submis
sion of a constitutional amendment authorizing the class
ificationof property or interfering with it afterwards
if hereafter presented.

Mr. HALFHILL: I shall explain that. The ques
tion of classification of property and the single tax are
separate and independent propositions. The classifica
tion of property is as old as government itself. It has
been tried and found to work effectively in nearly all
civilized governments. It has obtained for scores of
years in all civilized countries of the earth, save in the
state of Ohio and a few other states. It has existed
from the foundation of the Union in several of the
more important states. Single tax is a matter of recent
growth, comparatively speaking, a philosophy created
and put into existence by Henry George and carried for
ward by such disciples as Joseph Fels. They are sepa
rate and distinct propositions. And I repudiate the
statement made that because I am in favor of the classi
fication of property that I have therefore taken the first
step in favor of the single tax. They are separate and
independent proposition~, but it .is true that upon the
generic statement of classification there came in the vote
taken on the question a coalition or rather a combination
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of an amendment to the constitution, shall be the
amendment to the constitution.

That iCover~ substantially the ~same question there.
Now I will ask the secretary to read my amendment in
the proposal where it would come, beginning back in
line 164 with the word "When".

THe secretary read as follows:

When competing laws or competing amend
ments to the constitution are submitted to the
electors, the ballot shall be so printed that the
electors can express an affirmative or a negatlve
vote upon each law or proposed law or proposed
amendment to the constitution.

Peck,
Pierce,
Read,
Redington,
Rockel,
Roehm,
Shaffer,
Shaw,
Smith, Hamilton,
Solether,
Stamm,
Stevens,
Stilwell,
Stokes,
Tetlow,
Thomas,
'Ulmer,
\Vagner,
Walker,
\Vatson,
Winn,
Wise,
Mr. President.

Harbarger,
Harris, Hamilton,
Harter" Huron,
Henderson,
Hoffman,
Hoskins,
Hursh,
Johnson, Williams,
Kehoe,
Keller,
Kilpatrick,
Knight,
Kunkel,
Lambert,
Leete,
Leslie,
Ludey,
Malin,
Marshall,
Mauck,
Miller, Crawford,
Moore,
Okey,

Mr. KNIGHT: I want to call the attention of the
Convention to the fact that the clause spoken of in lines
61, 62, 63 and 64 is entirely different from this con
templated here.

Mr. LAMPSON: That is true, but it announces the
method or principle of determining majorities, and this
amendment standing by itself would cover it.

1\1r. KNIGHT: Does this amendment permit where
two competing measures, one initiated by petition, and
a competing measure passed by the general assembly, are
submitted alongside of each other-does it permit any
voter to vote against both of them by making two marks?

Mr. LAMPSON: I so understand it, and if they
both receive a majority then the one which receives the
larger affirmative vote would prevail.

IVIr. KNIGHT: A man who wants to vote for a
measure uses a cross mark, and a man who wants to
vote against both measures must make two cross marks?

Mr. LAMPSON: I don't understand it that way.
Mr. DOTY: That is right.
Mr. KNIGHT: If he opposes both measures he must

vote twice.
Mr. LAMPSON: Yes, and if he wants to vote for

both measures he can vote for both, but the one receiv
ing the highest prevails.

Mr. STILWELL: No.
Mr. KNIGHT: It is absurd that a man should have

to go to. the polls and vote in that way.
Mr. DOTY: He might be allowed to vote for either

So the amendment was tabled. measure. It would be the same thing. He votes for
Mr. LAMPSON: I offer an amendment. the one that gets the most votes. The same thing is
The amendment was read as follows: in the proposal now. It is a Chinese puzzle, I will

admit, but this amendment, so far as I know, is all right.
In line 166 strike out all after the word "ex- ' Mr. LAMPSON: To use the same illustration that

press" and all of lipes 167,. :r68, 169, 170, 171, I used last evening, suppose the lt~gislature submits a
172 and 173 to the period and substitute "an proposition to issue $10,000,000 and there is a competing
affirmative or negative vote upon each law or proposition submitted to issue $5,000,000. The voters,
proposed law or proposed amendment to the con- under this proposition, could vote for both of those and
stitutiOl1." the one receiving the larger vote would prevail. Every

J;l1an who wanted the $10,0000,000 would naturally, want
the $5,000,000 if he couldn't get the $10,000,000, but
there would be a lot of voters who did not want the $10,
000,000 and whichever got the larger number of affir
mative votes would prevail, and those who wanted to vote
against them cQuid vote against both.
, Mr. TANNEHILL: Take the ones who wanted the
$5,qoo,000, they would never vote for the $10,000,000,
but every negative man will cast two votes negatively,
but the affirmative people cast only one vote.

of those singletaxers and those who advocated the clas
sification of· property.

The PRESIDENT: The gentleman's time has ex
pired.

Mr. DOTY: I move that this amendment be laid
upon the table.

The yeas and nays were regularly demanded; taken,
an4 resulted-.yeas6g, nays 45, as follows :

Those who voted in the affirmative are:

Anderson,
Baum,
Beyer,
Bowdle,
Brown, Highland,
Cassidy,
Cordes,
Crites,
Crosser,
Davio,
DeFrees,
Donahey,
Doty,
Dunn,
Earnhart,
Evans,
Fackler,
Farrell,
Fess,
FitzSimons,
Fox,
Hahn,
Halenkamp,

Those who voted in the negative are:

Antrim, Halfhill, Norris,
Beatty, Morrow, Harris, Ashtabula, Nye,
Brattain, Harter, Stark, Partington,
Brown, Pike, Holtz, Peters,
Campbell, Jones, Pettit,
Cody, Kerr, Price,
Collett, King, Riley,
Colton, Kramer, Rorick,
Cunningham, Lampson, Smith, Geauga,
Dunlap, Longstreth, Stalter,
Dwyer, :Marriott, Stewart,
Eby, McClelland, Taggart,
Elson, Mf:tthews, Tannehill,
Farnsworth, MIller, Fairfield, 'vVeybrecht,
Fluke, Miler, Ottawa, Woods.

Mr. LAMPSON: This is to straighten up the mat
ter we ,h~d l,ast night. If you turn back to page 3, line
60, you 'Yill fip.d this language in the proposal:

If conflicting proposed laws or conflicting pro
posed amendments to the constitution shall be ap
proved at the same election by a majority of the
total number of votes .cast for and against the
same,: the one receiving the highestn'umber of
affinnative votes shall' be the law, orin the case
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Mr. LAMPSON: A negative vote is against each
propositioll separately. It is the affirmative against the
negative, but if both affirmatives have a majority over
the negative then the affirmative which has the larger
vote will prevail.

1fr. TANNEHILL: Does not that give the negative
vote the advantage?

Mr. LAMPSON: No.
Mr. STILWELL : Would you give the negative voter

two votes or one?
Mr. LAMPSON: He has to vote against each propo

sition.
Mr. STILWELL: Would you count that two?
Mr. LAMPSON: No, sir; it counts against each prop

osition.
Mr. STILVvELL: Against each proposition?
Mr. LAMPSON: If he negatives the five~mi1li9n pro

position he is against that, and if he negatives the ten
million proposition 'he is against that,and if he votes
for the affirmative five million and for the affirmative ten
million, both do not prevail, but the one that has the most
votes prevails.

IVIr. STILWELL: But on for-or-against bonds, how
would you count his vote, two or one?

Mr. LAMPSON: One against each. The proposition
is for $S,ooo,ooo or $10,000,000, or against$s,ooo,ooo or
$10,000,000.

Mr. STIL\iVELL: That is not fair. It is giving the
opposition two votes to one. You are dividing the
affirmative vote. Suppose you and Mr. Doty are both
for hands, one for $5,000,000 and the other for $10,
000,000, and you so mark your ballot. I am against the
$5,000,000 and against the $ro,ooo,ooo and my vote nega
tives your two. That is not fair, and that is what we op
pose.

J\1r. LAMPSON: You cast one vote on the $5,000,
000 proposition-

Mr. STILWELL: Against it.
Mr. LA1\lPSON: On the proposition in the negative,

and you cast another on the $10,000,000 against it.
Mr. STILWELL: Yes, and that negatives your two

votes.
:Mr. LAMPSON: No, sir.; it does not.
Mr. STILWELL: Why not?
Mr. LAMPSON: It negatives my vote in the affir

mative on the $5,000,000 and also an affirmativ~ on the
$ro,qoo,ooo. Suppose the $ro,ooo,ooo was to build a
state house and the $5,000,000 was to build a peniten
tiary-

Mr. STILWELL: But you cannot have that issue.
Mr. LAMPSON: I am 4sing that as an illustration.

The same principle' prevails so far as voting.
:Mr. STIL\iVELL: You can have $10,000,000 to build

a state house and $5,000,000 to build a state house, but
the other, as you put it, is not a competing measure.

Mr. LAMPSON: It does not change the principle so
far as voting.

Mr. STILWELL: Yes, it does. It changes the affir-
mative vote.

Mr. LAMPSON: The affirmative voter has a right
to vote to issue the $10,000,000 and the negative yoter
has a right to vote against it; the affirmative voter has a
right to vote for the issue of the $5,000,000 ansi the nega-

tive voter can vote against it, but both the $5,000,000 and
the $10,000,000 can not prevail.

1\lr. ANDERSON: Suppose thirty vote for the $10,
ooo,oQo,fifte~n for the $5,00o,0()0 and forty vote no?

Mr. DOTY: They have to divide that up between the
negatives. There are two negatives and that must be
divided.

1\1r. LAIVIPSON: Take, for illustration, Mr. Ander
son's fifteen votes upon $5,000,000 and thirty votes for
,the $ro,ooo,ooo. That would be forty-five in all. If
,twenty votes were cast against the $10,000,000 that would
'defeat it, and if twenty-five votes were cast against the
$5,000,000 as against the ten million-

Mr. STILWELL: As against thirty votes, it is.
Mr. LAl\!IPSON: That would carry.
Mr. STILWELL: That is not what you said in the

tirst place. You said the negative voter had a right to
,vote no upon both prop~si.tions, ~nd you ~re giving him
two votes. You are diVIdl11g the affirmatIve vote while
the negative vote is united. '
, 1\1r. DOTY: I say you are not.

1\lr. STILWELL: I say you are.
1\1r. DOTY: I can show it t,o you on the blackboard.
[Vari<;>us members of the Convention here put a num-

ber of diagrams and examples on a blackboard. Various
statements were made about them by pointing to the dif
fe~ent l?a!ts of the. ballot. The ~iscussio~ is absolutely
unmtelhgible, meanl11gless and wIthout POl11t in the ab
sence of the various diagrams and the reporter was di
rected to omit this part of the discussion.-THE EDITOR.]

J\1r. BIGELOW: I have had in mind all along very
grave feelings as to this kind of indirect initiative. I
an: for the direct initiative. I believed all along that
thlS was the correct form of it. I hesitate at this late
day to suggest any other form because it is too late to
make a radical change in the proposal. But because" we
are in a. tangle ~bout the ballot I think I ought to suggest
to the ConventlOn the form of indirect initiative that I
think is correct, and then, if the Convention thinks the
same, it will save us from this tangle.

Now, with your attention, let me explain what the
\iVisconsin indirect initiative is and how it differs from
this and the advantages of it as compared with this.

The Wisconsin indirect ,initiative doe~ not provide for
the formulation of a bill outside pf the legislature and
its presentation to the legislature by petition. It pro
vides that a measure to be initiated at all must first orig
inate in the general assembly, just as any other measure
must. Now, what there is to the Wisconsin initiative
is this: The people outside, after the legislature has done
its work, have the right not only to get up a petition
against some law that the legislature has passed, but
they have a right by petition to require a direct vote upon
some measure that the legislature has refused to pass
fifter it has been introduced. They have the right not
only .to require a direct vote upon a measure that has
been presented to the legislature by some' member, but
they may take that bill in any form that it takes at any
stage in the legislative procedure. They may take -it
exactlv as some member has introduced it or with some
amendment, and so draft their bill as to have a referen
dum on any stage. It is nothingbut a referendum. Now
you see the great advantage o.f that form of the initia
tive over this. The trouble with this initiative is this:
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I think on the whole our legislative assemblies are going
to improve and that when measures are presented to the
general assembly the general assembly is going to try in
good faith to improve them, and if they make any change
in them at all, very well. Suppose under the indirect
initiative you present something to the legislature. Six
per cent of the voters have to present it, sixty thousand
electors have presented it. They have been careful in
drafting the bill, but it is presented to the legislature
and the legislature discovers some very vital mistake in
the bill and makes a change and improves it so that every
one of the sixty thousand petitioners would be grateful
to the legislature for having made the change. They
would be glad to have their bill passed, but under this
form of the initiative they must nevertheless go to the
election and have a popular vote on the question of
whether the bill with the mistake-and which they agree
is a mistake-shall carry, or whether the other bill of
the legislature shall carry. I would suggest a modi
fication the vVisconsin plan. I would suggest that one
half of the percentage required to submit a measure
to a popular vote that the measure might be presented
t6 the leaislature and then let the people wait and see
if the le~islature passes it, or if the leg~slature mak~s
an improvement so that they are satIsfied, that IS
the end of it; but, if they are dissatisfied, if they think
that the legislature has been hostile in amendment and
has injured the measure, then let them by filing an ad
ditional number of signatures, say fifty per cent more, re
quire a popular vote on the measure as they introduced it
or in any form that it may have taken. How that would
work OL;t practically would be this: If it requires six
per cent for a popular vote we could submit to the legis
lature on three per cent, we could put our bill in the
legislative hopper on that and then we would wait and
se~ and if we didn't like what the legislature did we
would file the additional three per cent and get a direct
vote on it; otherwise we would let it stand. I hesitate to
suggest this at this ti~e, but I 'Y0uld s~gg~st that.we· re
fer this bill to a specIal commIttee WIth mstructlOns to
solve that ballot if they can, and if they cannot solve it
to then bring in this other form of the initiative and I
so move.

Mr. CROSSER: I do not think there is anything
wrona with this ballot. I think the great majority of
the ~en here understand it as plain as noon-day sun. I
do not like this eleventh-hour submission of a proposi
tion to be sugar-coated, and I think it will result in con
fusion worse confounded. I wonder how far we are
going with this measure? Pretty soon we will have the
proposition eliminated entirely.

M'r. PRICE: \iVhat would be the situation if both
the $10,000,000 ancl $5,000,000 carried under the illus
trations we have heard?

Mr. CROSSER: The one receiving the highest num
ber of votes prevails, according to the language of the
proposition. I thi~k this is really. the result of a timid,
weak-kneed abandonment of the pledges that we made
before the election. Every man here except nine men
from Cincinnati pledged themselves to the direct form of
the initiative.

1\1r. KNIGHT: I differ with the gentleman.
Mr. CROSSER: There are only nine men pledged

to anything like this sugar-coated thing.

Mr. HARRIS, of Hamilton : Are you not aware that
l\fatthew Arnold says that the minority is always right?

l\1r. CROSSER: I know there are fifty men who are
in favor of the direct initiative and who will not stand
for this thing if we can help it.

Mr. HARRIS, of Ashtabula: The motion to refer
back is to see if· the committee can work out a solution
for this proposition.

:1\1r. CROSSER: I don't think a great majority of
us are concerned about the solution. They see this bal
lot as plain as the nose on your face.

.Mr. HARRIS, of Ashtabula: I am greatly concerned.
l\/Ir. STILWELL: I do not think you· would doubt

my sincerity in this matter?
1\1r. CROSSER: Not a bit.
Mr. STILWELL: And yet I disagree with you most

seriously.
Mr. BIGELOW: So do 1. I think he is wrong.
Mr., CROSSER: I may be a little bit wrong, but I

have had sufficient provocation. I know what we started
out to do and I know with what we have ended.

1\/11'. FESS: I do not believe that any form of ballot
that has been submitted is free of pretty serious objec
tion, and even with the luminous explana~ion of the
member from Ashtabula [Mr. LAMPSON] It does not
clear up what appears to me an undue advantage that
might be taken. He· says that the voter might vo~e f~r

both issues of bonds. Gentlemen of the ConventlOn, It
is perfectly rational that if the obj ection to the ballot
that I was speaking of is a legitimate one, you have no
right to count the negative vote against the sum of the
other two votes on the ground that when one voted in
the negative he didn't want either, and while he would
vote for the one as against the other, he would still pre
fer the other. I say you do not have any right to sum
that up as an affirmative vote. If that is a legitimate
objection, I ask you whether the same objection will not
lie on the affirmative vote on the first proposition of the
member from Ashtabula? This is an important point.
When a man goes in there to vote he is not voting on
the issue of bonds, as you suggest; he is voting upon
the question of issuing this or that amount of bonds. If
that is what you are determining he is not going to vote
for both of them. He may be opposed to both of them
and will vote that way, but he may be in favor of one
and not in favor of the other and there is no right to
connt him as in favor of both simply because he votes
for one. In view of the condition this has assumed,
I believe the proper thing to do is to refer this matter
to a committee with instructions that if they can bring
in a satisfactory ballot to do so, and if they cannot let
them submit a substitute that will b~ satisfactory, in
cluding the Wisconsin plan or any plan they can devise,
and I would suggest that that report should come out
at the earliest possible moment so as not to delay us
further: in this matter.

Mr. BIGELOW: Sil1ce I made the motion I want
to withdraw it with this explanation, that I think the
question of the pending amendment offered by the mem
ber .from Cuyahoga [Mr. CROSSER] as to whether we
want the direct initiative should be settled by this Con
vention first, because it was not in my mind in suggesting
this special committee that that committee should assume·
to prejudice in the least that issue which is before the
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So the amendment was not agreed to.
Mr. MILLER, of Crawford: I move that this ques

tion of the ballot be submitted to a special committee.
Mr. DOTY: There have been two amendments pro

posed to the present proposal and that makes three; one
was introduced by the gentleman from Ashtabula [Mr.
LAMPSON1 and the one in the proposal. Now wouldn't
it be well to submit the whole matter to the committee
and let them decide?

Mr. HARRIS, of Hamilton: Limiting the action of
the committee to the amendments submitted?

Mr. DOTY: No; everything.
Mr. HARRIS, of Hamilton: Why not limit the com

mittee to what is before us?
}\/[r. DOTY: It would be absurd to send out a com

mittee and tell them to bring in what we have got here
and not allow them to bring in something better if it is
proposed to them.

The PRESIDENT: If the motion prevails the com
mittee will be, including myself, Mr. Stilwell, Mr.
Crosser, 1fr. Lampson, Mr. Doty, Mr. Knight and Mr.
Cassidy.

Mr. HARBARGER: I would like to know who has
the floor and by what process you can get the floor?

Mr. DOTY: I have the floor, but I will yield it if
the gentleman wishes it.

:Mr. HARBARGER: I have been trying to get the
floor for some time and the president it seems will not
recognize me. I move that the amendment be laid on
the table.

The motion was lost.
Mr. DOTY: Now I submit an amendment to the

proposal. It is the one that I introduced last night.
The amendment was read as follows:

Strike out all after (X) in line r67 and all the
following up to and including the first "be" in
line r73, and substitute therefor the following:
first, for the measure proposed by initiative peti
tion, second, for the measure substituted by the
general assembly, and third, against both meas
ures. If the number of votes cast against both
measures exceeds the total number of votes cast
for both, neither shall prevail; if fhe total num
ber of votes cast for both exceeds the number
cast against both, the measure shall prevail which
receives the larger number of votes.

Convention, and since there may be a suspicion as to
the intention I suggest that my motion be withdrawn
and that we vote upon the pending Crosser amendment
and then the matter will be clear. I withdraw my
motion.

Mr. JOHNSON, of Williams: I would like to say a
few words because I have not been in conference with
any member since the so-called caucus, and I never voted
in that caucus but was there simply as a spectator. I
have thought from the time this proposition was pre"
sented to us with alternate proposals that we could not
make a ballot which would be satisfactory, and with all
the explanations we have had I do not think we can
do so now. Hence I dislike to hear the gentleman from
Ashtabula say it will be all right to be reported a certain
way. I will say now I don't want to be on that com
mittee. because I feel confident that they can only report
in one manner, and that is that we cannot make these
competitive proposals satisfactory. I believed it at the
start when I voted .for this amendment. I am ready and
I have never changed my opinion. I do not agree with
the explanation of any of these ballots and I do not
think they are fair in some respects, but I am against
having this committee. I think we should just get out
of the difficulty by proceeding at once and discussing
and solving the matter right here.

1V1r. KILPATRICK: I think we all appreciate the
fact now that we want the vote on this question, whether
the direct initiative shall go into this proposal, and if
we keep on talking for the next six weeks we shall
never get any further than we are now. Consequently,
I move the previous question on the proposition of put
ting in the direct initiative.

Mr. FESS': Before you put the previous question,
to bring it to a test let me move to table the Crosser
amendment.

}\/[r. DOTY: And on that I demand the yeas and
nays.

The PRESIDENT: The question is, "Shall debate
close upon the Crosser amendment?"

The main question was ordered.
Mr. FESS: We can have the vote just as well direct

ly and I will withdraw the motion to lay on the table.
The PRESIDENT: The question is,' "Shall the

amendment be adopted?" and the secretary will call
the roll.

The yeas .and nays were regularly demanded, taken,
and resulted-yeas 40, nays 72, as follows:

Those who voted in the affirmatiye are:
Bowdle, Halenkamp, Moore,
Cassidy, Harbarger, Okey,
Crosser, Harter, Huron, Pierce,
Davio, Hoffman, Read,
DeFrees, Hoskins, Roehm,
Donahey, Bursh, Shaffer,
Doty, Keller, Solether,
Dunn, Kilpatrick, Stilwell,
Earnhart, Kunkel, Tetlow,
Evans, Lambert, Thomas,
Fackler, Leslie, Ulmer,
Farrell, Malin, 'Watson,
FitzSimons, Mauck, Mr. President.
Hahn,

Those who voted in the negative are:
Antrim, Beatty, Morrow, Brattain,
Baum, Beyer, Brown, Highland,

Brown, Pike,
Campbell,
Cody,
Collett,
Colton,
Cordes,
Crites,
Cunningham,
Dunlap,
Dwyer,
Eby,
Elson,
Farnsworth,
Fess,
Fluke,
Fox,
Halfhill, .
Harris, Ashtabula, .
Harris, Hamilton,
Harter, Stark,
Henderson,
Holtz,

Johnson, Madison,
Johnson, Williams,
Jones,
Kehoe,
King,
Knight,
Kramer,
Lampson,
Leete,
Longstreth,
Ludey,
Marriott,
Marshall,
Matthews,
McClelland,
Miller, Crawford,
Miller, Fairfield,
Miller, Ottawa,
Norris,
Nye,
Partington,
Peck,

Peters,
Pettit,
Price,
Redington,
Riley,
Rockel,
Rorick,
Shaw,
Smith, Hamilton,
Stalter,
Stamm,
Stevens,
Stewart,
Stokes,
Taggart,
Tannehill,
Wagner,
Walker,
\Veybrecht,
\iVinn,
Wise,
Woods.
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Mr. STOKES: I offer an amendment.
The amendment was read as follows:

After the word "reserved" in line 181, insert
the following: "All ballots cast for or against the
initiative and referendum or upon any proposed
or com:petinglaw or constitutional amendment Su?
mitted to the electors for a vote thereon as herem
provided, shall be returned by the election officers
in separate envelopes to the officers to whom re
turns of a general election are to be made, w~o
shall preserve said ballots WIder. seal. for SI.X
months, and if there is no contest mvolvmg theIr
use at the expiration of six months, said officers
shall destroy the same,"

Mr MILLER of Crawford: I move that the pro
posal .and pendin'g amendments be referred to a special
committee.

Mr RILEY: I move that the whole subject be re-
ferred to a special committee.

The motion was carried.
The president appointed the following committee:

Messrs. Bigelow, Stilwell, Crosser, Doty, Lampson,
Knight and Cassidy.

Mr. CODY: I move to reconsider the vote by which
Proposal No. 334 was defeated.

Mr. LEETE: And I move to lay that on the table.
The PRESIDENT: Mr. Jones is entitled to the

floor. .
Mr. JONES: Gentlemen; The vote by which thIs

proposal was defeated was fifty-nine to forty-eight.
There were a number of absent members and there are
also a number of members who voted against the propo
sal under a misapprehension as to the probable ~xpe?se
involved in the system. I did not on yesterday, m vIew
.of the very large vote that the pr~posal received on
second reading, undertake to enter mto any extended
discussion of the mer'its of the proposal and I want to
ask your indulgence not for that Pl1rpose now but for a
very brief statement in regard to the proposal.

Mr. ELSON: There is one thing that you should
make very clear and that. is, if .it be option~l with coun
ties how the county wIll decIde to use It? I voted
,against it yesterday. I was inclined to vote for it, if
those things were cleared up.

Mr. JONES: I am obliged for the suggestion and
will answer it in the course of my rematks. In the first
place, gentlemen of the Convention, this propos~l is to
leave things to the Jegislature. I~ do~s not proylde for
any system or any scheme of reglsten~g land htles.. It
just authorizes the legislature to do It. .It ~utho~lzes

the legislature to provide a plan. fo: r~gl~te.nng tltles.
The plan that is usually adopted m JunsdlctlOns where
this has been dealt with has been what is known as the
Torrens system. It would not necessarily follow that
any particular type of the Torrens system or any other
system would be adopted in Ohio, although there has
never been anything suggested in fifty years since the
registration of land titles has been used that has been
much of an improvement over the original Torrens sys
tem. Right there I desire to answer the suggestion of
the gentleman from Athens [Mr. ELSON]. The legis
latur~j:quld provide, as in Illinois, that it could be
adopted in particular counties Qn a vote of the people

of that county. If a people of any particular comity
did not want to have it in that county they need not vote
for it. The Illinois law was prepared especially with
reference to the city of Chicago, because in the great fire
all the records of Cook county were destroyed. It there
fore happens that the Illinois law has not been adopted
in any of the other counties of the state of Illinois be
cause it was prepared especially with reference to Cook
county. You could have that feature in Ohio, that it
could be adopted by counties on a vote, or you could do
it as done in nearly all other jurisdictions, and in those
jurisdictions where adopted by the counties you can
have it entirely optional with the landowner to come in
under the system or not. Nobody has ever been required
where the system has beel1 adopted to register titles un
less he desired to. It is entirely optional.

Now, in regard to another matter. The main purpose
of this system has been to do the very thing that has
been urged here as an objection to it. The purpose is
to simplify and cheapen and facilitate the means of trans
ferring titles to real estate. Take a farm, and I know
the delegates from the country will see the force of the
illustration, ;;tlthough it, is not necessary for those who
have studied it-but if a man comes out to your farm
to buy a thousand dollars worth of hogs or sheep or
cattle the transaction is closed in ten minutes and the
money can be paid and the whole transaction wound up.
If the party has any doubt whether there are any liens
on the property all he would have to do would be to go
to the recorder's office to see if there were any chattel
mortgages. On that inspection he could determine every
thing necessary to close the deal, and so in dealing with
any other piece of personal property. If a man owned a
note or a bond and wanted to borrow money on it or
'wanted to borrow money on live stock all he would have
to do would be to go to the recorder's office and see if
there were any chattel mortgages; but what does a man
have to do if he wants to buy a house? It is not possible
to close up a deal with regard to any piece of real estate
without the assistance of a lawyer. Now what does a
lawyer have to do? He has to go to the court house and
examine the title and if the party wants to be thoroughly
satisfied the lawyer has .to examine the title back one
hundred years. If an abstract has been made at any
time the party mayor may not be satisfied with the
person who made the abstract, and any prudent man will
at least require, unless he is thoroughly acquainted with
the man who is selling it, his own attorney to verify the
correctness of that abstract. Then he has to have an
examination of the abstract to see whether the title
shown by the abstract is good, because an abstract
doesn't make a title good, but merely states what the
title is. The title may be good or bad and it is necessary
to have an attorney to examine it to see whether' it is
good or bad. Now if the attorney goes through the
abstract what does he have to do? He has to go and ex
amine for mortgages, mechanics' liens, tax liens, foreign
executions and home executions and for pending suits.
All of those things have to be looked after and they can
not in the nature of things be' looked up by a man not
familiar with that work. It necessitates an examination
every time a tran~actiont,al<:e? place in regard to real
estate unless the purchaser just wants to go blindly. The
object of this proposal is to cheapen and to facilitate
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Farnsworth,
Farrell,
Fess,
FitzSimons,
Fluke,
Ha]enkamp,
Halfhill,
Harbarger,
Harris, Ashtabula,
Harris, Hamilton,

the same result in Ohio with a merely nominal fee of
one-tenth of one per cent. The legislature, with the
facts before it, could say that all that is necessary is a
nominal fee of one-tenth of one per cent.

I am interested in this as a reform. I have spent
months and months digging into records and much of the
success that I have had as a lawyer has been in a special
line of real estate law. Consulting my own interest I
would make more to continue my work as I have been
doing, but I have learned to know the great reform per
mitted by the adoption of this system. The best evi
dence that the system is a good one is shown by the fact
that it has never been abandoned any place where
adopted, and it has been adopted wherever it could be.
We adopted it in Ohio in 1896 by a unanimous vote
of the senate and 70 to 19 in the house, but that law
was declared unconstitutional, and this is an attempt to
put the matter in such a state that the legislature can
deal with the matter. I hope the matter will be con
sidered and the proposal will pass.

Mr. LEETE: When I first listened to the gentleman
upon this question I was rather inclined to favor it. I
thought it was a good thing. At that time I had in mind
dividing up large tracts of land, thinking that it would
probably be a saving, but in most of our districts south
of Chillicothe and along the Ohio river there are a good
many counties where the land is divided into various
small farms. I believe the system if allowed to be
worked up by attorneys in those communities would be
a great detriment to those small places, and I therefore
hope that the motion will not prevail. In large cities,
where the land is very valuable, I can concede that it
would be an advantage to have it, but in the small coun
ties like mine and the adjacent counties it would be a
detriment, and I hope you people will vote it down. I
therefore move that the motion be laid on the table.

Mr. PECK: Personally-
The PRESIDENT: A motion to table is not debat

able except by unanimous consent.
Mr. PECK: This is a personal explanation. It has

been stated to me that word has gone out that I had
opposed this proposal and voted against it. That is a
mistake. I am in favor of the proposal.

The PRESIDENT: The question is on the motion
to table.

The yeas and nays were regularly demanded, taken,
and resulted-yeas 21, nays 79 as follows:

Those who voted in the affirmative are:

Registering and Warranting Land Titles.

and simplify transactions with reference to real estate,
so that two men who want to deal with regard to real
estate can go tog~ther to the recorder's office and ask
him to open the page of the record on which that man's
title is registered and let them see it. If they can read,
if they have enough intelligence for that, they can in a
minute tell whether the man proposing to sell is the owner
a f the property and has a good title or not, and they can
tell if there are any claims against that property, because
under this system, wherever adopted, every mortgage
and every judgment and every pending suit and every
execution, home or foreign, and every tax lien and every
mechanic's lien and everything that affects that property
is entered upon that one page. It will make the dealing
in land property just as simple as would be the selling
of a bunch of hogs or sheep or cattle or horses. All you
have to do is to go to the recorder's office and ask him
to opeD- to the proper page and you can there see every
thing about the property and anybody who can read can
turn to the page and see whether the title is good.

Now complaint has been made that there would be
great expense ,attached to the introduction of the system
and especially that it would bear heavily on small owners
of land that was not very valuable.

'. As I have said the main purpose of the adoption of
this reform every place it has been adopted has been to
eliminate that expense. Now, how does it do it? A
man asks to have his title registered in an addition of a
town or .. city that was originally a one-hundred-acre
tract of land. It has been laid off in five hundred lots
and one of the parties owning a lot wants to register his
title. The matter is referred to a referee and he traces
the title back to where the addition was laid out; then
he goes back to the government and he finds out whether
that title is good, and the court, upon a full hearing, de
termines that there is a defect back of the man who
laid out the addition and that the proper step to take is
to clear up that defect and the title is made good. That
may involve a little expense in one case but no great
expense. In Massachusetts they provide for service in
suit by registered letter, wh7ch makes it very cheap.
After that expense is incurred there are five hundred lots
that can be registered at a nominal expense, because the
court has already gone over the whole matter. The same
thing as to the owner of a small tract of five or ten
acres carved out of a larger tract. The first man makes
the application and the investigation is made and all de
fects clean~d up, and the next man does not have to go
to any considerable expense. There might be ten
or twelve or two dozen small owner's and the expense Beatty, Morrow, Evans, Miller, Fairfield,

Brattain, Hahn, Norris,
to them will be merely nominal, and we need not specu- Brown, Pike, Johnson, Madison, Peters,
late about what the expense will be for the records show, Cordes, Kunkel, Pettit,
and they have not been over $25 on an average. Dunlap, Lambert, Price,

Dunn, Leete, Smith, Geauga,
Now, .with reference to the guaranty fund. That is Earnhart, Malin, Tetlow.

provided inerely. as a ,safety fund to protect those who Those who voted in the negative are:
may be wrongfully deprived of their property. I have
a letter from J\.fassachusetts in which it is said in thirteen Anderson, Colton,
ye,ars nobody has. been. compelled to, but they gradually ~ntrim, ~~~~~~gham,
come in and in that thirteen years there has been only B:~~: Davio,
seven per cent come under the system; that the guaranty.Bowdle, DeFrees,
fund has gone up to $r63,000 and there has been but one B~own, Highland, Donahey,
case where'there was a dra.ft. on the fund, so carefu!ly ~~~fJe1I, g~:~r,
has that. system been admInIstered. You can readIly Cody y, Elson,
see that after thirteen years of experience it would have Coll~tt, Fackler,
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So the motion to table was lost.
IVIr. HARTER, of Stark: I demand the previous

question on the motion to reconsider the vote by which
Proposal No. 334 failed to pass.

The main question was ordered.
The motion to reconsider was carried.
The! PRESIDENT: The question is 'now on the

adoption of the proposal.
Mr. NYE: AS'I said yesterday-
Mr. WINN: I rise to a point of order. The pre

vious question has been ordered.
The PRESIDENT: The previous question has been

exhausted.
Mr. NYE: I thought, that this question was finally

disposed of yesterday, but if it is not disposed of and
if anybody is of a different opinion I desire to be heard
further this morning. If the members of this Convention
want this Torrens system then I have no objection to
their voting for it, but I am personally opposed to it. I
think it will impose upon the people of this state an ex
pense, not as taxpayers but as individual property own
ers, almost if not equal to the amount that you have
voted for good roads. The gentleman says that this
system of transferring titles would make it very easy.
I warit to say to you if you can get your title perfected
and get a certificate of title under the Torrens system
for less than $50 to $100 in an ordinary case, and much
more than that in most cases, you can get it for less than
I think you will be able to do.

In the first place you have to have q. lawyer to file
your petition, and in the second place, if there is anyone
else claiming a title, you will have to get service of some
kind upon everybody that claims title to it. Under our
law, passed in 1896, just such a notice is required and I
went to the Ohio State Journal and ascertained that the
publication of that notice would cost $10 without any
description of the property. If you want to fix a scheme
of transferring your property and perfecting your title
which will help every lawyer in this state then I advise
you to pass this proposal, but if you want to have the
same way of transferring your title as you have now then
I would advise you not to pass it. The gentleman says
that any place where they have adopted this scheme, they
have never abandoned it. Gentlemen, you cannot aban
don it. After you have your records made up that way
and after you have conveyed your titles that way you
have to let it remain that way and there is no other way
to do it. In the first place you have to have special books
for the purpose and those will cost the county something,
and after you have those books you commence to ,fix

Harter, Stark,
Henderson,
Hoffman,
Holtz,
Hursh,
Johnson, \Villiams,
Jones,
Kehoe,
Kerr,
Kilpatrick,
King,
Lampson,
Longstreth,
Ludey,
Marriott,
Marshall,
Matthews,

Mauck,
McClelland,
Miller, Crawford,
Miller, Ottawa,
Moore,
Nye,
Peck,
Pierce,
Redington,
Riley,
Rockel,
Roehm,
Rorick,
Shaffer.
Shaw,
Smith, Hamilton,
SoIether,

Stamm,
Stevens,
Stewart,
Stilwell,
Stokes,
Tacrgart
Ta~neh{ll,
Thomas,
Ulmer,
Walker,
Watson,
\Veybrecht,
Winn,
Wise,
Woods.

those titles and you change from making deeds to trans
ferring the title and I say the transferring and perfect
ing of the titles will cost from $50 to $100.

Mr. JONES: Do you not understand that where the
Torrens system has been adopted you can go on with
making deeds and mortgages the same way as we have
if you prefer that to the method provided by the legisla
ture?

Mr. NYE: Not where you use the Torrens system.
Mr. JONES: Yes.
1\lr. NYE: \Nhere you use the Torrens system you

transfer by this same way after you pay $50 or $1,000
or $5,000 when you get the title correct.

Mr. RORICK: ~ would ask a question. You talk
about the expense of getting' a title correct under the
Torrens system. No title has to be corrected that is good.
When a title is not good do you not have to employ a
lawyer and go on to a great big expense in court just
the same as under the Torrens system? I have been
in the business and I know.

Mr. NYE: If a man has a defect in his title we have
a way now for quieting the title, but under the Torrens
system everybody has to go into court.

Mr. RORICK: No, sir; if their title is good they do
not have to. .

Mr. NYE: If you have it perfected under the Tor
rens system you have to.

1\lr. RORICK: Not a bit of it.
Mr. NYE: The Torrens system as provided for in

this book covers forty-two pages and one hundred and
sixty-eight sections, and you have to go through the en
tire process there if you have your land registered ac
cording to the Torrens system.

1\1r. RORICK: Under the Torrens system?
Mr. NYE: Another thing has to be done. You have

to pay one-tenth of one per cent of the value of your
property when you have your title registered. That
goes into a guaranty fund and that fund is provided in
every county that adopts this system as a guaranty of the
title of every piece of land, and if there is not money
enough in that guaranty fund the county, according to
this law, has to pay the balance of it. That is what this
IVfassachusetts law provides.

Mr. JONES: There is nothing of that kind in this
proposal.

Mr. NYE: I am talking about the Torrens system as
adopted by every state that has used, it; there is only
one Torrens system and you are proposing the Torrens
system.

Now I do not care to discuss this. If the people want
it I have no objection to them having it. I am a practic
ing lawyer and I know it will make money for me and
for my firm, as it will for every other lawyer in the state
where it is adopted, but I want to say to you gentlemen
that it will cost the people a large amount of money.
Talk about a simple way! I want to say a word about
that. We have now a very easy way of transferring
iand, but you must have a deed and it must be acknow
ledged and your justices of the, peace throughout the
state can make deeds and you go to them and you can
go to them and transfer your land that way. There is
no trouble about it. The gentleman says that you can
trans fer titles as easy as you can a promissory note. That
is one of the faults about it, in my judgment, that there
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ARTICLE II.

SEC. 40. Laws may be passed providing for a
system of registering, transferring, insuring and

for the real estate men and the lawyers possibly, but let
us look a little for the home owners.

Mr. JONES: A question?
Mr. EARNHART: Just a moment.
:1\1r. JONES: I want to ask a question.
Mr. EARNHART: I do not oppose the measure be

cause it comes from a certain member of the Convention,
but I oppose it because I think it· is unnecessary and will
work a hardship upon the property owners. I hope that
every farm and home owner will study carefully before
he votes for this proposal.

Mr. STOKES: I move the previous question on the
proposal.

The main question was ordered. .
The PRESIDENT: The question is, "Shall the pro-

posal pass?" .
The yeas and nays were taken, and resulted-yeas 70,

nays 34, as follows:
Those who voted in the affirmative are:

IvJ iJJer, Ottawa,
Moore,
Peck,
Pierce,
Read,
Riley,
Rockel,
Roehm,
Rorick,
Shaffer,
Smith, Geauga,
Smith, Hamilton,
Stamm,
Stevens,
Stewart,
Stilwell,
Stokes,
Taggart,
Thomas,
Ulmer,
Weybrecht,
Wise,
Woods.

Nye,
Okey,
Peters,
Pettit,
Price,
Redington,
Shaw,
Solether,
Tetlow,
Walker,
Watson.

Halenkamp,
Halfhill,
Ha:-barger,
Harris, Hamilton,
aarter, Huron,
Harter, Stark,
Henderson,
Hoffman,
Hursh,
Johnson, Williams,
lones,
Kehoe,
Kerr,
1, ilpatrick,
Kilg,
Lampson,
Leslie,
Longstreth,
Marshall,
::\ f::nthews,
).,fauck,
McClellaljl,
}\lilJer, Crawford,

Anderson,
Antrim,
Paum,
Beyer,
l'll)wdle,
Brown, Highland,
Campbell,
Cassidy,
Cody,
Collett,
Colton,
Crites,
Crosser,
Cunningham,
Davio,
DeFrees,
Donahey,
D01Y,
Elson,
Farkler,
Farnsworth,
Farrell,
Fess,
FitzSimons,

Those who voted in the negative are:
Beatty, Morrow, Johnson, Madison,
Brattain, Keller,
Brown, Pike, Kramer,
Cordes, Kunkel,
Dunlap, Lambert.
Dunn, Leete,
Earnhart, Ludey,
Evans, Malin,
Fluke, Marriott,
Fox, Miller, Fairfield,
Hahn, Norris,
Harris, Ashtabula,

So the proposal passed as follows:

Proposal No. 334-Mr. Jones. To submit an
amendment by adding section 40 to article II, of
the constitution.-Registering and guaranteeing
land titles.

Resolved, by the Constitutional Convention of
. the state of Ohio, That a proposal to amend the

constitution shall be submitted to the electors to
read as follows:

is apt to be more fraud about it. If you get a certificate
and have it looked up and som.eone gets hold of it they
may forge your name to that certificate and you could
lose your property by that deed.

Here is another thing: The Torrens system is simi
lar throughout all the states. A man has a piece of
property and some one files a claim against it, or files a
certificate against it, and if the court quiets title in
that man's name then if you or some other person has
an interest in the property you are precluded from get
ting the property back. You must bring suit against the
person that deprived you of the title, making the treas
urer of the county a party to the suit, and then if they
cannot get it ou ~ the man that defrauded them out
of it they can r~to the county, but they cannot re
sort to the co . )il after they have exhaused their
claim against tlYe 1 ." idual who deprived them of it.

lV1 r. KNIGHT A'question of privilege for a mo-
rnent: I find that 1 'cannot be here this afternoon and I
will be unable to serve on that committee.

1\lr. Harris, of Hamilton, was appointed to fill the
vacancy.

1\1r. MILLER, of Ottawa: I am intensely interested
i11 the passage of this measure and its consideration. I
think it is a· duty we owe to the coming generations to
fjx the matter so that the expense that we are under for
registering titles will be less than it is. I do not know
how it is in the Ohio river counties, but in the northern
Ohio counties when we wish to make a land sale or
borrow money on land, abstracts of title are required,
and the expense we are put to in some locations is im
mense. I live in a country which once was a part of
Huron county. The old titles are recorded in Huron
county and every time an abstract. of title is required
we have to pay a lawyer to go to Huron county to make
the proper abstract. I believe every abstract attorney in
the state is opposing this measure and I hope the farmer
delegates will be for it.

Mr. PETTIT: When you get an abstract once that
is all you have to do.

Mr. MILLER, of Ottawa: If I sold my farm the
next fellow has to get an abstract too.

Mr. EARNHART: I hope the farmers and home
owners of this Convention will study this question a
little before the vote. As some of the members of the
Convention know, for the last thirty-five years I have
been engaged in buying and selling farms and oth~r
property, not as a real estate man but as a broker all
the time. In all that time I have been forced to give
but one abstract in selling property. I never demanded
one in buying. The titles are so perfect that it is not
necessary. We have in our county, and I think they
have in other counties as well, such a system of indexing
that anyone with ordinary intelligence can in a few min
utes acquaint himself with the condition of a title. Any
one must know that there must be considerable expense
in regard to this system.

Now it is argued that we do not have to adopt it un
less we want to. Suppose something of this kind should
be adopted; we know it will entail great expense and it
seems to me it is altogether needless. If there were a
crying need for it, it would be another thing, but such
is not the· case in our county and I think it is the same
all over the state of Ohio. I know it "vill be a good thing
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guaranteeing land titles by the state or by the
counties thereof, and for settling and determining
adverse or other claims to and interests in, lands
the titles to which are so registered, insured or
guaranteed, and for the creation and collection
of guaranty funds by fees to be assessed against
lanc1s, the titles to which are registered; and judi
cial powers with right of appeal may by law be
conferred upon county recorders or other officers
in matters arising under the operation of such
system.

Mr. JONES: I now move that the vote whereby
Proposal No. 334 was passed be reconsidered and I
move to lay that motion on the table.

Motion to lay upon tne table was carried.
On motion of l\!Ir. Doty the Convention recessed until

two o'clock p. m.

AFTERNOON SESSION.

The Convention met pursuant to recess and was called
to order by the president.

Mr. READ: I offer a resolution.
The resolution was read as follows:
Resolution No. 131:

Resolved, That the committee on Arrangement
and Phraseology be instructed in their considera
tion of Proposal No. 331 to change the word
"one" in line, 7 to the word "four". The effect
of this change will be to have the superintendent
of public works appointed for a term of four
years instead of one.

Mr. READ: I move that the rules be suspended and
that the resolution be considered at once.

The motion to suspend the rules was lost and the'reso
lution ,went over under the rules.

Mr. ANDERSON: I have been requested to ask
unanimous consent to take up at this tiine the question of
going to Cincinnati. It is a matter that should be decided
one way or the 'other, and I ask that that resolution be
taken up at this time.

.The SECRETARY: The committee on Rules has
the resolution.

Mr. ANDERSON: I ask that the committee on
Rules report it out. This is a matter that should be
determined now.

l\i[r. DOTY: As near as can be ciphered out now,
it might be possible for this Convention to go to Cin
cinnati Saturday night. That presupposes the conclusion
of work by Saturday noon. We are not in as good shape
as we should be to decide that question. If we could
let it go until night we would know where we were on
the calendar.

The PRESIDENT: The chairman of the special
committee wants to make a report.

l\i[r. STIL\\fELL: Mr. President and Fellow Dele
gates: The committee was in session about one hour
discussing the various forms of ballot that were dis
cussed in the Convention. We fully realize the difficulty
of coming to any conclusion upon. the matt~r_ that will
be entirely satisfactory fo fhe Convention. During our
discussion a plan to avoid this complication was sug-

gested and informally we got into a discussion of what
is familiarly known as the Wisconsin plan of indirect
initiative, and the committee has come back to the Con
vention to ask for some instructions upon this matter.
We have agreed among ourselves in the committee that
we should ask 1fr. Bigelow to explain a little further
what is meant by the Wisconsin form of indirect initia
tive, so that after the explanation we may a~k for some
instructions in order to find out what the attItude of the
delegates may be toward that plan, with the purpose in
view of avoiding the complicated form of ballot. So I
am going to give way to President 'Bigelow in order that
the plan may be more fully explained~

Mr. FESS: In order to make erfectly parlia-
mentary, I move you that this c , e be instructed
to bring in such reports as suggeseil atte'r explanation
from the president.

Mr. HARRIS, of Hamilton: I Tant to press the
inquiry I made this morning.

Mr. BIGELOW: All of these questions will be an
swered in the course of the explanation.

As stated this morning, what is suggested here is not
absolutely the Wisconsin plan. It is a modification
which I will explain. Let me say that the attitude of
the committee is this: That the committee is willing to
go out and draft this amendment and bring it in for your
consideration, but it does not care to do this work unless
it has some assurance from you in advance that you
would like to have it done.

Now, the plan to be drafted, if you vote for this
motion, and which we will report to you in form of an
amendment, is this: To initiate a measure under this
plan the first step would be that those interested should
have the measure drafted and printed in full just as
under our present plan. They must get a certain number
of signers, as the law may provide, to the petition asking
for a direct vote upon this measure. Then they must
file this measure with the secretary of state and he, when
the legislature meets, transmits it to the legislature. If
that bill is passed without change or amendment, then it
is the law, unless someone after that gets up a referen
dum petition against that. Of course, it is subject to
referendum. If it passes in a somewhat amended form
it may be permitted to go into effect without a popular
vote, reserving to the petitioners this right, that if in
their judgment they think the amendments incorporated
into the bill by the legislature have made the measure
objectionable to them, they m'ay on filing an additional
number of signatures have a popular vote upon the meas
ure. Now if your percentage required for this form of
initiative is six per cent, as in the present measure. then
the provision would be that upon filing of a bill with
a three-per-cent petition it is placed before the' legis
lature. By that three per cent the attention of the state
is called to the fact that here is a measure that may be
referred by an additional number of petitioners in case
the legislature does not act to the satisfaction of those
urging the measure. But this form makes it possible,
as our form does not, that if the legislature approves the
measure, it may stop there with the legislature, and we
need not have the trouble of a vote upon it.

I think I had, better possibly right here explain what
will happen if the original three per cent of the peti
tioners are not ~atisfied with the bill as enacted by the
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legislature. An additional three per cent will be sent
in. If your total per cent required is six, half of that is
required to present to the legislature, and another half in
addition is necessary to refer-of course, with the under
standing that the vote may be had upon the measure as
originally presented, or with any amendment incorpo
rated at any time or in any stage of the legislative. pro-
cess. '

Mr. FESS ; Would that plan obviate the necessity
of the competing measure of voting?

Mr. BIGELOW; Yes; there would be no competing
voting. ~

Mr. ANDERSON; Would there be under this pro
posed plan any referendum at all except upon those
measures that were first initiated?

1\1r. BIGELOW: Yes; the referendum applies to
everything.

Mr. ANDERSON: First, you have to have a petition
signed by three per cent?

Mr. BIGELOW: Yes.
Mr. ANDERSON; That is, before you can initiate

at all?
1\1r. BIGELOW: Yes.
lV1r. ANDERSON: That is filed at the secretary of

state's office?
Mr. BIGELO\V: Yes.
Mr. ANDERSON: Afterward, it is sent from there

to the lawmaking body while in session. No doubt if
the lawmaking body passed that law, or substantially
thCtt law, that would end it, provided three per cent

. more of the petitioners were not obtained to take it on
through?

Mr. BIGELOW: Yes.
Mr. ANDERSON; Now, of course, if three per cent

signed the petition and the law' were passed, that would
be subject to referendum, or subject to referendum if
six per cent signed it?

Mr; BIGELOW: Yes.
11r. ANDERSON: That would contemplate three

different sets of petitioners? The first, three per cent,
and then if not satisfied another three per cent more, and
then if it were not satisfactory a referendum?

Mr. BIGELOW: No, sir; it would require just two.
The first three per cent would present it to the legislature,
and the next three per cent would get a referendum vote
upon the measure passed by the legislature.

Mr. LAMPSON: Suppose the next three per cent
asked for a referendum vote; could there be a referen
dum vote upon it under your provision?

l\lr. BIGELOW: Yes,:
1\1r. KING: You said that applied to a bill passed.

It applies to a bill that passes or that is defeated?
Mr. BIGELOW: Yes.
Mr. PARTINGTON; I want to ask a question in

regard to these extra petitioners. When are those sig
natures secured, before the legislature acts upon it or
subsequent to the action of the legislature?

1\1r. BIGELOW: It could be so provided that they
wotlldhave to be procured after action is taken, or it
could be provided that they were invalid if there were
arty duplicates.

Mr. 'PARTINGTON: It seems to me that if those
signatures were secured befote the act of the legislature

no one" would know whether those petitioners desired a
referendum vote or not.

Mr. NYE; If you had three per cent of the original
petitioners, and the petition was submitted to the legis
lature, and that three per cent were satisfied with it,
could you get another three per cent to have it submitted
to the people, or must you have the same three per cent
and another three per cent?

Mr. BIGELOW: Another three per cent. It would
take six per cent in all, just as the present method, only
you would allow hal f to propose to the legislature with
the chance that the legislature would act satisfactorily
and you would not have to vote. .

Mr. NYE: If the three -percent originally presented
were satisfied with what the legislature did, could an
other three per cent that was not satisfied with it still
refer it to the people?

Mr.> BIGELOW: Yes.
1\1r. HALFHILL: By what method is it to be de

termined that the measure passed by the legislature is
satisfactory or is not satisfactory to the first three per
cent? .

Mr. BIGELO\iV; You cannot· determine that. The
question is, Is it satisfactory to the public? and that
is determined by whether or not there is an additional
three per cent filed requesting a vote.

Mr. HALFHILL: Is it not possible to create ')ome
committee or power which will determine that?
. Mr. BIGELOW: No, sir; that is not contemplated

in the plan. That has often been suggested and con
sidered, but it has always been set aside on the theory
that it would not do to create such an irresponsible power
outside to represent anybody and say when measures
should or should not be submitted. As it at present ex
ists six per cent are necessary to initiate a measure.

11r. HALFHILL; Could six per cent be taken up by
the circulators of the petition and only three per cent
filed and the other three per cent held in reserve?

Mr. BIGELOW: That could be done unless you pro
vided in your m,easure that the second three per cent
must be signed after such and such a date.

Mr. HALFHILL; Is it not entirely possible to frame
your petition that each signer would consent to the al
ternative of permitting his name to be used with the
three per cent initiative or the second three per cent?

Mr. BIGELOW: Yes; that would be a sort of unof
ficial way of creating power, to say whether or not this
thing shall stop in the legislature, its action havil}g been
satisfactory, or whether or not it shall go on to the peo
ple. The practical way of doing that will be, if they get
six per cent instead of three asking for a vote upon some
amendment, to hold three per cent and wait and see what
the legislature does, filing the other three per cent. In
case the action of the legislature is not satisfactory the
three per cent that is withheld can be put in for a vote.
That can be done if you want to, but you can provide
that the dates appear on the second section in such a way
as to prevent that being done if you do not think it is
advisable. ' , ,> . >

Mr. HALFHILL: This plan does away entirely with
the. competing measure in the legislature?

Mr. KING: I want to know why when an individual
or collection of individuals, or a society or an associa
tion, conceives the idea they want a law passed, they can
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not name in a petition a committee of three or four or back to know whether the action of the general assembly
five of the signers, and say in the petition that the un- was satisfactory. Would not we then encounter the same
dersigned are to be represented and bound by the action objection that is offered to the committee's plan, that
of the committee leaving to that committee the determina- somebody must determine whether the action of the
tion whether or not the passing of the law by the general general assembly is satisfactory?
assembly has fully carried out the purpose of the peti- Mr. BIGELOW: That is true, but any three per
tion? cent in the state could dQ it.

lVir. BIGELOW: The question raises a matter that Mr. WINN: I understand that, but can the three
has many features connected with it, but the reason it per cent who sign the petition before the law was enacted
has never been proposed, as far as I know, is that it be used until somebody must determine whether the
turns over to some three or four or five people the power action of the general assembly was satisfactory? That
that should be exercised by the entire public to say could only be determined by the application of the first
whether or not this measure is satisfactory. They have three per cent.
the power to put that on a committee of three or four or l\1r. BIGELOW: No; the first three per cent is
five men. That would be possible, but it would subj ect effective in that they can present the measure to the
those men to tremendous temptation. legislature, and that is an end of that three per cent.

1\1r. HURSH: What concerns me is in regard to the Mr. vVINN: And the other three per cent is only
amendment to an initiated law that the legislature might effective in case the legislature fails to enact the law
pass. If that law ,vere not satisfactory and the other satisfactory to the first three per cent?
three per cent were secured and sent to some kind of a Mr. BIGELOW: No; in case the legislature enacts
referendum, would the entire law passed by the legisla- the law unsatisfactory to anybody. It is a matter up
ture be vitiated? to the public. No three per cent of the people have a

1Vfr. BIGELO\N: If the votes were for the measure? monopoly of this.
l\1Ir. HURSH: Yes. Mr. WINN: What I am trying to find out is this:
1\1r. BIGELOW: Certainly; the original petition vVhether or not it would be right to have the names of

stands. It is part of the measure as a measure, and that the petitioners obtained before the law is presented to
may ,be referred after the action of the legislature is the general assembly and part of them used as a means
taken. of initiating the law and the other part used after the

lVIr. HURSH: Then the amendment the legislature general assembly nas acted to get a referendum of the
might make would not be the law? law.

lVIr. BIGELOW: No. Mr. BIGELOW: That could be framed up either
Mr. WINN: I want to see if I understand the prop- way, according to how you prefer. Of course, the peti

osition. A proposed statute petitioned for is enacted in tion must be signed, and you could fix it so that you
some form by the general assembly and that is subject would have to have an entirely different three per cent
to referendum? obtained after the law was enacted by the legislature,

1\1 r. BIGELOW: Oh, yes. if you wanted to.
Mr. WINN: It may be subject to the referendum l\1r. WINN: It seems to me it must be an entirely

the same as any other law that passes the general as- new three per cent; if not, the whole thing is a farce.
sembly? Mr. BROWN, of Highland: If three per cent initi-

Mr. BIGELOW : Yes. ates before the legislature and gets a law and are satis-
Mr. WINN: Suppose the necessary number of peti- fied with it, then can another three per cent file a peti

tioners asked for the enactment of some statute and tion for a referendum?
the legislature enacted the statute, in a modified form, Mr. BIGELOW: Yes, but only on laws that are
and three per cent, or whatever per cent may be required, initiated by petitions.
petitions to have it refe'rred. At the same time that three Mr. ROEHM: What is there wrong about duplicate
per cent is asking for a referendum upon the action of names provided they are gotten afterwards or supple
the general assembly, another three per cent is asking mentary to the petition? Why should not those who
that the original statute petitioned for be referred to the initiated have something to say whether or not it be
people, and then they both go to the people at the same referred, provided their' signatures are obtained after
time, one on the three per cent petitioning for the enact- the legislature has acted?
ment of the law petitioned for by the people, and an- Mr. BIGELOW: That is the only trouble that can
other on the referendum of the law passed by the gen- be raised, that you haVe not any official way of consult-
eral assembly. What will be the result? ing them.

Mr. 'BIGELOW: In case of a complication of that Mr. ROEHM: ~Thy could not they be eligible to sign
kind, you would have to have what you have in the a second time?
proposal now before you-what is in the California and The PRESIDENT: Oh, I didn't understand. I
Oregon proposal-that in case two conflicting measures think there will be no objection to that.
ever at any time be adopted by a direct vote, that meas- Mr. HARBARGER: Does that contemplate the ini-
ure receiving the larger number shall be the law. tiating of laws only under this plan?

Mr. WINN: It was suggested, if I understand that, Mr. BIGELOW: l';J0, sir; both laws and constitu-
assuming that six per cent of the electors might be re- tional amendments.
quired to initiate a law, that it might be so arranged Mr. HARBARGER: And it does away with the
that three per cent of them could start the action by the direct initiative on constitutional amendments?
general assembly, and the other three per cent be held Mr. BIGELOW: No; it does not propose to touch
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anything in this proposal except to substitute one indirect
initiative for another. OUf report would not touch any
thing else in this proposal, but simply we would bring
in the report on the form of indirect initiative which
would avoid the ballot complications which we now are
confronted with.

Mr. WOODS: I would like to ask why the way to
solve this matter is not simply to provide that any bill
introduced in the general assembly, say within six
months after the general assembly adjourns, may be pe
titioned for and go on the ballot?

Mr. BIGELOW: I do not see any objection except
that when you require petitions of a given number of
signatures to be filed with your measure that is pre
sented, you call public attention to that measure, and
you restrict the right of initiative to those particular
measures. This is a much more safeguarded form of
initiative than the one you propose.

Mr. OKEY: As I understand your proposition, the
minimum signatures to bring a law before the legislature
is three per cent?

:Mr. BIGELOW: Yes.
l\JIr. OKEY: Suppose in the first instance four per

cent sign the petition-
The PRESIDENT: That would not make any dif

ference. It would require three per cent afterwards
just the same. '

Mr. OKEY: That was my point.
Mr. PARTINGTON: Referring to what the mem

ber from Allen [Mr. HALFHILL] and the member from
Erie [Mr. KING] have said in regard to a body to decide
the matter of whether the petitioners are satisfied,
whether the enacted laws are satisfactory, it would seem
to me that the members of the legislature ip the minority
would be certainly a good committee to act. For in
stance, a petition has been presented to the legislature
asking for a certain law and this law asked for has been
changed by that body. The opposition by members of
the legislature to the changes, if they were bitterly con
tested - if these members didn't want the changes made
when the votes were taken - there would be a division
nearly half and half, and it would seem there is a plain
case of dissatisfaction.

Mr. BIGELOW: I do not think we need to open up
this question for discussion. Questions are in order,
of coUrse, and a motion is before the Convention, and
the pllrpose of this was simply to let the Convention
know what they might expect if they instruct us to bring
in the amendment.

Mr. HALFHILL: Is not this a result of the pro
posed plan, that any sort of a measure 'proposed may go
through this channel and eventually be voted upon as a
law without anything being done by the legislature?

Mr. BIGELOW: Yes, but with this advantage over
the present plan, that if the legislature acts satisfactorily,
although they make a change, it does not have to go to
a vote at all, whereas, no matter how much the legisla
ture may improve a bill, under our present form you
have to have a vote on it.

lVfr. HALFHILL: In law all conditions subsequent
are looked upon with disfavor. That is a primary prop
osition. Now all of these conditions are not only sub
sequent conditions, but there is no way of determ~ni~g
whether definite or indefinite. You say the pubhc 15

not satisfied. That is so indefinite that it simply means
that anybody who started out to submit any kind of a
measure can just go on through with it and put it on
the ballot. "In other words, it goes around, through and
above. '

Mr. BIGELOW: On the six per cent it would have
to go through the legislature.

lVlr. HALFHILL: It circumvents the legislature in
all respects.

Mr. BIGELOW: No more than the present form.
It does the same thing. I t goes through in spite of
anybody.

Mr. HALFHILL: No, sir; the exception is in the
present form, that the legislature can put in a competing
measure which goes before the people. Now, in the
form proposed any sort of a law framed for any pur
pos.e can, by having six per cent and passing through the
legislature, go before the people, and the legislature is
circumvented in its entirety.

1\1r. BIGELOW: No, sir; the legislature has a chance
to amend it. It goes into a deliberative assembly for
discussion, an official deliberative assembly representing
all of the people of the state, the greatest possible pub
licity, and with all of the advantage of the discussion
preceding the action of the people, and also with the ad
vantage which I fancy will occur in a great many cases,
when the legislature acts satisfactorily where it approves
a measure, everybody would be willing and want to have
it stopped with the legislature. Now, why should we
have a form of initiative that compels us to vote on a
thing that nobody wants to vote on? That is the defect
of our present system.

Mr. KING: The question is already saved by the
present proposal, that if the three per cent asked for a
given law and the legislature passes that law, that ends,
of course, the effect of that petition. Of course, those
opposed to the law may still go out and get a referen
dum petition.

Mr. FESS: As I understand the purpose of the
whole thing, and I think there is a little confusion here,
the work of this committee will be considerable, and they
do not care to undertake their work unless instructions
are given.

lVlr. BIGELOW: Yes.
l\JIr. FESS: But there is no thought that what the

committee does is final- it comes back here and every
thing is open to discussion on the floor?

:Mr. BIGELOW: Certainly.
l\JIr. FESS: I think the members are confused. Now

let it go to the committee.
1VTr. STOKES: I move the previous question on this

matter.
The main question was ordered.
The motion was carried.
l\fr. LAMPSON: Now what is before the Conven

tion?
" The PRESIDENT: We will proceed to the reading
of Proposal No. 26I.

Vice President Fess here took the chair.
Proposal No. 261 - Mr. Halenkamp was read the

third time. ,
1\1r. ELSON: The other day there was some discus

sion of this matter and it seemed to be understood or
inferred that if this proposal passed in the form in which
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proposal passed as follows:
Proposal No. 26I-Mr. Halenkamp, to sub

mit an amendment to article XV, section 2 of
the constitution.-Regulating state printing.

Resolved} by the Constitutional Convention of
the state of Ohio} That a proposal to amend the
constitution shall be submitted to the electors to
read as follows:

it is now it would preclude the use of the present _printed .
matter in the state offices generally, a thing which we
do not wish to tie ourselves down to.

Mr. THOMAS: I would answer that emphatically,
no ! That "proposal reads plainly that the state may do
its own printing in a manner as may be provided by law.

Mr. ELSON: In the present form?
Mr. THOMAS: It may do it in any manner or form

it sees fit.
The VICE PRESIDENT: The question is "Shall'

the proposal. pass ?"
The yeas and nays were taken, and resulted - yeas

102, nays none, as follows:
Those who voted in the affirmative are:

Nye,
Okey,
Partington,
Peters,
Pettit,
Pierce,
Price,
Read,
Redington,
Riley,
Rockel,
Roehm,
Rorick,
Shaffer,
Shaw,
Smith, Geauga,
Smith, Hamilton,
Solether,
Stamm,
Stevens,
Stewart,
Stilwell,
Stokes,
Taggart,
Tannehill,
Tetlow,
Thomas,
Ulmer,
Wagner,
Walker,
Watson,
Winn,
Wise,
Woods.

ARTICLE xv.

Halenkamp,
Halfhill,
Harbarge:r,
Harris, Ashtabula,
Harter, Huron,
Harter, Stark,
Henderson,
Hoffman,
Holtz,
Hoskins,
Johnson, Madison,
Johnson, Wiil1iams
Kehoe,
Keller,
Kerr,
Kilpatrick,
King,
Kramer,
Kunkel, --
Lambert,
Leete,
Leslie,
Longstreth,
Ludey,
Malin,
Marriott,
Marshall,
Matthews,
McClelland,
Miller, Crawford,
Milelr, Fairfield,
Miller, Ottawa,
Moore,
Norris,

The proposal was read the third time.
Mr. MARRIOTT: I offer an amendment.
The amendment was read as follows:

Strike out all of sections 2 and 3 and insert
in lieu thereof the following:

SEC. 2. Whenever two-thirds of the members
elected to each branch of the general assembly
shall be of the opinion that this constitution
should be revised, altered or amended, they shall
recommend to the electors of the state to vote,
at a general or special election, for or against the
appointment of a commission for that purpose;
and if a majority of the electors voting at such
election have voted in favor thereof, the governor
of the state shall, within sixty days thereafter,
appoint a commission of fifteen citizens of the
state, the members of which shall meet, within
thirty days thereafter, at the seat of government,
for the purpose aforesaid. No revision, alteration
or amendment of this constitution, agreed upon
by such commission shall take effect until the same
has been submitted to the electors of the state at
a general or special election upon a day to be
fixed by such commission and adopted by a ma
jority of those voting thereon.

SEC. 3. The general assembly shall provide by
law the method of submitting the question "Shall
there be a commission to revise, alter or amend
the constitution ?", and the method of submitting
the work of such commission to the electors for
adoption or rejection.

IvIr. MARRIOTT: Gentlemen of the Convention, I
am sure I have no disposition to delay the business of
the Convention by any extended statement of the amend
ment which I have offered. It is sl>lown, I apprehend,
that early in the work of the Convention I offered a pro
posal substantially as the amendment I offer, in article
XVI, section 2. The proposal there referred to the time
or manner of amending the constitution, and I was
treated with the utmost courtesy by the chairman of the
committee by being given the privilege of appearing be
fore the committee to make a statement. I was not
present in the Convention when the proposed amendment
was reported and voted -upon at the second reading. I
am therefore ignorant of the reasons offered or given to
the Conventiori why this proposal should be adopted.
Have the gentlemen of the Convention considered what
is proposed in the Taggart proposal now under con
sideration? What changes does it make in article XVI,
sections I, 2 and 3, of the present constitution? If the
members will compare it with article XVI, and it
is very short, you will find that there are but three very

SEC. 2. The printing of the laws, journals, minor, and I think unnecessary, changes in the section
bills, legislative documents and papers for each as it now stands. One is a provision for a nonpartisan
branch of the general assembly, with the print- ballot. I am not seeking to change section I of Judge
ing required for the executive and other depart- Taggart's proposal. I am leaving section I just as the
ments of state, shall be let, on contract, to the committee on Arrangement and Phraseology has left it.

The only change in that section, as you will observe, is
lowest responsible bjdder, or done directly by the that it provides for the election of delegates to a future
state in such manner as shall be prescribed by constitutional convention upon a nonpartisan ballot and
law. All stationery and supplies shall be pur- without party emblem, and it changes the time from six
chased as may be provided by law. .months' publication to, I believe, eight weeks. Now, I

The PRESIDENT: The next proposal is Proposal appeal to you, gentlemen of the Convention, whether or
No. 309 w1tich the secretary will read. not the changes are necessary. You go to section 2....of

Apderson,
Antrim,
Baum,
Beyer,
Brattain,
Brown, Highland,
Brown, Pike,
Campbell,
Cody,
Collett,
Colton,
Cordes,
Crites,
Crosser,
Cunningham,
Davio,
DeFrees,
Donahey,
Doty,
Dunlap,
Dunn,
Dwyer,
Earnhart,
Eby,
Elson,
Evans,
Fackler,
Farnsworth,
Farrell,
Fess,
FitzSimons,
Fluke,
Fox,
Hahn,

So the
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the proposal and the only changes there in our present
constitution is the provision that the delegates shall be
nominated by petition and elected upon a nonpartisan bal
lot. There is not a delegate in this Convention who was
not nominated by petition and elected upon a nonpartisan
ballot without an emblem. Therefore, where is the
necessity for this change? I am opposed to the proposal,
especially sections 2 and 3, first, because the language of
the present constitution is changed wherein it provides
the· .convention shall consist of as many members as the
house of representatives. The language of the present
constitution says they shall be chosen in the same man
ner as members of the house of representatives. This
proposal changes that manner and uses the following
language: "As provided by law." I do not know that
that would make it possible to elect every member of the
constitutional convention from one county or not, but why
that change, "As provided by law"?

Now, gentlemen of the Convention, I insist that this
proposal does not change our present constitution in such
away that it makes it necessary to submit a proposal to
the people. Let me have your attention just a moment.
I recognize the fact that up to this time every proposal
that has passed the second reading has been adopted
upon the third reading, and with all deference to my
splendid friend Judge Taggart, who is the author of this
proposal, and I have no complaint to make that my child
that went into the committee came out with new clothing
on it-I say that there is no occasion for this proposal.
I call the attention of the delegates to what the Consti
tutional Convention is going to cost the state of Ohio.
I insist that there never will be an occasion for another
constitutional convention in this state. With section I

left in the constitution as it is left in Judge Taggart's
proposal, which leaves the liberty in the general assembly
to provide amendments for the constitution and to sub
mit them to the people, why do we want another consti
tutional convention composed of one hundred and nine
teen or one hundred and twenty men, as the case may be,
from the different counties of the state when we have
the initiative and referendum, through which the people
may amend the constitution?

Now let me direct your attention just for a moment
to another matter. For this Convention $200,000 has
been appropriated. I hold in my hand the cost to the
people of the state of the submission, merely the publi
cation of the proposals, not to include the expense of
the election, or the machinery of the election. In 1875
there were two proposals submitted to the people of the
state, and the publication in the newspapers of those two
amendments cost the people $21,17°.37. In 1877 there
was one proposal submitted to the people of the state,
and the cost of publishing that proposal for the vote of
the people, without including the other expenses of the
election, amounted to $38,471. Now, gentlemen of the
Convention, if the publication of one proposal in 1877 cost
the people$38A71, what will forty-two proposals cost
them as a result of this Convention? I have made a Bt
the calculation, and assuming that these proposals .will
average with that one in 1877, the forty-two proposals
will cost $1,500,000.

Mr. STOKES: This proposal does not refer to the
amendment that we are passing now, does it? This has
reference to future amendments to the constitution-

:Mr. MARRIOTT: Yes.

l\1r. STOKES: And has no reference to the <fortyri
two we expect to put before .the people now?

}\rh. MARRIOTT: I agree with the distinguished
gentleman that it has no reference, but I am illustrating
the force of mv statement. I do not believe there is a
necessity, or ev~r will be, for another constitutional con
vention to cost the people of this state $2,000,000, which
will be the cost of this Convention by the time these pro
posals are submitted, provided we submit them at a spe
cial election.

l\Ir. STOKES: If we have another constitutional
convention, it will be called under provisions of the con
stitution other than at present, if this is adopted.

1\1r. l\tIARRIOTT: Certainly.
IV[r. STOKES: Is it not true that this provision

makes it much cheaper to have a constitutional conven
tion in this, that the old constitution provides for publi
cation six months while this provides for publication in
each county in only one paper for eight weeks?

1\1r. MARRIOTT: That would certainly lessen the
expense of publishing, but let me suggest that many pro
posals-I am not criticising or complaining about the
number of proposals-I am trying to enforce my argu
ment that there will be no necessity for future consti
tutional conventions, and that, coming to the point, if
the people of Ohio or the general assembly under section
I ever deem it important to revise or amend the consti
tution, instead of calling a constitutional conventi0l?- the
amendment should be made by a commission of fifteen
men appointed by the governor.

1\1r. FACKLER: Is it not a fact that the provision
with reference to the publication of amendments in Pro
posal No. 309 applies only to such proposed amendments
as shall be submitted by the legislature and not by any
convention which may be called?

Mr. MARRIOTT: If you will read section 2 you will
find it does not. I would like only to say, if the Conven
tion will indulge me, that objection has been offered by
one. of the delegates to the commission plan. First, I am
opposed to this proposal because it provides a mandatory
provision for a constitutional convention every twenty
years.

:1\1r. S:M:ITH, of Hamilton. Does it not provide for
the question of whether or not a constitutional conven
tion shall be held-that that be submitted to the people,?

Mr. MARRIOTT: Yes; it does not necessarily fol
low that the people will ratify it and call the Convention.

Mr. FACKLER: Point in section 2, to where the
provision is that compels the publication of an am,end
ment proposed by a convention.

1\1r. MARRIOTT: Thereis no such provision in that
section 2.

NIr. DOTY: I move that this amendment be tabled.

Mr. l\fARRIOTT: On that I demand the yeas and
nays.

The yeas and nays were taken, and resulted-yeas 84,
nays 15, as follows:
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Those who voted in the affirmative are:
Antrim, Halfhill, Peters,
Baum, Harbarger, Pettit,
Beatty, Morrow, Harris, Ashtabula, Pierce,
Beyer, Harter, Huron, Price,
Brattain, Henderson, Read,
Brown, Highland, Hoffman, Redington,
Campbell, Hoskins, Rockel,
Cody, Johnson, Madison, Roehm,
Collett, Johnson, Williams, Shaffer,
Colton, Jones, Shaw,
Cordes, Kehoe, Smith, Geauga,
Crites, Keller, Smith, Hamilton,
Crosser, Kerr, Solether,
Cunningham, Kilpatrick, Stalter,
Davio, , Kramer, Stamm,
Doty, Kunkel, Stewart,
Dunlap, Lambert, Stilwell,
Dunn, Lampson, Stokes,
Earnhart, Leslie, Taggart,
Fackler, Malin, Tannehill,
Farnsworth, Marshall, Tetlow,
Farrell, Matthews, Thomas,
Fess, Mauck, Ulmer,
FitzSimons, McClelland, Wagner,
Fluke, Miller, Crawford, Walker,
Fox, Miller, Fairfield, Watson,
Hahn, Moore, Wise,
Halenkamp, Okey, Woods.

Those who voted in the negative are:
Dwyer, Longstreth, Partington,
Elson, Marriott, Riley,
Evans, Miller, Ottawa, Rorick,
Harter, -Stark, Norris, Stevens,
King, Nye, Winn.

So the motion to table was carried.
Mr. :MARRIOTT: I offer an amendment.
The amendment was read as follows:

Strike out all of sections 2 and 3 and insert the
following:

SEC. 2. Whenever two-thirds of the members
elected to each branch of the general assembly,
shall think it necessary to call a convention, to re
vise, amend, or change this constitution, they shall
recommend to the electors to vote on a separate
ballot at the next election for members to the gen
eral assembly, for or against a convention ,; and if
a majority of all the electors, voting for and
against the calling of a convention shall have
voted for a convention, the general assembly shall,
at their next session, provide by law, for calling
the same. The convention shall consist of as many
members as there are members of congress from
this state, who sHall be chosen by the electors from
each congressional district as provided by law, and
shall meet within three months after their election
at the seat of government for the purpose afore
said

No revision, alteration or amendment of this
constitution agreed upon by such convention shall
take effect until the same has been submitted to
the electors of the state at a general or special
election upon a day to be fixed by the convention
and adopted by a majority of those voting thereon.

SEC. 3. The general assembly shall provide by
law the method of submitting the question "Shall
there be a convention to revise, alter or amend the
constitution," the method of electing delegates
and the m,ethod of submitting the work of such

commission to the electors for adoption or rejec
tion provided that no convention shall be called
oftener than once in every twenty years.

:Mr. :MARRIOTT: If this proposal should be
adopted, gentlemen of the Convention, it will change the
present constitution only that instead of the constitu
tional convention being elected from the counties, the
same number as we have members of the house, they
will be elected from the congressional districts, and you
will have twenty-one members of the constitutional con
vention elected, one from, each congressional district.
The only, other change from Judge Taggart's proposal is
that it leaves out all about nonpartisian ballot, but pro
vides that the general assembly shall provide the method
both for submission of amendments and the manner of
electing delegates. I submit that we do not know what
plan the general assembly may adopt twenty years from
now.

11r. DOTY: Suppose the state of Ohio through the
general assembly should exercise the right to have only
one district in the state instead of twenty-one or twenty
two. How many members of the constitutional conven
tion would you have under your amendment?

11r. MARRIOTT: One.
1fr. DOTY: If you think that I am the one I do

not mind voting for it. '
11r. l\1ARRIOTT: I have no doubt that whatever

way I would fix it Mr. Doty would try to be the one.
Mr. HARRIS, of Ashtabula: Do you think the gen

eral assembly should consist of one member, and if not,
why nof?

Mr. EARNHART: I move to table the amendment.
The motion was carried.
11r. KING: I offer an amendment.
The amendment was read as follows:

Strike out all of section '3 beginning at line 31
and ending with the word "but" in line 38.

Insert before "no" in line 38 the words and
figures .• Sec. 3." and capitalize the letter "N" in
word "no".

Mr. KING: There cannot be any possible reason
why we should incorporate in the constitution a provi
sion that there must be a constitutional convention called
in 1932 and every twenty years thereafter.

Mr. SlVIITH, of Hamilton: You have not stated that
quite right. Do you not mean that there is· not any nec
essity for providing that the question shall be submitted
to the people whether a convention shall be held?

Mr. KING: Yes, that is it. The first two sections
cover the whole question, and with the amendment on
the revision of the constitution, except the last clause
of section 3, which, of course, I concede ought to go
into the constitution, that any revision or amendment
of the constitution should be submitted to a vote of the
electors, and as amended in the proposal, and as reported
back it should be adopted by a majority of those voting
upon the particular amendment - that should be pre~

served, and I have preserved it in my amendment by
calling it section 3. It might just as well have been
attached to and made a part of section 2.

Mr. DOTY: This is only submitted once every twen
ty years at a regular election for the people to say
whether they want a constitutional convention. Now,
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why take that right away i,rom the people rather than
leave it as it is? It does not save any money. I do
not suppose it does anything other than "safeguard" the
people so that they can't vote for what they want.

Mr. KING: That right is fully preserved in section
2 of the constitution.

Mr. DOTY: I cannot keep in mind the sections
technically as some of the gentlemen seem to do; but,
as I remember, section 2 simply makes it possible for
the legislature to say whether the people shall have .the
right to vote whether or not they shall have a constlt1!
tional convention. I move that the amendment be laId
on 'the table.

'The motion was carried.
Mr. FOX: I offer an amendment to Proposal No.

30 9.
The amendment was read as follows:

In line I I strike out "eight" and insert "five".
Mr. FOX: Submitting these amendments is a very

expensive proposition. The advertising has cost $464,000
for the amendments we have passed during the last
twenty-five years, as shown by Ju.dge Marriott. That
is a great exp.ense. Now, if weconsider that during the
next twenty or twenty-five years, with the publicity
that is now given to almost everything, five weeks are just
as good now as six months used to be, it will save be
tween $150,000 and $200,000. And it is just as good.

The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. MOORE: I move the previous question.
The main question was ordered.
The VICE PRESIDENT: The question is "Shall

the proposal pass?"
The yeas and nays were taken, and resulted - yeas

105, nays I, as follows:
Those who voted in the affirmative are:

Antrim, Harbarger, Norris,
Baum, Harris, Ashtabula, Nye,
Beatty, Morrow, HarrisJ Hamilton, LJKe~,

Beyep, Harter, Huron, Partmgton,
Bowdle, Harter, Stark, Peck,
Brattain, Henderson, Peters,
Brown, Highland, Hoffman, P~ttit,

Brown, Pike, Holtz, Pl~rce,

Campbell, Hursh, Pnce,
Cody Johnson, Madison, Read,
tollett, Johnson, Williams, Riley,
Colton, J ones, Rockel,
Cordes Kehoe, Roehm,
Crites, ' Keller, Rorick,
Cunningham, Kerr, Shaffer,
Davia Kilpatrick, Shaw,
Donahey King, Smith, Geauga,
Doty, ' Knight, Smith, Hamilton,
Dunlap, Kramer, Solether,
Dunn Kunkel, Stamm,
Dwye'r, Lambert, Stevens,
Earnhart Lampson, Stewart,
Eby' Leete, Stilwell,
Els~n, Leslie, Stokes,
Evans Longstreth; Taggart,
Faokl~r Ludey, Tannehill,
Farnsw~rth, Malin, Tetlow,
Farrell, Marshall, Thomas,
Fess, Matthews, Ulmer,
FitzSimons, Mauck. Wagner,
Fluke McClelland, \Valker,
Fox ' Miller, Crawford, Watson,
Hahn Miller, Fairfield, Winn,
Hale~kamp, Miller, Ottawa, Wise,
Halfhill, Moore, Woods.

1It'. Marriott voted in the negative.

So the proposal passed as follows:

Proposal No. 309 - Mr. Taggart, to submit
an amendment to article XVI, sections I, 2 and
3, of the constitution.-Methods of submitting
amendments to constitution.

Resolved, by the Constitutional Convention of
the state of Ohio, That a proposal to amend the
constitution shaH be submitted to the electors to
read as follows:

ARTICLE XVI.

SEC. I. Either branch of the general assembly
may propose amendments to this constitution; and,
if the same shall be agreed to by three-fifths of the
members elected to each house, such, proposed
amendments shall be entered on the journals, with
the yeas and nays, and shall be submitted to the
electors for their approval or rejection, on a sep
arate ballot without party designation of any
kind at either a special or a general election as
the general assembly may prescribe. Such pro
posed amendments shall be publis.hed once a w.eek
for five consecutive weeks precedmg such electlOn,
in at least one newspaper in each county of the
state, where a newspaper is published. If the
majority of the electors voting on the same shall
adopt such amendments the same shall become
a part of the constitution. When more than
one amendment shall be submitted at the same
time, they shall be so submitted as to enable the
electors to vote on each amendment, separately.

SEC. 2. Whenever two-thirds of the members
elected to each branch of the general assembly,
shall think it necessary to call a convention, to
revise, amend, or change this constitution, they
shall recommend to the electors to vote on a sep
arate ballot without' party designation of any kind
at the next election for members to the general
assembly, for Or against a convention; and if a
majority of all the electors, voting for and against
the calling of a convention, shall have voted for .a
convention, the general assembly, shall, at theIr
next session, provide, by law, for calling the same.
Candidates for members of the constitutional
convention shall be nominated by nominating pe
titions only and shall be voted for upon one inde
pendent and separate ballot without any embl~m

or party designation whatever. The conventlOn
shall consist of as many members as the house of
representatives, who shall be chosen as provided
by law, and shall meet within three months after
their election, for the purpose, aforesaid.

SEC. 3. At the general election to be held in the
year one thousand nine hundred and thirty-two,
and in each twentieth year thereafter, the ques
tion: "Shall there be a convention to revise" alter,
or amend the constitution", shall be submitted
to the electors of the state; and in case a majority
of the electors, voting for and against the calling
ofa convention, shall decide in favor of a con
vention, the general assembly, at its next session,
shall provide, by law, for the election of delegates,
and the assembling of such convention, as is pro
vided in the preceding section; but no amend-
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ment of this constitution, agreed upon by any' Mr; Eby rose to a question of privilege, and asked
convention assembled in pursuance of this article, that. his vote be recorded on Proposal No. 184, by Mr.
shall take effect, until the same shall have been Peck. His name being called, Mr. Eby voted "aye."
submitte~ t<:> the electors of .the state, and adopted! Mr; Eby rose to a question of privilege, and asked
by a maJonty of those votmg thereon. that his vote be recorded on Proposal No. 322, by Mr.

The proposal was referred to the committee on Ar- Bowdle. His name being called, 1\1r; Eby voted "aye.'"
rangement and Phraseology. 1\1r. Eby rose to a question of privilege, and asked

Mr. Stokes rose to a question of privilege, and asked that his vote be recorded on Proposal No. 64, by Mr..
that his vote be recorded on Proposal No. 170, by Mr: Miller, of Fairfield. His name being called, Mr. Eby
Worthington. His name being called, Mr; Stokes voted voted "aye."
"aye.". " . 1\11'. Eby rose to a question of privilege, and asked

Mr..Brattam rose to a questIOn of pnvIlege, and asked that his vote be recorded on Proposal No. 134, by Mr.
that hIS vote be recorded on Proposal No. 184, by Mr. Halenkamp. His name being called. Mr; Eby voted
Peck. His name being calle?, Mr. B~at.ta.in voted "no." "aye." ,

Mr.. Eby rose to a questIOn of pnvIlege, and asked Mr. Eby rose to a question of privilege, and asked
that hIS vote be recorded on Proposal No. rr8, by Mr. that his vote be recorded on Proposal No. 34, by Mr.
Lampson. His name being ~alled, M~. ~by voted "no." Thomas. His name being called, lVIr. Eby voted "aye."

Mr.. Eby rose to a questIOn of prIvIlege, and asked 1\1r; Eby rose to a question of privilege, and asked
that hIS vot.e be recor~ed on Proposal No. 122, by Mr. that his vote be recorded on Proposal No. 93, by 1\J1r.
Farrell. HIS name bemg cal!ed, Mr. ~b'y voted "aye". Earnhart. His name being called, Mr. Eby voted "aye."

Mr;. Eby rose to a questIOn of prIvIlege, and asked 1\1r. Eby rose to a question of privilege, and asked'
th~t hIS vot~ be record~d on Proposal No. 166, bX M~; that his vote be recorded on Proposal No. 91, by Mr.
StIlwell. HIs name bemg c~lled, 1\1r.. ~by voted aye. Kilpatrick. His name being called, Mr. Eby voted "aye."

1\1r; .Eby rose to a questIOn of prIvIlege, and asked 1\1r. Eby rose to a question of privilege, and asked
that ~IS vote be .recorded o? Proposal NO·5, by Mr. that his vote be recorded on Proposal No. 331, by Mr.
Cunnmgham. HIs name bemg called, Mr. Eby voted Walker. His name being called, Mr. Eby voted "aye."
"aye." . .. . :Mr. Eby rose to a question of privilege, and asked

Mr.. Eby rose to a questIOn of prIvIlege, and asked that his vote be recorded on Proposal No. 242, by Mr.
th~t hIS vote be recorded. on Propo~al No. 163, by Mr. Roehm. His name being called, Mr. Eby voted "aye."
MIller'".of ~rawford. HIs name bemg called, Mr. Eby Mr. Eby rose to a question of privilege, and asked
voted aye. ., . that his vote be recorded on Proposal No. 272, by Mr.

lVIr. Eby rose to a questIOn of prIvIlege, and asked FitzSimons. His name being called, Mr. Eby voted
that hi.s vote be ~ecorded on.Proposal No. 169, by Mr. "aye." .
~ort,~mgton. HIS name bemg called, Mr. Eby voted Mr.. Eby rose to a question of privilege, and asked
aye. .. . that hIs vote be recorded on Proposal No. 170, by Mr.

Mr. Eby rose to' a questIOn of prIVIlege, and asked Worthington. His name being called, Mr. Eby voted'
th~t his vote!Je recorded on Proposal No. 7, b~, Mr."Nye. "aye."
HIS name bemg called called, Mr. Eby voted aye. lYfr; Doty here took the chair as president pro t~m.

Mr. Eby rose to a question of privilege, and asked The PRESIDENT PRO TEM: The next order of
,that his vote be recorded on Proposal No. 240, by Mr. business is Proposal No. 329.
Anderson. His name being called, Mr. Eby voted "aye." Proposal No. 329-1\1r. Knight, was read the third

Mr; Eby rose to a question of privilege, and asked time.
.that his vote be recorded on Proposal No. 333, by Mr. Mr. KNIGHT: Owing largely, I think, to what must
Peck. His name being called, Mr. Eby voted "aye." have been a misunderstanding of the proposal on the

Mr; Eby rose to a question of privilege, and asked part of the school officials of the state, information
that his vote be recorded on Proposal No. 151, by Mr. seems to have been sent abroad over the state that this
Anderson. His name being called, Mr. Eby voted "aye." proposal undertook to place in the hands of every school

Mr. Eby rose to a question of privilege, and asked district complete and absolute control over all school!
that his vote be recorded on Proposal No. 96, by Mr. matters. There is not a word, letter, line or syllable in
Fess. His name being called, Mr. Eby voted "aye." the proposal that warrants any such statement. It is

Mr. Eby rose to a question of privilege, and asked just what it purports to be-direct authority, incontro-
that his vote be recorded on Proposal No. IS, by Mr. vertible, in the state to control the public school and edu
Riley. His name being called, Mr. Eby voted "aye." cational system of the state, provide for organization"

Mr. Eby rose to a question of privilege, and asked administration and control of it, and provide a referen
that his vote be recorded on Proposal No. 212, by Mr. dum 'in its original form only upon the subJect of the
Johnson, of Williams. His name being called, Mr. Eby size of the school board and its organization. It does,
voted "aye." not in one particle change the power of the school board

Mr. Eby rose to a question of privilege, and asked when organized. When the proposal passed second read
that his vote be recorded on Proposal No. 62, by Mr. ing the motive was to permit the cities of the state to
Pierce. His name being called, Mr. Eby voted "aye." determine for themselves the size and organization of the

Mr. Eby rose to a question of privilege, and asked school board, an opportunit~ ~hich ~hey ha~ ~ong desired
that his vote be recorded on Proposal No.. 51, by Mr. and long needed. It was ongmally m the cItIes proposal
Miller of Crawford. His name being called, Mr. Eby and was taken out because it was deemed unwise that
voted '''aye.'' that proposal should deal with anything like the subject
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1\l[r. KNIGHT: It is intended to provide that the
lawmaking power may use it whenever the time is ripe
for it. One complete educational system for the schools
a.nd all educational institutions supported by public taxa
hon.

lVrr. PARTINGTON: If such is the case, my ob
j ection to this is removed, but it still remains with me if
the normal schools of Ohio are above the control and are
not operated under these laws as are our common schools
and high schools. Vve are proud of our high schools in
Sidney, as is doubtless true of every other man who has
the interest of his home schools at heart, and if we are
to surrender-you will notice, members, if you surren
der to some authority-if I understand aright-the or
ganization of your schools-

Mr. KNIGHT: The school system.

Mr. PARTINGTON: The administration and con
trol. If it is contemplated to build up one grand har
monious system, my objections are removed, but <;>ther
wise I am not· willing, as a member from'Shelby county,
to surrender the organization and administration and the .
control. Those are pretty strong words. You will note
tbis, that your schools, the control and organization of
your schools, are taken away from you. They are lodged
in the state of Ohio. Now, if you can have in the state
of Ohio a man at the head of our school system that is
going to build up one harmonious school system for
Ohio, that will include these normal schools, and will
really mean a school system for Ohio, then my obj ec
tions are removed, and if it does not do that I am op
posed to it, and I pause to reflect what is contemplated
when you say to me that the cities, the small cities, would
be benefited. Vole last summer sold $100,000 worth of
bonds to build a high school, and this proposal says
that the organization, administration and control of
those schools of ours is under the domination and con
trol of one central body. Now, if that organization and
that system and that man at the head-if it is a perfect
system, and if they have the right man at the helm, we
may be glad, we may feel proud that we did surrender
the organization and the administration and the control
of our schools to some central authority, but if that sys
tem is wrong or the central authority be not right, gen
tlemen, I am afraid of what the result might be.

lVT r. PIERCE: I offer an amendment.

The amendment was read as follows:

In line six strike out the words "and educa
tional".

of education, believing that the subject of education was
? state and not a city question. Now, in order to pro
vide this for the cities, the original form of this proposal
provided that all school districts should have the refer
endum opportunity, and it seems in some portions of the
state, probably due to the fact that the school board had
complete control over the matter, that there is obj ection
to its application to rural school districts. As a mem
ber of the Convention I have no desire to force a refer
endum on any people who do not want it. The cities do
\vant it, and I 'offer an amendment which covers the last
obj ection that there can be to it.

The amendment was read as follows:

In line 7 after the word "district" insert the
word "embraced wholly or in part within any
city"; also in line 10· change "the" to "such".

1\·fr. KNIGHT: It will read: "Each school district em
braced wholly or in part within any city, shall have the
power by referendum vote to determine for itself the
number of members and the organization of the district
board of education, and provisions shall be made for the
exercise .of this power by such school district." It,
therefore, does not touch in any way any school district
vvhich does not lie wholly or in part in a city.

1\/[r. FESS: I hope this amendment will pass. It
will keep faith \vith the committee on Municipal Goy.·
ernment. I do not want to interfere in any way with
t~e rural community, and this was for the purpose of
gIving home rule to the cities, without interfering in the
matter of schools. I hope the amendment will pass. It
will remove all of this fear that rural districts will go
back to where they were some years before.

Mr. HARBARGER: What do you understand by
district? Is it a ~ubdistrict?

.1\1r. KNIGHT: No. A district, a township, a city
dIstrict, and this applies to city districts.

1\1r. HARBARGER: They have subdistricts in the
country?

1\1[1'. KNIGHT: There is no subdistrict lying wholly
or in part in any city. It is to remove that that I am
offering this amendment.

1\1[r. l'vrILLER, of Crawford: I hope this amendment
will pass. It will then remove all obj ections from the
rural districts.

1\1[1'. PARTINGTON: What is contemplated in this
term "public"?

1\1[1'. KNIGHT: Public schools of the state sup
ported by taxation.

1\1r. PARTINGTON: The State University?
1\1r. KNIGHT: That is not a public school. The

legislature could include any other educational system 1\1[ r. PIERCE.: If we take out those words it will
u.nder the t~r?1' It does not make it mandatory, but read: "Section 3: Provision shall be made by law for
SImply puts It m the power of the lawmaking body of the the organization, administration and control of the pub
state to have one system from top to bottom. lic school system of the state." That simply omits the

Mr. PARTINGTON: In the committee on Common words "and educational" as they are in the proposal. It
Schools. I had remarked that I would favor anything that nows says the control of the public schools and educa
would Improve the school system of the state of Ohio, tional system. I am afraid that the educational system
but then, as now, I am opposed to the state controlling is too broad, and it might possibly include things that
ot~r ?igh schools and our common schools and then per- :it.do not want, and therefore I want to have it stricken
mlthng separate normal schools for the state of Ohio . ..
doing as they like. If this law or this proposal con- Mr. KNIGHT: .What else mIght It mclude?
templates or includes the whole system, I would like to :Mr. PIERCE: It might include the high schools and
know it. . the parochial schools.
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Mr. KNIGHT: I have no objection to putting be
fore the word educational the word "public". There is
no intention to put anything that is not supported by
taxation under this system.

Mr. PIERCE: Would you answer me a question?
lVIr. KNIGHT: Yes, if I can.
lVIr. PIERCE: What do you claim the phrase "and

educational" means? .
]\I[r. KNIGHT: In most states, or in many states of

the Union organized like ours, as every state in the
North is, the phrase "public educational system" means
educational system supported in whole or in part by gen
eral and local taxation. In a majority of the states,
as in this state, the general organization has been in
the hands, as it should be, of a central lawmaking body.
Now the import of those two words, "and educational"
is this: \Ve are reaching out at the present time and de
veloping a normal school for the training of teachers for
our public schools. We are supporting and maintaining
three colleges, Ohio State, Ohio University and Miami

. University. The intent of that phrase "and educational"
is that whenever, or if ever, it seems wise to the law
making body of the state to try to make a unified public
educational system from the kindergarten at the bottom
to the highest educational institutions supported by tax
ation, this proposal gives undoubted authority to do that,
and there is nothing intended beyond that, and the in
sertion of the word "public" before educational will re
move any ambiguity and all doubt about the intent to
cover parochial schools in any way. That never en
tered the mind of anybody who had anything to do with
this.

~1r. ELSON: I think the word "public" inserted
would not cover the obj ection at all. I think a general
obj ection is that under such educational system the public
schools and universities should not be included. If
there is a system for the organization, administration
and control of the schools it should not include the uni
versities. The first thing that would naturally come up
would be whether to coordinate the high schools with
the lower classes of the university and articulate them,
which would be an exceedingly unwise thing to do. Not
manv months ago I attended a faculty meeting and this
subject came up. The subject of articulating the high
schools and the colleges of liberal arts in the universities.
I made the statement there and will make it here that
we cannot afford to do it. If the university wishes to
modify its entrance requirements in such a way as to
make it a high school, very well, but we cannot expect
to modify the high schools and colleges so as to articulate
them. We would simply have to choose between the
two to do away with the universities or with the high
sch~ols. It would be better to sink our universities in
the sea than to give up the high schools. I said that cer
tainly not from the standpoint of personal indulgence,
because I have never been connected with high schools
to amount to anything. 1\1y life is identified with uni
versity work, but I realize that high schools a;e o~ !ar
more benefit to the state of Ohio than the U11lVerslt1es,
and if this goes through to include both, the danger will
be that there will be an articulation between the two
which would not be best for either.

IvTr. 1\1cCLELLAND: The argument which has just
been advanced by the member from Athens [Mr. ELSON)

seems to me to be one of the strongest arguments against
the conclusion he reaches. One of the great things he
justly complains of is the apparent dictation of the
universities to the high schools in regard to what they
shall do to prepare for the university, and this matter
leaves it in the hands of the general assembly, which
will represent the 'high schools rather than the universi
ties. It seems to me it would be very unfortunate for
us to accept the amendment of the delegate from Butler
[Mr. PIERCE].

Mr. OKEY: I hope the amendment of the delegate
from Butler will prevail. If you leave the word "educa
tional" in this proposal it is too comprehensive. It can
mean almost anything, and from my standpoint I think
it has entirely too much latitude. Now, as far as I am
concerned it seems to me there has been no explana
tion that i~ satisfactory, to me at least, as to the ultimate
object of this proposal. I want to vote for the proposal
if it will tend to benefit the schools, but I want to know
wherein it benefits them. And I want to know exactly
what these very comprehensive words "'organization,
administration and control of the public schools and
educational system" mean.

Mr. KNIGHT: It means the public school system
and the educational system. That is what it means.

1\1r. OKEY: What do you mean by "system"?
Mr. KNIGHT: This proposal puts in the hands of

the lawmaking power unquestioned authority to organize
such a system. It does not contemplate taking out of
the hands of the local authorities the control and ad
ministration of their local schools, but it does give to the
state, beyond any question, the right to fix the standard
and the right to organize an entire system, leaving to
each local community the determination of the schools
in the system.

Mr. OKEY: Does it contemplate the appointment of
the teachers?

Mr. KNIGHT: No, sir.
Mr. STOKES: I offer an amendment.
The amendment was read as follows:

In line 6 after "state" add "supported by public
funds".

Mr. KNIGHT: I will accept that.
The amendment was agreed to.
The PRESIDENT PRO TEl\I: The question is on

the amendment offered by the delegate from Butler [l\1r.
PIERCE].

Mr. KRAMER: I want to ask this question of Pro
fessor Knight: In his amendment he limits the right to
control, etc., to cities. We have villages in Richland
county, or one village at least, that are very near the
limit of a city, and I do not see why a village that de
sires to change its school organization ought to be for
bidden the right.

Mr. KNIG.HT: Because under the present law that
is likely to continue a village and not a township school
district. Unless it becomes a special district by some
special action it is not taken outside of the township
district and that is not true in the case of a city.

Mr. COLTON: I want to call attention to a provi
sion of the present constitution: "The general assembly
shall make such provisions, by taxation, or otherwise,
as, with the income arising from the school trust fund)
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will secure a thorough and efficient system of common
schools throughout the state; but no religious or other
sect, or sects, shall ever have any exclusive right to, or
control of, any part of the school· funds of this state."

Now that gives full control over the general schoois,
but there is doubt whether the legislature has complete
control over the educational system of the state that we
desire it should have. The provisions of the amend
ment leave to the legislature fUll control over the public
schools and educational system of the state, and I hope
this proposal will pass without the provisions proposed
by the member from Butler:

1\1r. HARRIS, of Hamilton: lVIr. President and Gen
tlemen of the Convention: I trust the proposal as
amended by the member from Franklin [Mr. KNIGHT]
and as it stands by the acceptance of the amendment
of the member from Montgomery [lVfr. STOKES] will
pass. The member from Franklin has stated the case as
nearly as it could be stated. Instead of having three or
four systems the scheme is to have one grand system
under the charge of the legislature. Your committee
on Municipal Government was broad enough to surren
der and strike f rom their original proposal section 4
in which large latitude was given to the municipalities.
but we wanted the whole matter of education to be
under the direction and charge of the state. Our com
mittee agreed to the "elimination of section 4 and asked
the committee on Education to provide one in its place and
to give to the cities the right and power to designate the
size of the school board for the various cities. The
amendment of the gentleman from :Montgomery has re
moved the last possible obj ection that could be raised by
anyone, and that objection is the fear - an object never
contemplated or dreamed of, and I don't think it could
possibly be so interpreted- that this proposal might
give the state the power to take charge of or direct the
parochial schools of the state. There was nothing of
that kind in our minds, but the objection is absolutely
removed by the amendment offered by the gentleman
from Montgomery, and I therefore move that the amend
ment of Mr. Pierce be tabled.

The motion was carried.
:Mr. HALFHILL: Gentlemen of the Convention: I

have no doubt that several gentlemen who have spoken
and who claim that by virtu,e of this amendment every
possible objection to this proposal has been removed,
-believe what they say, but it oCCurs to me that there may
be some objections to this proposal that have not· yet
reached the ears of the gentlemen. I am perfectly will
ing to be convinced that this proposal is the right thing,
but up to date the objections that have come to me from
outside of the Convention have more convincing weight
and power with me than the arguments that I have heard
here. I agree that it is ~dvisable and right for the city
districts to have entire control of their boards of educa
tion so that they may limit the number or in any other
way do that which seems best. That is removed from
competent objection because it was argued that under
this proposal as originally drawn we might go back to
the old system of three directors of a sub-district and
thus destroy what we have built up through the intelli
gent action of the legislature. But I say that is removed
by this amendment introduced by the author of the
proposal, so that that objection is out of the way.

But another objection that has come to me from
sources outside of the Convention is to thi~ effect, that
when you read this proposal down you will find it con
tains within it power of creating an administrative board
of officers who can usurp and take away the absolute
control of the local schools to the full extent save and
except a local board that will levy taxes and provide
for supplies. That objection comes to me and it looks
to me much like an administrative effort under the first
part to take away all authority of the local board save
and except the right to levy taxes. I see the author
shakes his head and thinks that the objection is not good,
but there is certainly another objection which was refer
red to in argument and which I must hurriedly scan
and that is it is to be hoped at least under this we
are not endeavoring to dovetail the high school into the
university. I have not heard that sufficiently answered.
The objection to the high school now is that it teaches
too many things and puts on too many frills and fanciful
things and has become a sort of preparatory school so
that you can graduate from it into the college. The fact
is a great majority of the children of the state never
even get through the grades and only a very small per
cent of them get through t~e high schools, and in getting
through the high schools this small per cent ought to
have experience and accuracy to do things brought to
their attention better than they have it brought to them
under the present system. Now I am not an educator,
but I have great respect for those men whose life work
is in that profession. I candidly believe that this pro
posal will meet with very grave objection even as now
amended, and I would like to hear my objection as out
lined answered a little further. I call on the author and
would be pleased to have him answer the questions.

The PRESIDENT PRO TE1\1: The member from
Allen has one minute. If the gentleman from Franklin
wishes to occupy it with the permission of the gentleman
from Allen he can do it.

Mr. KNIGHT: There are two things to be stated
briefly about this proposal. The primary object is from
the standpoint of the public schools. There is no man
in the state of Ohio who would be less inclined than I am
to do a single thing to injure the public schools. In this
proposal there is not a working of the public school into
the high school and of the high school into the university,
but provision that there shall be on behalf of the educa
tional authorities of the state the guiding and controlling
of the educational public school system. There is not a
single word in it, in my judgment, that warrants the idea
that we are taking out of the hands of the local board
anywhere control over the administration of the local
schools. It just points the way toward the general
unification of the public educational system.

1\1r. ELSON: I move to take from the table this
amendment. I think we voted this down without any
reason and I would like to explain.

The motion was carried.
The PRESIDENT PRO TEM: The motion to take

from the table the amendment of the delegate from But
ler [Mr. PIERCE] is carried and the question is on the
motion of the delegate from Butler [Mr. PIERCE] to
amend the proposal.

Mr. McCLELLAND: I rise to a point of order.
The member from Athens has spoken on that amendment.
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Those who voted in the negative are:

The main question was ordered.
The PRES IDENT PRO TEM: The question is on

the amendment of the delegate from Butler.
The yeas and nays were regularly demanded, taken,

and resulted-yeas 49, nays 54, as follows:
Those who voted in the affirmative are:

So the amendment was not agreed to.
The PRESIDENT PRO TEM: The question is on

the amendment offered by the delegate from Franklin.
The amendment was agreed to.
The PRESIDENT PRO TEM: The question is:

"Shall the proposal pass"?
The yeas and nays were taken, and resulted-yeas 58,

:lays 49, as follows:

Those who voted in the affirmative are:

The PRESIDENT PRO TEM: The chair would ask
the gentleman from Athens if that is so?

Mr. ELSON: I spoke on something.
The PRESIDENT PRO TE1\1: The chair will re

solve the doubt in favor of the Convention and if anybody
else wants to speak on the amendment will recognize
him; if not, the chair will recognize the delegate from
Athens.

Mr. ELSON: I gave one reason for securing the
adoption of the amendment and I wish to give another
which I hoped I would not have to mention. The rea
son I gave was that the danger of such a board· having
control of the organization of the public school system of
the state is that it will articulate the high school with
the university, which will be a calamity to the school
districts because the high school is a place to educate
the children and only a small percentage of the people
that live there get into the university.

l\1r. COLTON: Under our present constitution has
not the legislature the power to coordinate the high
schools in the university?

1\1r. ELSON: I do not know.
Mr. COLTON: I think it has.
1\1r. ELSON: My other reason is this: I fear it

would be a source of trouble among some of the higher
educational institutions. Three or four years ago there
was a crusade made through the state legislature-I don't
say how it originated, the object of it was to rob two of
our time-honored state universities of much of their im
portance and prestige and to use that in building up the
State University at Columbus. The idea was to de
grade them to mere normal schools in order to build up
the State University at Columbus. I believe the state
of Ohio \'Jill not stand for anything of the sort. That
movement vvas resisted and successfully. Now, if there
was such a thing as this proposal provides for passed, I
feel sure the same old trouble would arise. I do not
say Professor Knight had anything of the sort in his
mind, but it opens up the old fight and it is not good
for higher education. vVe all know the universities at
Athens and Oxford are old time-honored institutions,
doing an immense good in the state. The Ohio Uni
versity at Athens is the oldest collegiate institution west
of the Alleghenies unless we except Transylvania at
Lexington, Kentucky, which claims priority by about
one year.

Mr. ULMER: I think the American Book Trust is
behind this movement.

Mr. ELSON: I do not know. If Ohio intended to
build up one single great institution as Michigan and
Wisconsin have done it should have begun sooner, but
Ohio has three instead of one, and while that fact may
to some extent preclude the possibility of building up a
great university in the center of the state, nevertheless
the educational facilities of the state are doubtless bet
ter than they would be with one such central university.
Go down to Ohio University and Miami University and
you will find the best possible opportunities for the peo
ple to get education. They go there at little cost and it
would be a calamity to the educational institutions of the
state if we were to degrade them to mere normal schools.

Mr. ULMER: I move the previous question on the
amendment· and the proposal.

Antrim,
Baum,
Beatty, Morrow,
Bowdle,
Brattain,
Brown, Highland,
Brown, Pike,
Campbell,
Cody,
Crites,
Dunlap,
Dunn,
Dwyer,
Earnhart,
Eby,
Elson,
Farnsworth,

Anderson,
Beyer,
Collett,
Colton,
Cordes,
Cunningham,
Davio,
Kramer,
Lambert,
Lampson,
Leete,
Ludey,
Matthews,
McClelland,
]\1iller, Crawford,
Moore,
Norris,
Nye,

Anderson,
Beatty, Morrow,
Beyer,
Bowdle,
Campbell,
Cassidy,
Colton,
Cordes,
Crosser,
Cunningham,
Davio,
Doty,
Dunn,
Earnhart,
Fackler,
Farrell,
FitzSimons,
Hahn,
Halenkamp,
Harbarger,

Farrell,
Fluke,
Fox,
Hahn,
Halenkamp,
Halfhill,
Hoffman,
Holtz,
Hoskins,
Jones,
Kehoe,
Keller,
Kunkel,
Longstreth,
Malin,
Marriott,

DeFrees,
Doty,
Fackler,
FitzSimons,
Harbarger,
Harris, Ashtabula,
Harris, Hamilton,
Partington,
Peters,
Price,
Redington,
Riley,
Rockel,
Roehm,
Shaffer,
Shaw,
Smith, Geauga,
Smith, Hamilton,

Harris, Ashtabula,
Harris, Hamilton,
Harter, Huron,
Hoffman,
Hursh,
Johnson, Madison,
Jones,
Kerr,
Kilpatrick,
King,
Knight,
Kramer,
Lambert,
Lampson,
McClelland,
Moore,
Nye,
Peters,
Redington,

Marshall,
Mauck,
Miller, Fairfield,
Miller, Ottawa,
Okey,
Peck,
Pettit,
Pierce,
Read,
Rorick,
Stalter,
Stewart,
Stilwell,
Stokes,
Watson,
Woods.

Hursh,
Johnson, Madison,
Johnson, Williams,
Kerr,
Kilpatrick,
King,
Knight,
Stamm,
Stevens,
Taggart,
Tannehill,
Tetlow,
Thomas,
Ulmer,
Wagner,
Walker,
Winn.
Wise.

Riley,
Rockel,
Roehm,
Shaffer,
Smith, Hamilton,
Solether,
Stamm,
Stevens,
Stilwell,
Taggart,
Tannehill, '
Tetlow,
Thoma~,
Ulmer,
Wagner,
Walker,
Wise,
Woods,
Mr. Pr:esident.
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Those who voted in the negative are:

Peters,
Rorick,
Stevens,
\Voods.

Peck,
Pettit,
Pierce,
Price,
Redington,
Riley,
Rockel,
Roehm,
Shaffer,
Shaw,
Smith, Geauga,
Stamm,
Stewart,
Stilwell,
Stokes,
Tannehill,
Tetlow,
Thomas,
Ulmer,
Walker,
Watson,
Winn,
Wise.

Kerr,
Miller, Crawford,
Miller, Fairfield,
Nye,

Harris, Ashtabula,
Harris, Hamilton,
Harter, Huron,
Holtz,
Hoskins,
Hursh,
Johnson, Madison,
Johnson, Williams,
Kramer,
Kunkel,
Lambert,
Lampson,
Leete,
Leslie,
Longstreth,
Ludey,
Malin,
Marriott,
Matthews,
Mauck,
McClelland,
Miller, Ottawa,
Okey,
Partington,

Brattain,
Doty,
Dunlap,
Fackler,

Anderson,
Antrim,
Baum,
Beatty, Morrow,
Beyer,
Bowdle,
Brown, Highland,
Brown, Pike,
Campbell,
Colton,
Cordes,
Crites,
Cunningham,
Davia,
Dwyer,
Earnhart,
Farnsworth,
Farrell,
FitzSimons,
Fluke,
Fox,
Hahn,
Halfhill,
Harbarger,

So the proposal passed as follows:

Proposal No. 252-Mr. Weybrecht, to submit
an amendment to artkle I, section r6, of the con
stitution.-Suits against the state.

Those who voted in the negative are:

Mr. HALFHILL: In your judgment is there any
more danger of the state's being imposed upon when the
case is tried under the rules of evidence and the law
than there is of the finance committee of the general as...,
sembly being imposed upon?

:Mr. WOODS: Yes, I think so; and not only that,
but you are putting the state to the expense of conduct
ing a court matter. You had better pay the claims off
than to fight them, and I think it would be cheaper.

Mr. ANDERSON: Consistency is a good thing to
observe. This is the first time that Mr. Woods has ever
said anything for the general assembly.

Mr. WOODS: I object.
The PRESIDENT PRO TEM: The objection is

sustained and the gentleman from l\lahoning will pro
ceed.

l\iI r. ANDERSON: The gentleman's position is that
it would be far safer to trust a committee of the gen
eral assembly than it is to trust any court in the state of
Ohio. That is one reason it ought to be killed. The
second reason that this proposal ought to be killed is be
cause it would require more attorneys in the attorney
general's office, because if a man's property is injured
it is a just claim and we ought not to employ attorneys
to take care of just claims and therefore it should be
killed.

l\11r. l\1ARRIOTT: I move the previous question.
The question being "Shall the proposal pass?"

The yeas and nays were taken, and resulted-yeas 71,
nays 12, as follows:

Those who voted in the affirmative are:

Miller, Fairfield,
Miller, Ottawa,
Norris,
Okey,
Peck,
Pettit,
Pierce,
Price,
Read,
Rorick,
Shaw,
Smith, Geauga,
Stalter,
Stewart,
\Vatson,
\Vinn.

Holtz,
Hoskins,
Johnson, Williams,
Kehoe,
Keller,
Kunkel,
Leete,
Leslie,
Longstreth,
Ludey,
Malin,
Marriott,
Marshall,
Matthews,
Mauck,
Miller, Crawford,

Antrim,
Baum,
Brattain,
Brown, Highland,
Brown, Pike,
Cody,
Collett,
Crites,
DeFrees,
Dunlap,
Dwyer,
Eby,
Elson,
Farnsworth,
Fluke,
Fox,
Halfhill,

So the proposal not having received the requisite num
ber (If votes failed to pass.

The PRESIDENT PRO TEM: The next proposal
j8 Proposal No. 252.

Proposal No. 252-Mr. Weybrecht, was read tne third
time.

1\1r. HOSKINS: vVhat I desire to say is at the re
quest of Mr. Weybrecht, who came to my desk and
asked me to speak on it when the proposal was called
The section is just the same as the old one except tr::1t
it adds the last sentence and permits a suit to be brought
against the state in a manner to be provided by law. On
the second reading the author explained that we have
,often had cases where by special acts of the legislature
somebody was authorized to sue the state, and there is
not any reason why the state should be any different
from a private individual. The legislature ought to have
a right to provide by law for the adjustment of contro
versies between its citizens and the state. That is the
sole purpose of this proposal.

Mr. WOODS:, I am against this proposal and I
want to tell you why. If you are going to pass this pro
posal you ought to add an amendment to it to just about
triple the force in the attorney general's office. I don't
think the state can afford to throw open this door.
Every time there is a flood from one of the canals the
-state 'will have a whole lot of lawsuits on its hands.
Every time the general assembly meets they flock around
the' finance committee with all sorts of claims.

Mr. PIERCE: Would you deny the public justice
because it would increase our legal force?

Mr. WOODS: They can get justice now. I don't
think this door should be thrown open so wide.

Mr. PECK: Why should· the state be exempt from
just claims?

Mr. WOODS: The state always pays its ordinary
'Claims.

Mr. MARRIOTT: Is not the fact you have just
:stated, that so many people come around the finance
committee of the legislature, a great reason for the
adoption of this proposal?

Mr. WOODS: No, sir; there is no trouble if you
have anything like a just claim. If this door is thrown
open it will be a great expense to the state. The cases
will have to be tried by juries in the local county and
the idea will be that "The state has a lot of money and
we will make the state pay."
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Resolved, by the Constitutional Co'nv'ention of
the stalte of Ohio, That a proposal to amend the
constitution shall be submitted to the electors to
read as follows:

ARTICLE I.

SEC. 16. All courts shall be open, and every
person, for an injury done him in his land, goods,
person, or reputation, shall have remedy by due
course of law, and shall have justice administered
without denial or delay. Suits may be brought
against the state, in such courts and in such man
ner, as may be provided by law.

Proposal No. 304-1\1r. Halfhill, was read the third
time.

Mr. HALFHILL: I offer an amendment.
The amendment was read as follows:

Strike out the period at the end thereof and
add the following: "and the additional judges,
provided for herein, shall be elected at the general
election in the year 1914."

Mr. HALFHILL: Gentlemen of the Convention:
That amendment has been submitted to the Schedule
committee and it meets with the approval of that com
mittee and will coordinate with the general schedule.
You will observe that the proposal in no way changes the
jurisdiction of the court of common pleas and that the
only change in the organization of the court is that
there is a provision made for one judge of the court of
common pleas in each county and such additional judges
as may be made necessary by the size of the county and
the amount of business. In other words, the legislature
can decrease or increase the number of common pleas
judges as it deems proper. That will make some changes.
Some counties that do not now have judges will event
ually receive a judge under this proposal. The original
proposal provides that the judges of the court of com
mon pleas in office elected thereto prior to January I,
1913, shall hold their office for the term for which they
were elected. That was put in so there will be. no pos
sible conflict between the operation of this constitution
and the judges who would be nominated and elected at
the ensuing November election. We think that this
amendment just read to you, which is in these words,
"and the additional judges provided for herein, shall be
elected at the general election in the year 1914," would
so shape this proposal that there would be no possible
conflict with any existing work of the court.

Mr. WALKER: Are the salaries of these judges
paid by the state?

1\1r. HALFHILL: In part by the state and a certain
part by each county.

Mr. vVALKER: I notice that your proposal provides
for the possibility of combining the work of the probate
judge in the common pleas court. In my county they
will not want to do that, but the proposal provides for
the probate judge and that salary is now paid by the
county. I was wondering how that salary would be
provided for if the two are combined.

Mr. HALFHILL: We discussed that fully at the
time of the second reading. The probate judge is paid
by fees from those who transact business in his office,

or rather he gets the fees and covers them into the treas
ur:y and then draws back his salary, sO that really he is
paId out of those iees. That would be done away with
and those fees would be covered into the county treasury
and if the two courts were combined there would be a
saving of a material amount.

Mr. HURSH: It requires some temerity for a mere
farmer to enter into a discussion with the legal frater
nity of this Convention, but when it comes to a matter
of necessity and a matter of economy, we are surely all
equally interested.

It has been urged in the former argument for this
proposal that our poor common pleas judges of the state
of Ohio are very much overworked. Another argument
is that the cases are such that many litigants do not get
a fair show because the litigants cannot get into the
court often enough. I am aware that as the courts of
Ohio are now constituted the common ordinary common
pleas judges are not permitted to take more than five or
six or seven months' vacation during the year, and I am
also aware of the fact that litigants are prevented from
having their cases heard because, for reasons that are
urged by attorneys, cases are deferred and postponed
from term to term and year to year until their cases are
oftentimes put off a considerable length of time. The
delay is not caused by the few terms of the court in the
county each year. This proposal adds frqm twenty-two
to twenty-five new judges of the state to be put on the
payroll. What for? I say it is an absolutely unneces
sary measure from the standpoint that any business man
does his business or that any farmer does his business
or that any laboring man does his business. Four
thousand dollars a year is certainly enough to compen
sate the common pleas judges of Ohio for the work they
do, and I want to say further that you are making a
county office of this thing, and if there is such a thing
~s lowering the standard of the judiciary, you are doing
It here and now. The better lawyers usually do not want
the positions of judges. The judge will be a county
official who will be seeking the job. It will generally
be a one-horse lawyer who cannot make a living at his
profession. Really, he does not need to be a lawyer, but
only a good politician, and he can draw that extra $4,000
for what? To do six weeks' work in the county for
you and me and our farmers and laboring men pay
for it. The taxes finally come down on those who
produce the wealth, and they will have to produce from
$80,000 to $100,000 every year to pay a few men to
put in six weeks' work upon the bench that is already
provided for. Gentlemen, I cannot see, in the face of
the tendency toward economy, how you can favor this
measure.

They say you can combine the common pleas with the
probate judge. What do we want to do that for? We
haven't elected a lawyer in a generation in my county as
probate judge. We elect a big-hearted, humane man
who doesn't follow all of the technicalities of the law
but who, in the goodness of his nature and the overflow~
ing of the. milk of human kindness in his soul, provides
for the WIdows and orphans whose interests come into
his court. Now, gentlemen, in all seriousness, as a mem
ber of this Convention and as a taxpayer and as a
farmer, and one of the men who has every year to help
to dig up this $roo,ooo to help to pay this bill for law-
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yers who can't make a living for themselves, I am op
posed to it.

:Mr. PARTINGTON: I offer an amendment.
The amendment was read as follows:

Strike out "at such election in line 22 and in
sert "thereon".

Strike out "at such election" in line 26 and in
sert "thereon". .~

:Mr. PARTINGTON: If the members will notice,
the amendment is in accord with all of the other work
of this Convention. Wherever we have submitted a
question we hav'e provided that the number of votes cast
on it shall control. Th\s is in strict keeping with that.

The amendment was agreed to.
1\1r. MAU(K: I agree with considerable that has

been said by the member from Hardin. If the present
common pleas judges were properly distributed we have
an abundance to do the work. I also sympathize with the
movement by' Mr. Halfhill because there are some
counties in the state of Ohio that ought to have common
pleas and probate courts. But in the smaller counties of
the state it would be a grievous wrong, as suggested by
the member from Hardin, to impose upon the taxpaying
public the expense of a common pleas and probate court.
I undertake to say that in the majority of the counties
of the state of Ohio one able-bodied man with a fair
amount of intelligence can do all of the work of a judge
of both courts and not consume over one-half of ~:lis

time. Now the proposal as it stands provides that laws
may be passed to combine these courts. In the large
counties of the state there ought to be no combination,
and in the smaller counties of the state there ought to
be such a combination, and the possibility of effecting
that combination ought not to be left to the grace of
the general assembly.

The amendment I shall presently offer provides within
the proposal itself the machinery by which this com
bination may be effected in the smaller counties of the
state. I have taken counties of less than 4°,000 and I
have drafted an amendment that I think properly pro
vides for the matter. I have sent it up to be read.

The amendment was read as follows:

Strike out all of section 7 after the period in
line 19 and'insert the following in lieu thereof:

"Whenever ten per cent of the number of the
electors voting for governor at the next preceding
election in any county, having less than forty
thousand population as determined by the next
preceding federal census, shall petition the county
commissioners of any such county not less than
ninety days before any general election for coun
ty offices, the commissioners shall submit to the
electors of such county the question of combining
the probate court with the court of common pleas
and such courts shall be combined and shall be
known as the court of common pleas in case a
majority of the electors voting upon such ques
tion, vote in favor of such combination. Notice
of such election shall be given in the same man
ner as for the election of county officers. Elec
tions may be had in the same manner for the
separation of such courts, when once combined."

The PRESIDENT PRO TEM: The question is on
the amendment of the member from Gallia.

Mr. NYE: I want to ask a question. Has it not
been the policy of the Convention not to insert in the
constitution the names of mereay statutory offi;cers?
I wonder if the gentleman cannot find some way that he
could not insert county commissioners, which are not
constitutional officers?

The PRESIDENT PRO TEM: The question is on
the amendment of the member from Gallia.

The amendment was agreed to.
The PRESIDENT PRO TEM: The question is now'

on the amendment of the gentleman from Allen [Mr.
HALFHILL].

The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. EBY: I offer an amendment.
The amendment was read as follows:

After the semi-colon in line 7 insert the fol
lowing:

"any civil or criminal action of a general public
nature, shall upon the filing of a petition signed
by twelve per cent of the electors of the county in
which such action is instituted with the chief
justice of the supreme court, the ~hief justice shall
o~d:r the removal of such suit from the juris
dIctIon of the common pleas judges of county
from said county to the county's common pleas
court, which said petition shall designate ;".'

1\1r. EBY: That language, as a miember says, is not
very elegant, because it was gotten up on the spur of
the moment and sent out for copying, and some mistakes
have been made. The object is this: We have certain
places in the state where it would be impossible to get
thc:se cases of special public interest tried except before
a Judge who owes his election to a political machine.
For instance, in New York several years ago, Governor
Hughes said it was impossible to get some cases tried
thoroughly before any judge who owed his election to
Tammany Hall, and I have heard it repeatedly said that
George B. Cox in the proceedings instituted against
him before any judge down there could not have been
convicted. Now this simply provides that where such
condition obtains a reasonable number of the electors
can file a petition before the chief justice and have the
case removed to some other county. In other words,
under this, twelve per cent of the electors of Hamilton
county could have had those actions removed to the
courts of Butler county, or over to Scioto county before
Judge Blair, and given Cox a clear, clean bill of health
or convicted him.

:Mr. OKEY: I move that the amendment be laid on
the table.

The motion was carried:
Mr. BRO\VN, of Highland: This proposal of the

delegate from Allen [Mr. HALFHILL] seems to be a
good thing. It was threshed out very thoroughly on the
seco'nc1 reading and it was understood that the added ex
pense by reason of the added number of judges might
be compensated for by a reduction of the expenditures
in the number of probate judges that will be taken out
of office if this is carried. And, in view of that hope,
that there would be a sufficient number of probate judges
vacated to establish a solvent situation when it comes.
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to the consideration, I think it is not a good policy to
combine the counties that can take advantage, of this
proposal to those in which there are only a PQPulation
of 4°,000.

I think there are counties with 45,000 and 50,000 that
may not have sufficient business for the two courts, and
in case such a situation is found to be true, those that
have a population of over 4°,000 could not, under this
proposal as amended by the gentleman from Gallia,
avail themselves of the provision of this section. There
fore I offer this amendment.

The amendment was read as follows:

In line 19 strike out "4°,000" and insert "60,
000".

The PRESIDENT PRO TEM: The motion is out
of order in the form in which it is presented. If you
desire to offer an amendment to the amendment proposed
by the delegate from Gal1ia, it will be necessary to re
consider the vote by which that was adopted and then
amend it and adopt it again.

Mr. BROWN, of Highland: I will offer it as an
amendment to the proposal as amended.

The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. KNIGHT: I offer an amendment.
The amendment was read as follows:

Amend Proposal No. 304 as amended as fol
lows:

In line 19 change "county commissioners" to
"judge of the court of common pleas" and in
the same line change "commissioners" to "judge
of the court of common pleas".

Mr. KNIGHT: The reason for that is because the
county commissioner is not a constitutional officer.

The amendment was agreed to.
The PRESIDENT PRO TEM: The question is

"Shall the proposal pass"?
The yeas and nays were taken, and resulted-yeas 85,

nays 14, as follows:
Those who voted in the affirmative are:

So the proposal passed as follows:

Proposal No. 304 - Mr. Halfhill, to submit
amendments to article IV, sections 3, 7, 12 and
IS, of the constitution. - Judge of court of com
mon pleas for each county.

Resolved, bv the Constitutional Conven,tion of
the state of Ohio, That a proposal to amend the
constitution shall be submitted to the electors to
read as follows:

ARTICLE IV.

SEC. 3. One resident judge of the court of
common pleas, and such additional resident judge
or judges as may be provided by law, shall be
elected in each county of the state by the elec
tors of such county; and as many courts or ses
sions of the court of common pleas as are nec
essary, may be held at the same time in any coun
ty. Any judge of the court of common pleas may
temporarily preside and hold court in any county;
and until the general assembly shall make ade
quate provision therefor, the chief justice of the
supreme court of the state shall pass upon the
disqualification or disability of any judge of the
court of common pleas, and he may assign any
judge. to any county to hold court therein.

SEC. 7. There shall be established in each
county, a probate court, which shall be a court
of record, open at all times, and holden by one
judge, elected bv the electors of the C'ounty, who
shall hold his office for the term of four years,
and shall receive such compensation, payable out
of the county treasury, as shall be provided by
law. Whenever ten per cent. of the number of
the electors voting for governor at the next pre
ceding election in any county, having less than
sixty thousand population as determined by the
next preceding federal census, shall petition the
judge of the court of common pleas of any such
county not less than ninety days before any gen
eral election for county offices, the judge of the
court of common pleas shall submit to the elec
tors of such county the question of combining
the probate court with the court of common pleas
and such courts shall be combined and shall be
known as the court of common pleas in case a
majority of the electors voting upon such ques
tion, vote in favor of such combination. Notice
of such election shall be given in the same man
ner as for the election of county officers. Elec
tions may be had in the same manner for the
separation of such courts, when once combined.

SEC. 12. The judges of the courts of com
mon pleas shall, while in office, reside in the
county for which they are elected; and their
term 6f office shall be for six years.

SEC. IS. Laws may be pass\~d to increase or
diminish the number of jUdges of the supreme
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court, to increase beyond one or diminish to one
the number of judges of the court of common
pleas in any county, and to establish other courts,
whenever two-thirds of the members elected to
each house shall concur therein; but no such
change, addition or diminution shall vacate the
office of any judge; and any existing court here
tofore created by law shall continue in existence
until otherwise provided. The judges of the
COLlrts of common pleas in office, or elected
thereto pdor to January first,1913, shall hold
their offices for the term for which they were
elected and the additional judges, provided for
herein, shall be elected at the general election in
the year 1914.

The proposal was referred to the committee on Ar
rangement and Phraseology.

:Mr. King rose to a question of privilege, and asked
that his vote be recorded on Proposal No. 252, by Mr.
vVeybrecht. His name being called, Mr. King voted
"aye."

IVTr. KING: I move that the rules be suspended and
that Proposal No. 340 be taken up for the second
reading.

The motion was carried.
. Proposal No. 340-Mr. Taggart, was read the second

tIme.
The question being "Shall the proposal pass?"
The yeas and nays were taken, and resulted-yeas

103, nays none, as follows:
Those who voted in the affirmative are:

An4erson, Harris, Hamilton, Okey,
Antrim, Harter, Huron, Partington,
Baum, Henderson, Peck,
Beatty, Morrow, Hoffman, Peters,
Beyer, Holtz, Pettit,
Brattain, Hursh, Pierce,
Brown, Highland" Johnson, Madison, Price,
Brown, Pike, Johnson, Williams, Read,
Campbell, Jones, Riley,
Cody, Kehoe, Rockel,
Collett, Keller, Roehm,
Colton, Kerr, Rorick,
Cordes, King, Shaffer,
Crites, Knight, Shaw,
Crosser, Kramer, Smith, Geauga,
Cunningham, Kunkel, Smith, Hamilton,
Davia, Lambert, Solether,

< Donahey, Lampson, Stalter,
Doty, Leete, Stamm,
Dunlap, Leslie, Stevens,
Dunn, Longstreth, Stewart,
Dwyer, Ludey, Stilwell,
Earnhart, Malin, Stokes,
Eby, Marriott, Taggart,
Elson, Marshall, Tannehill,
Fackler, Matthews, Tetlow,
Farrell, Mauck, Thomas,
FitzSimons, McClelland, Ulmer,
Fluke, Miller, Crawford, Wagner,
Fox, Miller, Fairfield, Walker,
Hahn, Miller, Ottawa, Watson,
Halenkamp, Moore, Winn,
Halfhill, Norris, Wise,

; Harbarger, Nye, Woods.
Harris, Ashtabula,

So the proposal passed as follows:

Proposal No. 340 - Mr. Taggart, to submit an
amendment to Schedule NO.4.

Resolved) by the Constitutional Convention of
the state of Ohio) That a proposal to amend the
constitution shall be submitted to the electors to
read as follows:

That the several amendments passed by this
Convention or any of the. same when adopted
at the election shall take effect on the first day
of January, 1913, except as otherwise specifically
provided in any of said amendments. And all
laws then in force not inconsistent therewith shall
continue in force until amended or repealed; pro
vided that all cases pending in the courts at the
time this amendment takes effect shall be heard
and tried in the same manner and by the same
procedure as is now authorized by law.

Under the rules the proposal was referred to the com
mittee on Arrangement and Phraseology.

Proposal No. 249-Mr. Tannehill, was read the third
time.

J'vIr. SMITH, of Hamilton: I offer an amendment.
The amendment was read as follows:

At the end of said proposal add the following:
"Candidates for all judicial officers of counties

. and candidates for members of the general as
sembly shall be nominated by nominating peti
tions only and shall be voted for upon one inde
pendent and separate ballot without any emblem
or party designation whatever."

Mr. TANNEHILL: This proposal is so easily un
dertood that I think it needs no further comment.
. J\1r. SJ\1ITH, of Hamilton: The proposal is an ex
cellent one, but it could be better. The members of this
Convention were nominated and elected as provided in
my amendment.

Mr. lJLJ\1ER: I offer an amendment.
The amendment was read as follows:

At the end of line 16 add the following:
"All primary tickets shall be placed upon the
same ballot".

~J1'. ULl\fER: I take it for granted that every mem
ber of this Convention, and I think every citizen of
Ohio, is in favor of the Australian ballot system. It
protects the citizen: It keeps his vote secret. He does
not have to expose his political affiliation when he goes
to the polls and I think if that is a good thing at a regu
lar election it is a good thing at a primary election. I
think every man here will agree with me that this se
crecy is one of the fundamental principles of govern
ment. It is just as important that this selection be one
of the fundamental principles of government. It is just
as important to select a man properly as to elect him.
After this election is made you have no other choice.
If you have a ticket made up of poor men it is simply
a choice between three or four poor men. In the last
primary I heard a great number of complaints of citi
zens because they had been asked, "What kind of a bal
lot do you want? Are you a republican or a democrat or
a socialist?" I have seen citizens walk away from the
booths saying it is an outrage to compel a free man to
express his political affiliation. I say it is all wrong and
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Those who voted in the negative are:
Dunn,
Farrell,
FitzSimons,

Partington,
Peters,'
Pettit,
Pierce,
Read,
Rockel,
Roehm,
Rorick,
Shaw,
Smith, Geauga,
Solether,
Stalter,
Stevens,
Stewart,
Stokes,
Tag-gart,
Tannehill,
Tetlow,
Thomas,
Wagner,
Walker,
Watson,
vVoods.

are:
Marshall,
Pierce,
Price,
Riley,

.Shaffer,
Smith, Hamilton,
Solether,
Stalter,
Stamm,
Stilwell,
Tetlow, \
Ulmer,
Walker,
Winn,
Wise,
Mr. President.

affirmative are:
Partington,
Peck,
Peters,
Pettit,
Read,
Rockel,
Roehm,
Rorick,
Shaw,
Smith, Geauga,
Stevens,
Stewart,
Stokes,
Taggart,
Tannehill,
Thomas,
'Nagner,
'iVatson,
Woods.

Holtz,
Hoskins,
Hursh,
Kerr,
Knight,
Kramer,
Lampson,
Longstreth,
Ludey,
Marriott,
Matthews,
McClelland,
Miller, Crawford,
Miller, Fairfield,
Miller, Ottawa,
Moore,
Norris,
Nye,
Okey}

Davia,
Donahey,
Duty,

Hoskins,
Hursh,
Johnson, Madison,
Johnson, Williams,
Jones,
Kehoe,
Kerr,
King,
Knight,
Kramer,
Lambert
Lampson,
Longstreth,
Ludey,
Marriott,
Matthews,
McClelland,
Miller, Crawford,
Miller, Fairfield,
Miller, Ottawa,
Moore,
Nye,
Okey,

voted in the negative
Halenkamp,
Harbarger,
Harter, Huron,
Henderson,
Hoffman,
Johnson, Madison,
Johnson, Williams,
Jones,
Kehoe,
Keller,
King,
Kunkel,
Lambert,
Leete,
Leslie,
Malin,

Those who

Those who voted in the
Anderson,
Antrim,
Baum,
Beatty, Morrow,
Brattain,
Brown, Highland,
Brown, Pike,
Collett,
Colton,
Donahey,
Dunlap,
Earnhart,
Eby,
Elson,
Fluke,
Fox,
Halfhill,
Harris, Ashtabula,
Harris, Hamilton,

Beyer,
Cody,
Cordes,

Anderson,
Antrim,
Baum,
Beatty, Morrow,
Bowdle,
Brattain,
Brown, Highland,
Brown, Pike.
Campbell,
Collett,
Colton,
Crites,
Cunningham,
Dwyer,
Eby,
Elson,
Fluke,
Fox,
Halenkamp,
Halfhill,
Harris, Ashtabula,
Harris, Hamilton,
Holtz,

Beyer,
Bowdle,
Campbell,
Cassidy,
Cody,
Cordes,
Crites,
Crosser,
Cunningham,
Davio,
Doty,
Dunn,
Dwyer,
Fackler,
Farrell,
FitzSimons,
Hahn,

So the amendment offered by the delegate from Ham
ilton [Mr. SMITH] was laid on the table.

The PRESIDENT PRO TEM: The question is:
"Shall the amendment of the delegate from Lucas [Mr.
ULMER] be laid on the table?"

The yeas and nays were regularly demanded.
The yeas and nays were taken, and resulted-yeas 69,

nays 27, as follows:
Those who voted in the affirmative are:

I want as much secrecy in the primary as there is in
the main election.

Mr. LAMPSON: Would you think it would be
entirely fair to have the members of one party determine
the nominees of the other party? That would certainly
be done under your amendment.

:Mr. ULl\1ER: It makes no difference who nomi
nates the men if the men are good men. If I am a
democrat and there is a good man on the republican
ticket I should have a right to help nominate him.

Mr. TANNEHILL: In regard to the amendment
offered by the gentleman from Hamilton county I want
to say that when my neighbors start a rough house and
kill the family cat, I resist with all the power I have
any disposition on their part to cast the carcass over
into my back yard; and if I have any friends in this
Convention, and I think I have, I hope they are going
to side with me and not insist on the obsequies being
held on' my premises. In this proposal I have one of the
mos-t necessary reforms that will go out from this Con
vention. It is a matter that I have given a life study
to and I know we have it in good shape. It will carry
by a good big majority in the state and I do not believe
in this trying to cover the whole field of reform at one
sweep. I think we have in this proposal all the reform
that we want at this time, and I hope the Convention
will stay with me as on the second reading and put the
proposal through just as it is. The amendment of the
gentleman from Lucas entirely vitiates the proposal as
it stands. It injects politics and will endanger the pas
sage of the proposal.

Mr. SMITH, of Hamilton: What has happened over
night to make you change so completely?

Mr. TANNEHILL: I am in favor of what you are
proposing, but not to fasten it onto this. My proposal
deals with primaries, but not with elections. I move
that both amendments be tabled.

Mr. FACKLER: I ask for a division and I demand
the yeas and nays.

1\1r. PECK: I have been demanding recognition for
five minutes.

The PRESIDENT PRO TEl\I: The gentleman
from Morgan had the floor and I could not recognize
any other gentleman.

Mr. PECK: That is- the fourth or fifth time that
this has been done.

The PRESIDENT PRO TEM: I beg your pardon,
I have not done it at all. The question is on laying the
amendment of the delegate from Hamilton on the table
and the yeas and nays have been demanded.

1\1r. ANDERSON: A point of order. The amend
ment as it reads is meaningless.

The PRESIDENT PRO TKM: The member may
be stating a fact, but it is not a point of order. As a
point of order it is overruled and the secretary will call
the roll on the motion to table the amendment of the
delegate from Hamilton [Mr. SMITH].

The yeas and nays were regularly demanded.
The yeas and nays were taken, and resulted-yeas 57,

nays 49, as follows:
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So the motion to table was carried.
Mr. JOHNSON, of Williams: I offer an amend

ment.
The amendment was read as follows:

In line nine strike out "two" and insert "five".

Mr. PECK: I do not think it is wise to tie up this
matter of primary election by any hard and fast constitu
tional rule, that can never be changed, and I want to put
in words that will give the general assembly some way
to change these matters if occasion requiring a change
arises. All the wisdom is not in this room. I do not
believe that any system of direct primaries is such a
valuable thing as some people think, although it may
be an improvement in some cases. I know of cases
where the worst machines in this state are supported and
rUQ on direct primaries, andi you cannot oust the gang,
because they control the direct primaries. George B.
Cox cannot be beaten in Cincinnati at a primary. Talk
about direct primaries! They feed the machines right
along because the machines can always get more peo-

. pIe out to the primaries than anybody else can. Cox
ordered all of his men to vote on a particular election
one time and succedecl in bringing out twenty-two thous
and votes when there was really no contest and only

Mr. JOHNSON, of Williams: The people in my
county are unanimously opposed to this proposal. We
have two towns of nearly four thousand each and one
of over twenty-five hundred, and I do not think there
is a single person in either place that is for this pro
posal. I hope the amendment will be adopted.

Mr. HARRIS, of Hamilton: I move that the amend-
ment be tabled.

The motion was carried.
Mr. STOKES: I offer an amendment.
The amendment was read as follows:

Strike out the word "shall" in line 13 after
the word "delegate" and insert "may."

The amendment was not agreed to.
Mr. THOMAS: I offer an amendment.
The amendment was read as follows:

At the end of the proposal add Sec. 8, to Art. V.
SEC. 8. The candidates whose nominations for

any office specified on the ballot have been duly
made, and not withdrawn, shall be arranged in
groups under the designations of the office for
which such candidates have been nominated. To
the name -of each candidate shall be added his
party or political designation in initials, as the
same appears in the certificate of nomination or
nomination papers.

The amendment was not agreed to.
1\1r. PECK: I offer an amendment:
The amendment was read as follows:

In line 6 after the word "petition" insert "or
otherwise".

Hahn,
Harter, Huron,
Hoffman,
Keller,
Kunkel,
Leslie,

Malin,
Marshall,
Norris,
Peck,
Price,
Riley,

Shaffer,
Smith, Hamilton,
Stamm,
Stilwell,
Ulmer,
Wise.

one ticket, but he ordered his henchmen to turn out and
get everybody out they could and they brought out
twenty-two thousand 'Votes, which was five Itimes as
many as anybody could bring out against him. The pri
mary can be made a machine as well as any other sort
of a machine. When you nominate men by direct pri
maries now the nominations are really made by a little
clique meeting somewhere in a back room and selecting
the men and then passing out the word that Smith and
.Tones are the men to be put on the ticket. That is the
way it is done now.

lVIr. TANNEHILL: I hope the Convention under
stands that these words vitiate everything that we are
trying to get, and I move that the amendment be laid
on the table.

On this motion the yeas and nays were regularly de
manded.

The yeas and nays were taken, and resulted-yeas 45,
nays 57, as follows:

Those who voted in the affirmative are:
Anderson, Harbarger, Pierce,
Antrim, Harris, Ashtabula, Roehm,
Baum, . Holtz, Shaffer,
Beatty, Morrow, Hoskins, Stevens,
Colton, Kehoe, Stewart,
Crites, Knight, Stilwell,
Crosser, Kramer, Taggart,

IDonahey, Lampson, Tannehill,
Doty, Longstreth, Tetlow,
Dunn, McClelland, Thomas,
Earnhart, Miller, Crawford, Wagner,
Fackler, Miller, Fairfield, Walker,
Farrell, Moore, Watson,
Fluke, Nye, Winn,
Fox, Okey, Woods.

Those who voted in the negative are:
Beyer, Harter, Huron, Mauck,
Bowdle, Henderson, Miller, Ottawa,
Brattain, Hoffman, Norris,
Brown, Highland, Hursh, Partington,
Brown, Pike, Johnson, Madison, Peck,
Campbell, Johnson, Williams, Peters,
Cody, J ones, Pettit,
Collett, Keller, Price,
Cordes, Kerr, Read,
Cunningham, King, Riley,
Davia, Kunkel, Rockel,
Dunlap, Lambert, Rorick,
Dwyer, Leete, Shaw,
Eby, Leslie, Smith, Geauga,
Elson, Ludey, Smith, Hamilton,
FitzSimons, Malin, Solether,
Hahn, Marriott, Stalter,
Halenkamp, Marshall, Stamm,
Halfhill, Matthews, Ulmer.

Sd the motion to table was lost.
The PRESIDENT PRO T~M: The question is on

the amendment offered by the gentleman from Hamil
ton [Mr. PECK].

Mr. ANDERSON: Let us be consistent in voting
upon this Proposal No. 249. With the words "or other
wise" in it, it means nothing. Let us analyze it.

Mr. PECK: It won't hurt anybody.
JVlr. ANDERSON: "Or otherwise" means anything •

that the legislature wants to do-any old thing. It has
been said here, and with truth, that sometimes bosses
control at a primary. That is the exception when they
do. It is the exception when they do not through the
convention. A convention spells boss rule. Thecandi-
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dates elected ill a state convention are half made by the
bosses and the obj ect of this proposal was to let the
people have some chance. Could Pennsylvania have ever
thrown off the shackles of the bosses if it hadn't been
for the primaries? They tried it for years and years
and never succeeded.

Mr. MAUCK: Didn't Pennsylvania hold a state con-
ventiOh-,-. >

Mr. ANDERSON: Yes, but in the state convention
they didn't dare disregard the primaries.

Mr. PECK: When was it that P;ennsylvania threw
off the bosses? I thought they had them as bad as ever.

1ft. ANDERSON: I am rather more familiar with
Pennsylvania than you are. It is true they threw off a
number of bosses arrd took on one or two bosses, but
they have gotten in the habit now of getting rid of the
bosses. They couldn't get rid of all because there were
some bosses on each side, but they have learned, thank
God, to get rid of bosses. If you are not in favor of
this proposal with "or otherwise" out of it, vote against
it. "VVith those words in it, is is absolutely worthless.

Mr. NYE: I do not care especially to speak on the
subj ect of the amendment, but I do want to speak against
the whole proposition. I believe that there ought to. be
in the nomination of officers consultation and conference
between the best citizens of the community. You cannot
have that in the proposal that was presented here be
cause every individual can go forward and get his name
put on the ticket. All he has to do is to say I nominate
myself and he can get enough friends to sign the paper
to put him on the ticket.

Mr. ANDERSON: Does not that give the people as
much of an opportunity to pick anyone candidate they
please as it does letting a few of these alleged citizens
pick them for them?

Mr. NYE: But there is no sort of a connection.
Suppose you get ten men 011 a ticket; no one has a second
choice as to who they will vote for, but if you have a
convention of representative men from your county or
your district or your state you can get together and have
a conference and if you cannot get your first choice
you can get your second choice. It seems to me you are
putting this into the hands of the worst kind of bosses.
This. is bossism all of the time, but if you have a con
vention of tbe leading men of your community you can
them get together and confer together and nominate
good men. I do not know how it is in the cities, but I
have lived in a rural district for more than forty years
and we have always had good officers because the people
got together and they talked the matters over and lis
tened to objections and argument, and if they couldn't
get their first choice they would take their second choice,
and under this process that is proposed here you cannot
have any second choice. You just vote indiscriminately.
Ten men vote for one man, and ten for another, and ten
for another, and eleven for another, and the one who
gets the eleven votes out of the forty-one votes is
nominated.

It seems to me that you are making a mistake in
passing this. Read it through. How are you going to
carry it out? I do not believe that you have read the
proposal or considered it. I believe, as was said by the
member from Auglaize [11r. HOSKINS] last night, that
the life of a country and of a state depends upon par-

tie&, and if you can~ot have parties you cannot be suc
cessful.

Mr. TANNEHILL: Gentlemen of the Convention:
I want to ask you in all earnestness to at least vote down
the Peck amendment when it comes up. Do not make
a joke of the proposal. If you are like the gentleman
who has just taken his seat, whom I honor, vote against
the proposal. I have no objection to your voting against
the proposal, but don't put in an amendment that makes
a joke of the whole matter.

Mr. PECK: I do not think that my amendment
makes a joke of this matter. It leaves the power plainly
conferred by the constitution upon the general assembly
to pass such laws as are necessary under the subject of
primary elections. I think that is something more than
a joke. It seems to me that that is a valuable thing if
you want to have primary elections regulated by law,
which is a matter of very doubtful propriety at any rate.
All of us who are past middle age can remember the
time when there was no such a thing as a primary under
the law. We got together in a convention and had our
ballot and the whole matter was voluntary. It was a
meeting of free citizens attending to their public affairs,
as they had a right to do, and not at the expense of the
community or anybody's expense but their own. We
believed that any set of men had a right to meet in any
hall and discuss and determine what to do about public
affairs and tbere was no constitutional convention or
legislature that had a right to regulate that meeting. It
was a thing that was guaranteed by the bill of rights.
The people have a right to assemble together to freely
discuss their affairs and here you propose to regulate.
I say there has never been any propriety in these primary
election laws, from the old Baber law down to the pres
ent time. They are frauds and humbugs and they have
been going on from bad to worse, and this proposal if
adopted would give the general assembly what, in my
judgment, it never has had, constitutional power to regu
late primary elections. I do not believe any general
assembly has the right to interfere with the power of the
people to come together and agree on whom they will
support.

Certainly I did not intend to make any joke of this
proposition. I intended it in dead earnest. I do not
know how this went through on its second reading. I
don't believe I was present. At any rate it had nearly
a unanimous vote. But that does not affect me much.
I am like the fellow was at the revival meeting. Once
upon a time there was a fellow somewhat inebriated·
staggered into the back part of a church where there
was a revival meeting going on, and he dropped down
into a pew and went to sleep. After a while the minister
get worked up and he was down in front of the plat
form walking back and forth and he said "All of you
who believe in a hereafter and who want to go to Heaven
stand to your feet." The congregation rose as one man.
Then he requested them to sit down and he called for
all who warited to go in the opposite direction to rise.
Just at that moment the inebriated individual awoke and
he stumbled to his feet and said, "Mr; Chairman, I don't
know just what this question here is that we are voting
on, but I do know that you and I are in a very small
minority."

I don't care anything about being in a minority if I
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Stalter,
Stamm.

Shaw,
Smith. Geauga,

So the amendment was not agreed to.
The PRESIDENT PRO TEM: The question now is

"Shall the proposal pass?" .
The yeas and nays were taken, and resulted - yeas

78, nays 23, as follows:
Those who voted in the affirmative are:

Anderson, Harbarger, Peters,
Antrim, Harris, Ashtabula, Pettit,
Baum, Harris, Hamilton, Pierce,
Beatty, Morrow, Harter, Huron, Read,
Beyer, Henderson, Rockel,
Bowdle, Hoffman, Roehm,
Brown, Highland, Holtz, Shaffer,
Brown, Pike, Hoskins, Smith, Geauga,
Colton, Hursh, Smith, Hamilton,
Cordes, Jones, Solether,
,Crites, Kehoe, Stamm,
Crosser, King, Stevens,
Davio, Knight, Stewart,
Donahey, Kramer, Stilwell,
Doty, Kunkel, Stokes,
Dunn, Lambert, Taggart,
Earnhart, Lampson, Tannehill,
Elson, Leete, Tetlow,
Fackler, Leslie, Thomas,
Farrell, Longstreth, Ulmer,
FitzSimons, McClelland, Wagner,
Fluke, Miller, Crawford, Walker,
Fox, Miller, Fairfield, Watson,
Hahn, Moore, Winn,
Halenkamp, Okey, Wise,
Halfhill, Partington, Woods,

Those who voted in the negative are:
Brattain, Keller, Norris,
Campbell, Ludey, Nye,
Cody, Malin, Peck,
Collett, Marriott, Price,
Cunningham, Marshall, Riley,
Dunlap, Matthews, Rorick,
Dwyer, Mauck, Shaw.
Johnson, Williams, Miller, Ottawa,

So the proposal passed as follows:
Proposal No. 249 - Mr. Tannehill, to submit

an amendment 'by adding section 7, to article V,
of the <;Qijstitution. -'- Primary elections.

Resolved, by the Constitutional Convention of

Malin,
Marshall,
Matthews,
Mauck,
Miller, Ottawa,
Norris,
Nye,
Peck,
Price,

think I am right and I believe I am right on this s~bject :Read,
of primary elections. I have been thinking about it for ,Rockel,

d I h •Rorick,years an . ave never had any faith in them and the
legislature should have a right to regulate them. Those who voted in the negative are:

1\1r. WATSON: I hope the amendment by my good Anderson, Harris, Ashtabula, Peters,
Antrim, Harris, Hamilton, Pettit,

friend Judge Peck will not prevail, as each one' of us Baum, Harter, Huron, Pierce,
knows that it will destroy the efficacy of the proposal. Beatty, Morrow, Henderson, Roehm,
I hope the proposal will go through as presented. Beyer, Holtz, Shaffer, ,

Brown, Highland, Hoskins, Smith, Hamilton,
Mr. STEVENS: I am surprised at the statement Colton, Hursh, Solether,

that the member from Hamilton does not know how this Crites, Kehoe, Stevens,
I d · Crosser, Knight, Stewart,

proposa came to pass on the secon readmg. If you Davio, Kramer, Stilwell,
will turn to the journal of April 16 you will find that Donahey, Kunkel, Stokes,
the name' of the gentleman from Hamilton is recorded Doty, Lambert, Taggart,
as voting for this proposal. That will probably give Dunn, Lampson, Tannehill,
him some information as to how the proposal got through Earnhart, Leete, Tetlow,Eby, Leslie, Thomas,
and there were one hundred votes for it and only two Elson, Longstreth, Ulmer,
against it. If you don't like the proposal and want to Fackler, Marriott, Wagner,
beat it, vote against it fair and square, but don't kill it Farrell, McClelland, Walker,
by amendment. Meet your eenmies fair and square. FitzSimons, Miller, Crawford, Watson,

Fluke, Miller, Fairfield, Winn,
Mr. PECK: I have no enemies in this Convention. Fox, Moore, Wise,

. . Halenkamp, Okey, Woods.
I vote on prmclples. I never vote for personal rea- Harbarger, Partington,
sons.

Mr. WINN: I just wan.t to say a word about the
proposal. I have for a good many years hoped to see the
day when elective. officers of the state, district, county
and municipality would all be chosen at primary elec
tions. I believe. that is the only fair way, and I have
hoped, as many of us have, against hope that sometime
the legislature would see fit to enact a statute by which
all of those officers would be nominated at primaries.
But the legislature has refused, as you know, time and
again to make a provision through which senators might
be nominated that way, so that we have this peculiar
situation: We go to primaries to nominate members of
the house of representatives but always go to a conven
tion to nominate senators because there are always so
many men in the senate who know they could not get
back if they were to depend upon primaries.

Now I h~pe that this proposal will be adopted. I am
not going to be a candidate for anything, but I want
this proposal to be adopted nevertheless. I f this amend
ment offered by the gentleman from Cincinnati [Mr.
PECK] is adopted it means that the whole proposal is
absolutely nothing.

:Mr .STOKES: I move the previous question on the
amendment of the gentleman from Hamilton and on
the proposal itself.

The main question was ordered.
Mr. TANNEHILL: I demand the yeas and nays

on the pa~sage pf the amendment offered by Judge Peck,
of Cincinnati.

The yeas and nays were taken, and resulted - yeas
34. nays ,68, as follows:

Those who voted in the affirmative are:
Bowdle, Hahn,
n rattain, Halfhill,
Brown, Pike.. Hoffman,
Cctrnpbell, Tohnson, Madison,
Cody, Johnson, Williams,
Collett, Keller,
Cordes, Kerr,
"unningh~tn" King,
:)wyer, Ludey,
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The PRESIDENT PRO TEM: The sergeant-at-arms
will dispatch his messengers for the absentees.

The sergeant-at-arms appeared at the bar of the Con
vention with Mr. Partington and Mr. Shaffer.

Their names being called they answered "here."
Mr. TAGGART: I move that all further proceedings

under the call be dispensed with.
The motion was carried.
The PRESIDENT PRO TEM: The question is on

the motion of the delegate from Delaware [Mr. MAR
RI01TJ to reconsider the vote by which Proposal N0.329
was lost.

Afr. KNIGHT: Personally I regret extremely that
the motion to reconsider has brought into discussion a
factor vvhich, as one interested in this pro'posal, I had
purposely avoided introducing. Sometime before this
amendment was proposed and offered in this Convention
I had been aware of the fact that there were three kinds
of opposition to it that might be looked for. I was no
tifi ed by some of my colleagues and by gentlemen of
long acquaintance upon the street, with whom I had
talked over the proposal, that as soon as it was intro
duced it wou·ld receive the active opposition of a very
large concern interested in the publication of public
school books. No sooner was the proposal introduced
than that statement seemed to be verified. There have
been three kinds of opposition. One entirely honest op
position, as I am glad to believe, from those interested
in the rural schools in the state of Ohio, and that oppo
sition I believe has been entirely removed by the amend
ment, \vhich was offered by myself and accepted and
adopted this afternoon, confining the referendum vote
to city school districts alone and leaving the rural dis
tricts entirely untouched.

The second form of opposition came from an unex
pected quarter because it was farthest from the minds
of any that it would be involved here and that seemed
to hint at suppressing or crippling the good work or life
or activity of two old colleges in the state of Ohio, the
Ohio University and the :Miami University. The propo
sition has nothing of that sort in view and that opposition
may easily be allayed if there is any longer an idea
that 'the proposal bas any such purpose, by the ac
ceptance of the amendment of the gentleman from But
ler. 1 cannot speak for anyone else, but I am so inter
ested in two features of this proposal ,that I 'am willing,
for the sake of having those two main features adopted,
so far as I am personally concerned, to have th~ amend
ment adopted striking out the words "an educational,"
making it applicable to the public school system.

The third opposition has come from those who feared
that the proposal would in some way take out of the
hands of all school districts and centralize in the state
control of' every school and the management of the
~chool system of the state of Ohio. As to the last I
have given a most careful examination of the proposal
and compared it with similar proposals in other states
that are now upon the statute books, and I am unable
tb find anything in the proposal which will warrant, in
the least degree, any fear on that ground. If there be
anything in it. that does it, I' shall be extremely glad to
have it pointed out so that I can take away that feature.
What this tries to provide for is what we have never
had-a head of the public school system, a supervisory

Redington,
Rorick,
Shaffer,
Stamm,
Tallman,
\Veybrecht,
\Vorthington,
Mr. President.

EVENING SESSION.

the state of Ohio, That a proposal to atpend the
constitution shall be submitted to the electors to
read as follows:

ARTICLE v.

SEC. 7. All nominations for elective state, dis
trict, county and municipal offices shall be made
at direct primary 'elections or by petition as pro
vided by law, and provision shall be made, by law
for a preferential vote for United States senator;
but direct primaries shall not be held for the
nomination of township officers or for the officers
of municipalities of less than two thousand popu
lation, unless petitioned for by a maj ority of the
electors of such township or municipality. All
delegates from this state to the national conven
tions of political parties shall be chosen by direct
vote of the electors. Each candidate for such
delegate shall state his first and second choices for
the presidency, which preferences shall be printed
upon the primary ballot below the name of such
candidate, but the name of no candidate for the
presidency shall be so used without his written
authority.

IVIr. MARRIOTT: When Proposal No. :F9 -l\Ir.
Knight, was before the Convention for final passage,
I voted against it and the proposal failed. Since that
time I have been reliably advised that the American Book
Trust has been for weeks lobbying against this proposal.
There must be something good in it if the American Book
Trust opposes it. I have known a little of the blight
ing effects of that monopoly upon the people of this
state and I move to reconsider the vote by which this
Proposal No. 329 was lost.

IVIr. LAl\1PSON: I now move that we recess tll1til
eight o'clock tonight.

The motion to recess was carried.

The Convention met pursuant to recess and was called
to order by the president pro tern [Mr. DOTY].

The PRESIDENT PRO TEM: The question is on
the motion' to reconsider the vote whereby Proposal No.
329 was lost. .

Mr. MARRIOTT: I demand a call of the Conven
tion.

The PRESIDENT PRO TEM: A call of the Con
vention is demanded. The sergeant-at-arms will close
the doors and the secretary will call the roll. '

The roll was called, when the following members failed
to answer to their names:
Beatty, Wood, FitzSimons,
Bowdle, Hahn,
Brown, Lucas, Henderson,
Brown, Pike, Kilpatrick,
DeFrees, Leslie,
Dwyer, Matthews,
Evans, Miller, Fairfield,
Farnsworth, Partington,
Fess, Peck,

. The president pro tern announced that ninety-three
members had answered to their names.
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power, and without doubt control in the lawmaking
power over the educational public school system as a
unit.

The third opposition came also-and I can see why
it came-from a large body of citizens of this state who
are interested not only in the public schools, but in the
private parochial schools, and the objection from that
source was relieved by the acceptance of the amend
ment of the delegate from .. Montgomery, which makes it
clear that this proposal touches no schools except those
supported by public funds. The stat.e has been. circu
larized from one end to another by c1rculars wh1ch are
absolutely untrue as to the contents of thi.s proposa;l.
These circulars have stated that the adoptlOn of th1S
proposal would place in the hands of each school dis
trict in the state the power to defeat the compulsory
education law and would leave to each district to decide
"",hether we would have the schools a minimum length
of time and it would conflict with the state requirement
as to the minimum wage scale for teachers, and all that.
Tbat statement is false from start to finish. It was fur
nished to the newspapers of the state to be sent over
the state and but for the kindness of one newspaper
man it \~ould not haye come to my notice until it was
spread over the state. There is not now and never
has been in the proposal a thing to warrant any such
statement. I know, and other members of this Conven
tion know that for the last four weeks there have been
constantly' in the galleries and in the lobbie~ of this
building and in the lobby on this floor those who h~ve

been working against this proposal, and I might say m
cidentallv that among those is at least one person who
within the last year has been actively working against
the initiative and referendum in the state of Ohio and
still is. This does not bear on this proposal, but it is
information worth while. I regret that this was brought
in here. Personally I have no idea that any gentleman
who voted against the proposal this afternoon was in
fluenced thereto by any such matter. I have learned
that everyone of my hundred and eighteen colleagues is
here doing what he feels individually to be best for the
state of Ohio, and I am very certain that the gentleman
who moved the reconsideration has no such feeling with
reference to any of our colleagues; but facts are facts,
and I feel that no one who voted against the proposal
this afternoon should feel that he is under an imputation
personally. I desire that this ~roposal, if .it is recon
sidered shall stand or fall upon 1ts own ments, but I do
believe'that we ought to know, since the subject was
raised here these facts. I think that the proposal is
necessary for two reasons:

I. Because the municipal home rule proposal which
vVe have passed is so broad that there is a possibility that
unless this is adopted the city of Columbus might have
power to do a good deal more in the way of control of
its educational system than is desirable it should have. It
would be inconsistent with the unified public school sys
tem of the state. As I stated on second reading, I was
convinced more than ever before of the necess~ty of the
first part of the proposal and the second part deals
solely with the referendum, the right of the cities. to
decide the size of their school board. I hope the motIOn
to reconsider will be adopted and if adopted, as I have
already stated, so far as I am personally concerned, the

amendment of the gentleman from Butler will be satis-
factory to me. .

1\fr. HOSKINS: I have been in doubt about this pro
posal and I have been opposed to it. Nobody has put
up any argument to me, but I should like to know the
specific things which the educators have in view in the
public school system.

1\1r. KNIGHT: There are no present specific changes
of any kind, but simply unquestioned authority on the
part of the lawmaking power of the state to make such
changes from time to time, under state control and un
der state centralized legislation, as the advancing of the
state education and the demands of education in the
state require. I have absolutely nothing up my sleeve.

1\fr. HOSKINS: I did not insinuate you had any
thing up your sleeve. I supposed you had an idea of
what you wanted to do.

tTr. KNIGHT: Personally I had an idea that we
need in this. state two things which we have never had.
The best proposal that has been adopted by this Con
vention takes care of one of those, namely, it does pro
vide for a head supervisor of the entire public school sys
tem and practically compells the legislature to provide
for that. This one which we are now considering pro
vides for all authority to the legislature to enact such
legislation as shall under his guidance and direction
make that school a real system. Now I speak as one
who has come in contact with education, and while I
am interested in higher education I am not entirely a
university man. l\![ y entire life and education has been
in the public schools supported by public taxation. All
of my. teaching has been there. While it is admitted
that we have in Ohio the making of a good school sys
tem we have lacked that recognition of it outside of the
state which has come from the fact that we have not a
head of it as more than half of the states of the Union
have provided in their constitutions and that the legis
lature has never had the power to do those things neces
sary, nor has the school commissioner, because he is a
statutory officer and might be legrslated out of office at
a moment's notice at any time he urged anything con
trary to the desires of the legislature.

1\1r. HOSKINS: Is it the intention of the proposal
to confer any power of any sort to do anything except
the management of public schools, and are all colleges
and universities excluded from the operation of this
proposal?

l\1r. KNIGHT: What do you mean by all colleges?
1\1r. HOSKINS: Does this proposal affect Miami

or Athens?
Mr. KNIGHT: Not with the amendment of the gen

tleman from Butler, which, so far as I am personally
concerned, I am willing to put in.

Mr. HOSKINS: It would not have in contempla
tion the creation of power to create a state board of re
gents to have supervision?

Mr. KNIGHT: This proposal does not give it unless
it exists now.

1\1:r. HOSKINS: Do you ~hink there is anything in
this proposal that does not already exist in the· legisla
ture?

1\1r. KNIGHT: In view of what is in the home rule
proposal, I will have to answer this way ~ I feel that this
proposal is necessary to make sure that the power hith-.
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erto exercised by the general assembly may not be split
up into pieces among the various municipalities.

Mr. PIERCE: You have already heard the state
ment of the gentleman from Franklin [Mr. KNIGHT]
and, so far as I am personally concerned, I trust the
Convention will look at it in the same light. I would
like to see the reconsideration ordered and thereupon I
shall offer my amendment.

Mr. WINN: I shall vote against this proposal and
I want two or three minutes to tell why. I shall vote
against it because there is not a single thing that can be
accomplished under this proposal that cannot be accom
plished under existing constitutional provision. I for
get what section it is, but one provision of the bill of
rights~I think it is the seventh section-enj oins upon
the general ass.embly of the state of Ohio the duty of
establishing public schools. Section 2 of article VI pro
vides in general terms that the general assembly shall
make provision by taxation or otherwise for the estab
lishment of a system of public education. Now go back
with me to the old case of State vs. Cincinnati, decided
in 19 O. S., away back before the colored men were en
franchised. Under existing provisions of the constitu
tion Cincinnati provided for a special district to be pre
sided over by a board of education of colored people to
be chosen at the ballot box by the colored people. That
was the case that first made Judge Foraker famous or
infamous, whichever it may have been. It was main
tained that il1asmuch· as the colored m,en were not citi
zens they could not be members of the board of educa
-tion, yet the supreme court said if the legislature saw fit
to create that special district of colc:)red people, and to
provide that the colored people should choose their own
officers, they had a right under the constitution to do it.
Just turn to one case decided by our supreme court. It
is in the case of the State vs. l\1cCann:

The system of public education in Ohio is the
creature of the constitution and statutory laws of
the state. * * * It is left to the discretion of
the general assembly in the exercise of the gen
eral legislative power conferred upon it [by arti
cle II, section I] to determine what laws are suit
able to sectlre the organization and management
of the contemplated system of common schools
without e~pressed restriction except that no re
ligious or other sect or sects shall ever have any
exclusive right to or control of any part of the
school £unds of this state.

So you see the general assembly is left to do as it
sees fit to do except that it cannot require any religious
tests. Now, what can the legislature do' under this Pro
posal No. 329 that cannot be done under the present
constitution?

Mr. KNIGHT: Was it not the gentleman from De
fiance [Mr. WINN] who introduced-and. subsequently
draJted an amendment""""'7"a complete substltute for sec
tion 7 of the municipal hom'e rule proposal in place of
the ~e drafted by the committee?

Mr. WINN: Yes, I did.
Mr. KNIGHT: That was adopted?
Mr. Wl'NN: Y~sJ.it was adopted.
Mr. KNIGHT: And ·it is b~cause of that amend

ment 50 drafted that itbecpmas now questionable

whether the power he has referred to in the constitution
of 1851 is still such as to keep the cities from punching
holes in the state educational system.

M-r. WINN: And do you claim that this Proposal
No. 329 was drafted with reference to that amendment?
I think the proposal was introduced long before the
amendment.

l\1r. KNIGHT: At the time it was on second read
ing was it not expressly stated that an additional strong
reason for this was the adopti.on in the forenoon of the
same day, at the instance of the gentleman from De
fiance, of an amendment or substitute?

Mr. WINN: That may have been stated. I would not
undertake to say what was said that day by the gentle
man from Franklin. He may have said it on the floor
or in the hall or in the smoking room.

But let us read this. I regard it as just that much
reading matter of no importance. No person has asked
me to vote for it or against it and outside of what I read
in the paper, which you all read and which was to the
effect that there was a movement on foot to defeat the
proposal, I know nothing about the opposition. I read
that in the paper the day after we voted on it on second
reading.

"Provision shall be made by la'Y for the organization,
administration and control of the public schools and edu
cational system of the state." This is already in the
constitution. Now, there is just this much in the pro
posal that has some merit in it: "Provided, that each
school district shall have the power by referendum vote
to determine for itself the number of members and the
organization of the district board of education."

But that also can be done now under existing provi
sions of the constitution.

:Mr. STALTER: I desire to ask the member from
Franklin [Mr. KNIGHT] if there is any difference be
tween the language used in the present constitution which
provides for an efficient system of common schools, and
the language used in the proposal for the control of the
public schools and educational system of the state. And
then, inasmuch as the question has been raised about the
American 'Book Company, I believe the information
ought to be made known to this body whether the Ameri
can Book Company has a registered lobbyist here, and
if the company has not it would assist me to learn if
the party making the charge about the American Book
Company is registered. That would give me informa-
tion. .

Mr. ELSON: May I at this time make a reference
to the statement of l\fr. Stalter?

The PRESIDENT PRO TEM: The gentleman has
five minutes, if he can do it in that time.

Mr. ELSON: When I heard the gentleman from
Delaware [Mr. MARRIOTT] I felt absolutely sure, as I
still feel, that he was entirely sincere in what he said,
but that he was altogether mistaken. Soon after that
vote was taken this afternoon the air was full ef rumors
about the American Book Company and it was hinted
that a certain person was lobbying for·. the American
Book Company. I knew who was meant and I felt I
was welI enough acquainted to go to headquarters and
make inquiries and I did so. I think it is perfectly
proper for me to say about whom I am talking, :Mrs.
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Mary Lee. I went to Mrs. Lee and I said, "Answer me
this question directly and frankly: "Are you employed
by the American Book Company?" She said, "On my
honor I am not, and I never was for a single hour of
mv life. I have never received a dollar from that com
pany." I said, "Whom do you represent as lobbyist
here ?" And she took two documents from her pockets
and proved to me-I have them both here-whom she
represented. One is signed by the master and secretary
of the grange at Westerville, showing that she is repre
senting them before the Fourth Constitutional Conven
tion of Ohio. The other is from the Ohio School Im
provement Federation, which she has labored for for
several years and is laboring for now. I think those
are the institutions she represents. I have not the
slightest doubt of her statements. She is a woman of
absolutely irreproachable and unimpeachable ~haracter.

She is a public-spirited woman who takes an interest in
public questions, and would that we had thousands of
other such women in Ohio as Mrs. Mary Lee. She was
also accused 'some time ago of representing the Chamber
of Commerce-the Ohio State Board of Commerce. I
am absolutely sure that she never did anything of the
sort. She opposed the initiative and referendum pro
posal and had as much right to do that as anyone else
had to be for it. She did it because she is in sympathy
with a large class of farmers who oppose the initiative
and referendum. I think it is due to the character of
this excellent woman to say on the floor of this Conven
tion what I have said, for if anyone thinks she has done
anything in the nature of work for the Chamber of Com
merce or the American Book Company this explanation
refutes it.

Now Professor Knight has agreed to take out the two
words mentioned in the Pierce amendment. I have no
personal reason to object to the reconsideration of this
proposal, and if I do not vote for it it). the end it will be
because I believe with Mr. Winn, of Defiance, that it is
covered entirely now by present provision. It seems to
me a proposal providing for a school superintendent with
powers to be defined by law would cover the whole
ground, and that as far as the number of members of
school boards in cities is concerned it seems to me that
ought to be taken care of in the home rule propositi?n.

Mr. MARRIOTT: Gentlemeno£ the Convention: I
think I should state, in justice to myself, my reasons for
having made the motion to reconsider, and in corrobora
tion of the statements just made by the gentleman from
Athens [1fr. ELSON] I would state that I do not know
if I ever saw a lobbyist. I would not know one if I was
to 'see him. Information came to me after the vote was
had upon Professor Knight's proposal that the American
Book Company was interested in its defeat and that it
had a lobbyist here lobbying against the adoption of that
proposal. Members of this Convention' in whom I had
and have the most impli<;itconfidence-as I have in
every member of this Convention-gave me that infor
mation. Among other things that were stated it was
said that the American Book Company had a lobbyist
here in the person of a lady whose name has been men
tioned by Professor Elson. I had never met this lady.
She has never spoken to me nor had anyone else, before
the vote was "taken, either for or against this proposal.
I had the pleasure of meeting that lady as I left the

hall and I asked her the same question that Professor
Elson has just said that he asked her. I am very sure
if she were here she would give her consent that I state
that she disclaimed representing the American Book
Company and handed me a circular letter which had
been sent out over the state, and probably to numerous
delegates to this Convention, in opposition to the Knight
proposal. She stated that she was interested in its de
feat and had spoken to members of this Convention. I
have no reason in the world to doubt the statement of
the lady when she stated that she was not in the employ
of the American Book Company but with the informa
tion that came to me I was unwilling to go upon record
as voting for this proposal with the word going out that
the American 'Book Company had employed a lobbyist
here to lobby against this proposal, and I therefore made
the motion to reconsider. I hope very much the mat
ter will be reconsidered and that we may have another
vote upon the proposal.

Mr. PARTINGTON: Members of the Convention:
\N"hen I talked this afternoon I stated then that if the
purpose and obj ect of this proposal was to make for
Ohio a unified system of public schools and place at its
head the very best and brightest and most progressive
school man that can be found anywhere in Ohio or out
side, I would not object to, it. After the amendment
had been made this evening you will notice that the
proponent has personally said that he is willing
that the words "and educational" shall be taken out.
That was my objection this afternoon and I want to say
to you now that I have served on the educational com
mittee in the legislature and every time that any system
of schools was attempted to be worked out by the educa
tional committee in the legislature we had this contest
on between the Ohio State University and the other
universities of the state. Now, if we are going to have
a unified system of education, I ask you, when you re
consider this vote and when the question is before you
again, if you can have a unified system of education in
Ohio if Miami is absolutely independent and .has a
board of its own, if the same thing is true of Athens
and with the Ohio State University and if it will be
true of the normal schools? If these words are taken
out those are outside of the unified system of education
in Ohio. I state this not to injure the educational institu
tions of Ohio. I am in favor of them and they ought to
b~ under the system if Ohio is to have a system of educa
tion just as well as any schools in the state of Ohio.
They want to be independent. The gentleman from
Athens [Mr. ELSON] knows that his opposition will
cease if this institution can remain independent and run
its own affairs as its own board sees fit. That is the
question before the Convention tonight, and I say to you
now, and I repeat, if Ohio wants to build up a system
of public schools of which we and the people of Ohio
can be proud, we cannot have half a dozen different
boards; we must have one. Nobody from whatever
source has any influence with me on this question. No
American School Book Company or its agents would
swerve me one tittle from my own purpose. I am not
wishing to cripple or interfere with in any way Miami or
Athens or any other school in the state, but this question
is simply, Shall Ohio have a system of public schools
with some individual at the head with an office at the
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state house at Columbus, or will we have half a dozen colleges in the. intere~t of .some larger colleges, and they
heads? That is the question, whether we shall have have been 1aymg theIr gnp upon the life and vitals of
one system or half a dozen. some of the best educational institutions of the state

Mr. HURSH: I just want to say a word in conjunc- and some of the best educational institutions of- the stat~
tion with what the gentlemail from Athens [l\1r. ELSON] are right now up against the power and influence of a
said. It was said that there was a lobbyist before this certain college that would choke out their lives. And.
Convention for the Grange. I belong to four granges when they come to prov~de ~he public educational system
and no person who represents the Grange ought to leave of the state, I fear that 1~ WIll extend to the appointment
the impression that the Grange is against the initiative of a board of regents or something of that sort who
and referendum. I am sure that the great majority of \vould have the supervision of the college affairs of this
the granges in Ohio are in favor of the initiative and state and the po\ver to grant degrees and the power to
referendum. desc~ibe conditions on which degrees should be granted

The motion to reconsider was carried. by .clt:ffer~nt colleges. I want to say to you that I am a
The PRESIDENT PRO TEM: The question now belIever m the small educational institutions in the

is, "Shall the proposal pass?" diversified education that brings it nearer to the doors
Mr. PIERCE: I offer an amendment to strike out of the people, and I do not want to see anything adopted

the words "and educational".' by th,is Convention that would militate against that, and
The PRESIDENT PRO TEM: The only way to do th~t IS the .r~ason why I have looked with suspicion on

that is to move to reconsider the vote by which that I~~HS 'proP.osltIOn and the reason why I.. failed to vote for
amendment was lost. 1C wncn .1t .\"as up for passage. I have no objection as

Mr. PIERCE: I make that motion. long as It relates to the unification of the public schools
The motion to reconsider was carried. of the state. .
The PRESIDENT PRO TE1\I: The question is now As I say, I ha,ve been at a loss. t? see what purpose

on the amendment, which reads, "In line 6 strike out the could. be. a~comphshed by th.e provIsIOn of the proposal
words 'and educational'." contamed m t.he first two hnes, a~d not being able to

The amendment was agreed to. see what pu~pose could be acco~1pllshed except the one
The PRESIDENT PRO TEM: The question is now I hav: mentlOned, I have been dIsposed to be against it.

on the passage of the proposal. It IS a f~ndamental proposi~ion. in constitution~l law
IVlr. HOSKINS: If we had a resolution prepared that. the..leg1,s!ature has all.leg1.slatIve power t~at IS not

we \vould introduce it now to recall you if you do not de11led It. ~ Ow what legIslatIve power. h~s It on the
stop running this Convention too fast. schoof questlOl1 under the present constItutIOn?

The PRESIDENT PRO TEM: The point of order ~nother fu.n~am~ntal principle .is thCl;t if any consti-
is \vell taken. tt1t~ona~ prOVISIOn IS to be effectIve wIth reference to

l\ /f. HOSKIN'S' Th' 't" . h b tt legIslatIve power it must do one of two things: It must1r. . IS proposl lOn IS 111 muc e er either rest . t . d .
shape than it was before this amendment was consented ftC 0.1 . eny power or It must regulate or con-

. . . h trol already eXIstl11g powerto. I was opposed to the propos1tton, and, WIt the T . '. . •

gentleman from Defiance, I yet fail to see any necessity Now let us. see w~at the pre~ent power IS. The
for it. But there is one word of protest I want to utter. present p~wer IS .u~quahfied except m.one.respect. There
I do not like to hear charges that sinister influences are 1S. one thl11g enJol11ed upo~ the legIslatIve po~er now
at work in this Convention and that some awful crime wIth .reference to the pubhc schools and that IS solely
against the common people is about to be committed by to raIse enough revenue to prov.ide for those schools.
some poor lone woman on a hundred and nineteen able- In ev~ry other respect the legIslatIve power over schools
bodied men and that some poor woman from somewhere now .1S absolute and complete. ~~Vhat can be the effect
has made her- appearance here for the purpose of influ- of thIs proposed ~mendment? . It IS not a grant of power.
encing the gentlemen from Cuyahoga and Ashtabula and It does not curta1l po~ver and I! d?es not deny the power
all the other provinces of the northeastern part of the to a.ct. upon any ~ubJect, but It IS sol.ely an attempt to
state. It is unbecoming to even make such a charge on rest! Cl;l11 the exerCIse of power, to gU1~e or control the
the floor of the Constitutional Convention. Noone has ~xerc1se of power. Now, the query WIth me was, What
ever approached me upon this proposition. I do not 1S to. be t~e effect? In wh~t ~vay is it to be guided or
think that I am any better than any other member of controlled. I~ what way 1;, It t<? .be exercised? The
the Convention. language of thIS p~op~sal IS, ~'r?V1S10n shall be made by

DELEGATES: A reed. law for !he orgamzatIOn, adml111stration and control of
g . the pubhc school system of the state." It therefore

'IT
1

hbe .PREdSlIDEdNT ~RO. TEM
h

: The
b

ConventIOn follows, this being not a denial of power, that it is a
WI e 111 or er an not 111terrupt t e mem er. simple provision prescribing the manner in which the

1\1r. HOSKINS: I.am very glad to have this matter ~ower sh~ll be exercised. Not just as with the taica
c!eared up.. I do not hke to have a ch~rge n;ade at any tlOn questI.on. The p.ower of the legislature is complete
hme. I w~ll tell you what I am afraId of 111 the pro- over taxatIon now WIth the provision that laws shall be
posa1 and If the Pt;opos.al has been c1~ared up so that passed levying, etc. That is simply a regulation of the
It rela~es .only t~ umficatlOn of the pubhc schools, I have m~nn.er of th~ exercise of that power. .Applying that
no ObjectIon to :t, but I do ~ant to say to you ~hat there pr111c1ple to thIS proposal, it amounts to a restriction of
has been a perSIstent effort 111 t~e state o.f OhIO for ten the manner in which th~ po~er may be exercised. It
years past on the part of .certal11 educatIOnal forces of therefore follows that leg1slatlOn now can be enacted and
the state to crush out the hfe of the weaker and smaller restricted to what is herein provided. What would that
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ARTICLE VI.

SEC. 3. Provision shall be made by law for
the organization, administration and control of
the public school system of the state supported by
public funds: provided, that each school district
embraced wholly or in part within any city

be? Provide for the organization and control of the shall have the power by referendum vote to deter-
public school system. Control by whom - by what? If mine for itself the number of members and the
by some central power, what central power? Controlled organization of the district board of education,
by this new constitutional officer created by this other and provision shall be made by law for the exer-
provision referred to. cise of this power by 'such school districts.

Mr. ELSON: I want to make an answer to a state-
ment by Mr. Partington. He seems to be greatly dis- The proposal was referred to the committee on Ar-
trustful from the fact that the universities are not de- rangement and Phraseology.
pendent upon one another. Is the work that they are Mr. KNIGHT: There was a motion passed the
doing coordinate and equal work? Is there any pos- other day that all proposals amended be referred to the
sibility of t~eir being dependent on one another? Are committee on Arrangement and Phraseology. I now
our high schools dependent upon one another? move that all proposals be referred to that committee in

1\1r. ROEHM: I move the previous question on this order that they can bring in the grand resolution at the
matter. end

The main question was ordered. The motion was carried.
The PRESIDENT PRO TElVI: The question is M:r, HALFHILL: I move that one thousand copies

"Shall the proposal pass ?:' 0 f Proposal No. 304 as passed be printed.
The yeas and nays _were taken, and resulted - yeas I The motion was carried.

71, nays 26, as follows: - 'Mr. PECK: I desire leave to call attention of the
Tbose \vho voted in the affirmative are: Convention to the matter of the invitation from Cillcin-

Anderson, Henderson, Peters, nati. It is about time that we should make answer. If
Beatty, Morrow, Hoff~an, P~ttit, we are going down there Saturday they ought to know it.
Beyer, HoskinS, Plerce, 1-1 - h 'd h "1
Bowdle Hursh Read owever, t e prest ent suggests t at we walt unt!
Cassidy: Johns;n, Madison, Riley: we are through with this initiative and referendum pro-
Cody, Kehoe, Rockel, 'posal and I will defer.
Colton, K~rr, ~oehm, .l\lr. CROSSER: I submit the following report:
Crosser, Kmg, Shaffer, 1'h d f 11
Davio, Knight, Smith, Geauga, e report was rea as 0 ows:
Donahey, Kramer, Smith, Hamilton, The special committee to which was referred
Doty, Lambert, Solether, N- - M -C h' h d h
Dunn, Lampson, Stamm, Proposal o. 2-;- r.. rosser, .avmg 3; t e
Earnhart, Leete, Stilwell, same under conSIderatIOn, reports It back WIth the
Fackler, Lesli~, Stokes, following amendments, and recommends its pas-
F~rrep, l\1arnott, Taggar~, sage when so amended:
FltzSlmons, Marshall, Tannehtll, "r I" 'k 1 1" I" l'
Fluke McClelland Tetlow n me 17 stn e out t le wore twe ve anCl m
Fox, ' Miller, Cr~wford, Thoma~, lieu thereof insert "ten".
Hahn, Moo~e, Ulmer, Strike out lines 28 to 50 inclusive and in lieu
Halen~amp, Norns, '!Vagner, thereof insert the following:
Halfhlll, Nye, Walker, "s b",)Ii -'I . I h
Harbarger, Oleey, Wise, ECTION. I. vv len at any time, not ess t an
Harris, liamilton, Partington, Woods. ten days pnor to the commencement of any ses-
Harter, Huron, Peck, sion of the general assembly, there shall have been

Those who voted in the negative are: filed with the secretary of state a petition signed
Baum Elson Mi11er~ Ottawa, by three per centum of the electors and verified as
Bratt~in, Jones: Price, herein provided proposing a law, the full text of
~rown, H;ighland, Keller, Rorick, which shall have been set forth in such petition,
Lrown, Plke, Kunkel, Shaw, the secretary of state shall transmit the same to
Collett, Longstreth, Stevens, - - .
Crites, Ludey, Stewart, tb~ general assembly as soon as It convenes, If
Dunlap, Malin, \!Vatson, satd proposed law shall be passed by the general
Dwyer, M~uck," vVinn. assembly, either as petitioned for or in an amended
Eby, Mlller, FaIrfield, form it shall be subject to the referendum, If

So the proposal passed as follows: said proposed law shall not be passed, or if it shall
Proposal No. 329 - ~1r. Knight, to submit an be passed in an amended form, or if no action be

amendment by adding section 3 to article VI, of taken thereon, within four months from the time
the constitution. _ Organization of boarels of it is received by the general assembly, the same
education. shall be submitted by the secretary of state to the

electors for their approval or rejection at the next
Resolved, by the Constituiional Convention of I' regular or general election if such submission shall

the state of Ohio, That a proposal to amencl the d b I .. fi
.constitution shall be submitted to the electors to be demande y supp ementary petttlOn veri ed as
read as follows: herein provided and signed by not less than three

per centum of the electors in addition to those
signing the original petition, which petition must
be filed \vith the secretary of state within ninety
days after such proposed law shall have been re
jecteclby the general assembly or after the ex
piration of such term of four months in the event
no action has been taken thereon or after the law
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as passed by, the general assembly shall have been
filed by the governor in the office of such sec
retary. Such proposed law shall be submitted, in
the form demanded by such supplementary peti
tion which shall be either in the form as first pe
titioned for or after there shall have been incorpo
rated therein any amendment or amendments
thereto introduced in the general assembly. In
the event that a proposed law so submitted is ap
proved by a maj ority of the electors voting thereon,
it shall be the law and shall go into effect, as

. herein provided, in lieu of any amended form of
said law which may have been passed by the gen
eral assembly, and such amended law passed by
the general assembly shall not go into effect until
and unless the law proposed by supplementary pe
tition shall have been rej ected by the electors."

In line 52 strike. out "in the case of proposed
laws" and insert period after "petition".

In line 53 strike out words "or in case of pro
posed amendments".

In line 107 after "initiative" insert ", supple
mentary".

In line I 10 after "initiative" insert ", supple
mentary".

In line 131 after "initiative" insert "and sup
plementary".

In line 135 after "initiative" insert ", supple-
mentary". .

In line 149 strike out all after the comma (,).
In line IS0 insert after "any" the word "pro

d"pose . "k ". .. ." d'In the same hne stne out Inlhahve an In
lieu thereof insert "supplementary".

In line 164 strike out all after the period (.).
Strike out all of lines 165, 166, 167, 168, 169,

170, 171, 172 and to and including the period in

173· I' f "....". h' dIn me 173 a ter Imtlahve msert t e wor s
"and supplementary".

Strike mit all of lines 53, 54 and 55 up to and
including the period.

The committee further recommends that all
penoing amendments be indefinitely postponed.

Mr. CROSSER: Mr. President and Gentlemen of the
Convention: The committee's report simply carries into
effect that which the president suggested as a good com
promise this morning. Of course, it is unnecessary for
me to say it is not entirely pleasing to me. At the same
time I presume it is equally as good or better than what
was there before.

The only thing that needs explaining is in the solid
type on the first page. The other amendments were to
take care of the changes made by that. The provision
for competing measures had to be cut out. I suppose in
strict iustice I ought to say that Mr. Cassidy could do
more toward answering questions than I can.

Mr. CASSIDY: Th~ object of the committee was to
get rid, if possible, of the form of ballot which gave us
so much trouble this morning. In order to do that we
had to remodel entirely section 4, lines 28 to 50, inclu
sive. The committee struck out entirely the indirect in
itiative on constitutional qmendments. That goes out en
tirely. We have recommended in place of that. the di-

rect initiative on constitutional amendments, reducing the
percentage on direct initiative from twelve to ten, That
is the change made in line seventeen. We suggest that
"twelve" be stricken out and "ten" be inserted, reducing
it two per cent on the direct initiative on constitutional
amendments.

With regard to conditions for legislation, in the original
proposition as passed on second reading, ·there was the
indirect initiative on constitutional amendments on eight
per cent. Striking that out as we did, we recommend to
reduce the direct per ce~t froml twelve to ten. With re
gard to petitions to be filed to secure legislation, we ap
plied, to distinguish all of the way through from initiated
petitions, what we call supplemental petitions or referen
dum petitions. This suggestion of. the committee would
require a petition signed by three per cent of the electors
of the state. This percentage must be distributed over
the state in the different counties just the same as the
percentage required in the original proposal. When the
petition filed by three per cent of the electors is pre
sented to the secretary of state or filed with him ten days
before the opening session of a general assembly, he
transmits the proposed bill so petitioned for to the gen
eral assembly just as in the former proposal. The gen
eral assembly can either fail to take any action on it,
amend it and pass it in its amended form or pass it just
as proposed. If the general assembly enacts the proposal
as asked fOf, that is an end of it all, unless six percent
ask for a referendum under the referendum section,
which is left intact, just as it was.

Mr. BROWN, of Highland: After that law is passed
according to the initiative petition, then six per cent re
fers it?

1\1r. CASSIDY: Yes.
1\1r. BROWN, of Highland: The three per cent that

has already been used, does that count in the six per
cent?

The PRESIDENT: Go on with your explanation.
1\/[r. CASSIDY: Let me continue and I will come

back to that point a little bit later. vVhen a bill has been
petitioned for by three per cent of the electorate the gen
eral assembly can either pass it as it was proposed or in
an amended form, or can reject it or take no action on
it. If it is passed as proposed or petitioned for, that
is the end of the whole matter, unless action is taken
Llnder the referendum section, which is left intact as it
was in the original proposal.

If they amend it and pass it in the amended form
then it becomes a law unless an additional three per cent
- not the same petitioners in the first petition, but an
additional three per cent, making it altogether six per
cent. Unless this additional three per cent file a petition
within ninety days afterward for an election, asking to
have that proposed law, either in the form in which it
was petitioned originally or containing any amendment
which may have been offered thereto while in the general
assembly, submitted in that form at the next regular or
general election. If such petition is filed within ninety
days after the bill has been passed or filed with the
secretary of state, then the bill as petitioned for in that
supplementary petition is submitted to the voters to
be voted on. If a majority vote against it then the
amended bill as passed by the general assembly remains
the law, but if a majority vote in favor of that bill as
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asked for in the supplemental petition, then' it takes the
place of the bill as passed by the general assembly and
becomes the law. If the general assembly fails to take
action on the proposed bill for four months, then, within
ninety days after the expiration of that four months,
an additional three per cent to the three per cent orig
inally petitioning can present a petition for that measure
and that also is submitted to the voters; or, if the bill
has been rejected by the legislature and voted down by
the legislature, then within ninety days after it has been
so rejected, if an additional three per cent petitions for
it, it is also in that case submitted to the electorate,
requiring a total percentage of six, the same as in the
original proposal, to put any measure to a vote of the
electors. The requirements for this supplemental peti
tion, as far as being verified, and all others, are the
same as for the petition in the original proposal.

The only other change made was the inserting of the
word "supplementary" where it was necessary all through
the proposal. We leave out entirely the lines referring
to the former ballot. Now, if anyone has any ques
tion I shall be glad to answer.

Mr. HALFHILL: I would like to inquire when the
signers must put their names upon that additional three
per cent called the supplementary petition?

Mr. CASSIDY: There is no specific requirement
in the report saying when they shall put their names
to it. The presumption would be that they would not
be called upon to prepare this supplementary petition
until it is evident that it will be needed.

Mr. HALFHILL: Why not make that clear by the
language, "which petition must be filed with the secre
tary of state ninety days after the proposal shall have
been rejected"? Why not make it read this way:
"Which petition must be signed and filed-

1V1r. CASSIDY: I had not thought myself that those
supplementary petitions would ever be gotten up until
they were evidently necessary..

l\!T r. HALFHILL: Don't you know that six per cent
could be taken at the time the petitions were circulated
and three per cent could be filed and the other three per
cent held as a club to compel the general assembly to do
what was wanted?

Mr. CASSIDY: The present proposal requires an
election on six per cent, but the proposal also provides
for a cOlppeting measure. This proposal takes out all
question, and there is no competing measure here that
goes to the people.

Mr. HALFHILL: Have you any objection to insert
ing the words that the petition must be filed and signed
with the s~cretary of state, etc.?

Mr. CASS,IDY: Speaking as one member of the
committee, I would have to think of that. I cannot
answer for the whole committee. The point was not
discussed.

Mr. HALFHILL: What do you think about it?
Mr. CASSIDY: I do not think I would personally

want to vote for that.
Mr. HALFHILL: Why not?
Mr. CASSIDY: I would not without further con

sideration.
Mr. HALFHILL: \iVhat objection have you to it

personally?
Mr. CASSIDY: It might be that ninety days would

prove a mighty short time to get three per cent of the
voters of the state. If I were preparing a bill I might
want to work longer than that. We have only three
months after the bill is rejected.

NIr. HALFHILL: Suppose you make it one hun
dred and twenty days; would you have any objection?

NIr. CASSIDY: Not so much as to ninety.
l\!Ir. HALFHILL: Is there any objection in your

mind against having these signatures taken at a date
subsequent to the first signatures?

NIr. CASSIDY: Not if the time is long enough.
NIr. KNIGHT: May I ask you right there: Is it

not true that in the case of a pure referendum you have
only ninety days to get the per cent?

l\!1r. CASSIDY: That is true.
1Hr. KNIGHT: Would there be more objection here

to getting three per cent in ninety days than getting six
per cent in ninety days? . .

1\;1r. CASSIDY: The point is novel to me. I hadn't
thought of it.

:Mr. KNIGHT: I would like to ask what, if any
thing, in this proposal would prevent-assuming the
general assembly has not passed the measure, but that
several different· amendments have been offered in the
general assembly-what prevents two three-per-cent pe
titions?

:Mr. CASSIDY: There might be something.
:Mr. KNIGHT: One would embody a certain amend

ment, and the other would embody a certain other
amendment.

1\1r. CASSIDY: Yes.
1\1r. DOTY: That thing has happened in the general

assembly itself in some years.
1\1r. CASSIDY: And the result would be taken care

of by lines 60 to 64 of the original proposal.
1\1r. KING: You have all of those made pretty short.

I do not knovv a state in the Union that has a system
like this that doesn't give much longer time. Wisconsin
requires those petitions to be filed four months before
the next general state election, giving ample time, and
the period of four months after the legislature looks
to me that you might find it was too short.

Mr. CASSIDY: But the reason why I personally
adhere to four months and ninety days provided the
measure was introduced in the legislature on the first
of January is in order to get the law before the people
in time for the November election-that would be seven
months.

:Mr. HARRIS, of Hamilton: As a member of the
committee, I feel like answering Mr. Halfhill's question
myself, to say that it is a simple, practical, common
sense proposition. Why should we go to great expense
and trouble to get the six per cent petition until after the
legislature had refused to enact the law? We always
have to furnish that additional three per cent. The whole
object of the general underlying principle of this pro
posal is to avoid as many elections on questions sub
mitted back to the people as possible. If the legislature
appreciates the wisdom of the proposed law and enacts
it, that ends it, and we are satisfied. Now, if the legis
latnre refuses to do it for good reasons, then we have to
furnish three per cent more, making a total of six per
cent before we can get it before the people.

Mr. HALFHILL: I understand, but I do not know
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whether you understand fully what I had in mind. I
want that extra three per cent signed within ninety days
after the bill is passed on by the legislature. In other
words, I object to getting six per cent and then present
ing three to the legislature and holding the other three
back to present at a later time.

Mr. HARRIS, of Hamilton: It is a self-evident prop
osition that the securing of the three per cent when one
half of them have to be secured in not less than one-half
of the counties of the state, is an expensive sort of a
proposition, and nobody would try to get six per cent in
the first throw out of the box because of its enormous
expense and trouble. This thing is not a spontaneous
proposition and there is no necessity for that additional
expense and trouble until after the legislature has re
fused to accept the bill. Then the greater burden is
put upon those who advocate the bill by having to go
out again to get the additional three per cent. And yet
they will do it in ninety-nine out of a hundred cases on
account of the first initial charge of getting the six per
cent.

Mr. HALFHILL: Would you personally as a mem
ber of the committee, object to inserting the necessary
words to have it read ~ "which petition must be signed
and filed with the secretary of state within ninety days"
and so forth?

Mr. HARRIS, of Hamilton: That question did not
come up in the committee while I was there. Now per
mit me to ask a question. Assuming, for the sake of ar
gument, we will agree to do that, will you agree to sup-
port this proposal? .

1\1r. HALFHILL: Not until I look over it and find
out what it means. I do not know whether I shall sup
port it or not. It is a wide departure from what it was
before.

Mr. HARRIS, of Hamilton: I think it is conserva
tive.

Mr. ANDERSON: I want to ask Mr. Cassidy a ques
tion. To get a law initiated there must be three per
cent and then we will say that the legislature refuses to
pass the law. Then on supplemental petition of three
per cent it could be submitted to the voters?

1\1r. CASSIDY: Yes-six per cent in all.
Mr. ANDERSON: But if the legislature passed It

in an amended form-assuming, for the sake of argu
ment, that in its amended form it would be entirely
satisfactory to all the people who signed the first peti
tion, that would not in any way prevent its enemies from
getting up another petition of three per cent. Then, as
a matter of fact, haven't you left the door wide open so
that the enemies of any measure can have full power to
nullify practically everything the friends of the measure
have clone?

Mr. CASSIDY: You cannot close the door against
enemies and leave it open to friends.

:Mr. DWYER: You strike out in line 17 the word
"twelve" and 'insert "ten"?

Mr. CASSIDY: We suggest that.
Mt. DWYER: This says, "If said proposed law

shall be passed by the general assembly either as peti
tioned for or in an amended form, it shall be subject
to the referendum." Why do you put that in?

Mr. CASSIDY: If any person wants to defeat the

,11easure entirely he can exercise the powers under the
referendum at six per cent.

1\1r. SMITH, of Hamilton: I take it that under this
proposed plan it is probable that anyone seeking to sU.b
mit a law will usually try to get the six per cent whIle
they are on the job, and that they could use the three
per cent to bring it to the attention of the legislature and
hold the other three per cent in reserve. Now the ques
tion is, after the legislature has amended the proposal
and passed it, who are we going to have determine
whether this three per cent is satisfied or dissatisfied
with the amendment? I do not know whether the com
mittee has considered that, but if you have let me have
an explanation.

Mr. lVIILLER, of Crawford: In case the measure is
initiated and the legislature passes it just as presented
could it be referred by three per cent more or would it
require six per cent?

Mr. CASSIDY: It would require six per cent.
Mr. DOTY: I would like to say that the committee

that had charge of this work delegated to a subcommit
tee the actual drafting of the report. This subcom
mittee has worked very hard' all afternoon and the total
output is upon one sheet of paper. I only call your at
tention to that to show you that while their work took
a long time the net output of words is comparatively
small. Every word there has been carefully considered.
I am speaking about this with special reference to the
inquiry of the gentleman from Allen as to whether the
members can answer all questions, and if not whether
they will admit one word or two. The putting in of
those one or two words might unbalance some other part.
The other suggestion he makes I cannot answer, and I
doubt whether the subcommittee which has been work
ing on this matter this afternoon can do it. Now, I sug
gest this, that we vote upon receiving and agreeing to the
report of the committee and when we have done that
we can offer amendments. When we have done that, we
are then in a position where it would be possible to
amend if there is any part of the report you desire to
amend further. It is not possible to amend the report
of the committee. I suggest that we get it in the shape
of a proposal so that we can proceed in regular order in
the way that we are familiar with. .

lVfr. KNIGHT: \Vould not the commIttee consent to
the change of one word in line 20?

Mr. DOTY: The committee might agree to make
the change, but the Convention cannot.

Mr. KNIGHT: I suggest that the committee change
the word "such" to "the".

Mr. DOTY: If there is no objection the secretary
can incorporate that. Now I trust that we may at this
time adopt the report, and then we have the proposal in
engrossed shape so that we can proceed in regular order
if we desire.

1V1r. PETTIT: I move that the report of the com
mittee be agreed to.

The report of the committee was agreed to.
The PRESIDENT: The question now is "Shall Pro

posalNo. 2 pass?"
Mr. STILWELL: I offer an amendment.
The amendment was read as follows:

Strike out of lines 65 and 66 the words "and
approved by the electors".
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Mr. STILWELL: The sentence will then read, "No and does not your amendment conflict with that of your
law proposed by initiative petition shall be subject to the colleague [Mr. CROSSER]?

veto power of the governor". Mr. KEHOE: 1\1ight not the governor's veto be an
The purpose is that after the law has been initiated advantage sometimes when the pr.,oposed measure was

,and passed by the general assembly it may not be vetoed amended to such an extent as to justify the veto? Would
by the governor, and if that is left in as it is the veto it not save the expense of a referendum?
power of the governor extends to initiated legislation, Mr. STILWELL: I hardly think so. Personally I
which in my judgment is wrong. That was not the in- would not expect the general assembly to emasculate a
tention of the framers of this pt:oposal. bill petitioned for by the people. The referendum will

Mr. WOODS: You want to amend this so that the always operate as a veto if it is seriously objectionable to
;governor cannot veto a bill which the electors of the any considerable number of people.
.state have not voted upon? Mr. KEHOE: Would it not save the trouble if a

I Mr. STILWELL: Yes. measure was mutilated and the governor's veto could
J'vlr. vVOODS: The three per cent may petition now be effective?

;and the general assembly may enact the bill into law 1\1r. STILWELL: Personally I would not expect
and the people never vote on it. him to do that.

Mr. STILWELL: That is true. l\!fr. lVIOORE: If they mutilate by amendment would
. 1\1r. WOODS: Do. you not think that if the people not the three percent come in on the original proposed
bave not voted upon It that the governor should have law and the governor's veto become null and void?
'the right to veto it? .. . . . . J'v1 r. NYE: Would you not be taking away from the

Mr. STILWELL: N.ot 1£ It has been mltl~t~d.by governor the power to protect the people?
the peopl~. No~ after g0111g to the trouble of pebtlOnmg :Mr. STILWELL: That protectionis still there with
for the bIll and 1t has been taken to th.e general assem?ly the three per cent additional as provided for or the six
:and the general assembly has passed It. I do not thmk per cent upon the referendum if there is any serious
that should be open to the veto power of the governor. objection to it '

1\1r. \VOODS: I do not think that the three per cent . h . h h h f h 1
influence should be so great as to override the ninety- 1\1r. NYE: T en. WIt t e tree per c~nt 0 tee ec-
:seven per cent. tors are y?u not takmg away from the mnety-seven per

1\1r. STILWELL: But it should be sufficient in this cent the nght of the governor to protect the rest of the
-. h f' . d people?
Instance to overpower t e governor a ter It IS approve 1\1'STIL\VELL . N. I I 11't h' k th t for
by the general assembly. r.. . 0, .c 0 t m. . a way, .

. the very reason that 1£ there IS any ment 111 the veto 1t
Mr. COLTON. What w~)Uld be. the cas.e as to the can be accomplished by an additional three per cent

ye.t~ ~ower of the governor 1£ the bl1! submItted by the of the electors.
lll1tlatlVe has been amended so that It comes from the .
legislature practically a different bill from that initiated J'v11'. ~"XE: Suppose the peoI~le wanted thIS and you
by petition? .. are c1epnYl?ng the people of the nght to ask the governor

Mr. STILWELL: In my judgment the veto power to veto It. .
of the governor even in that instance should not be ap- 1!~. STILWELL: But that can be done WIth the
plicable. After a matter has been thoroughly threshed addltlOn~l three per cent. . ?
over by the general assembly the governor should not 1\1r. ~YE : But you have to vote on It.
be allowed to veto it. It has not been long that the 1fr. STILWELL: Yes; you have to vote, of course.
governor had any veto power at all. . 1\1r. NYE: Would it not be better to leave this in as

Mr. ULMER : Would not the veto power rest in the it is? .. .
people when they can change it by three per cent? When Mr. ST!I:WELL: I do not thmk so. That IS s~n:
we have the referendum the governor would have no ~ly .my op.mlO~. The~ have gone to the expense of ml-
veto power at all. It is with the people. ttatl11g leglslatlOn and It has been approved by the general

M STILWELL If th h' . b' assembly and I maintain that the governor ought not to
r. : ere were suc senous 0 Jec- h h. t 't· I . I t" f th t h t

tion as to require the veto power of the governor it ave t e power, 0 ve 0 egIS a lOn 0 a c ~rac er.
could be beaten by a referendum. Mr. NYE.:. 'In the case you are speakmg of you

. have the petltlOn only.
Mr. KING: About one-thIrd of the way down, after .,

having spoken about the three per cent-about the mid- .l\![r. STIL"':ELL: T~at IS true and the legIslature
dIe of the proposal-it says, "shall be demanded by ml~~t amend 1~ to the ~hsadvantage of those who had
supplementary petition verified as herein provided and petttlOned. for It and sttll the governor could not veto
signed by not less than three per centum of the electors It. That IS true. . . .
in addition to those signing the original petition, which Mr.. NYE: And the legIslature mIght..amend It t?
petition must be filed with the secretary of state within the dl.sadvantage of those who had.petlt1o~ed for It
ninety days after such proposed law shall have been re- ~n? stIll the governor could not veto It; doesn t that put
jected by the general assembly or after the expiration of It m bad shape?
such term of four months in the event no action has :Mr. KING: Do you understand that your amend
been taken thereon or after the law as passed by the ment taking away the veto power only applies to 'those
general assembly shall have been filed by the governor bills passed as petitioned for?
in the office of such secretary." Does not that admit the Mr. STILWELL: Yes. •
power of the governor to 'pass upon the bill and veto or Mr. MOORE: Suppose the bill as petitioned for by
approve by filing it in the office of the secretary of state three per cent of the electors has passed the general as-
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sembly precisely' as the petition was and the governor
sees fit to veto that; what happens?

Mr. STILWELL: The bill fails.
Mr. MOORE: How would you get it before the

people?
Mr. STILWELL: A referendum on six or eight

per cent.
Mr. FLUKE: There is a part of this proposed amend

ment that provides for a petition, but it must be by
three per cent of the voters of the state. That is purely
an initiative petition?

l\1r. STILWELL: Yes.
Mr. FLUKE: Is there anything in this amendment

that would interfere with getting six per cent of the
voters and using one-half of them to initiate and reserv
ing the other one-half to secure the referendum?

1\1r. STILvVELL: That question was asked and an
swered by lV1r. Cassidy a while ago.

Ivr r. FLUKE: It seems to me that the three per cent
should be obtained after the action of the legislature.

1\1r. STILWELL: Yes.
Mr. FLUKE: It seems to me that the three per cent

to initiate should be first secured and then the additional
three per cent obtained in the way of a referendum peti
tion after the action on the bill. Is not that right?

:Mr. STILWELL: No; the three per cent is addi
tional and added to the original three per cent.

1\1r. ROEHM: Suppose a law is initiated and there
should be a number of amendments proposed in the leg
islature and those amendments should be voted down
and possibly a substitute amendment adopted. Then
upon a three per cent petition of signatures could any
subsequent amenclment go right directly to the people?

1\I(r. STILWELL: Yes.
1\1r. BROWN, of Highland: It was suggested here

this evening that those interested could in securing the
three per cent with which they expectecl to initiate a
law, get an additional three per cent to hold in readiness
as an additional requirement to refer with. If that
could be done how is it to be decided which half of the
six per cent would be used for the initiative and which
for referendum? In other words, would it not be
obtaining signatures under false pretenses and would it
not be better to put in this proposal that the subsequent
three per cent must be secured at a date later than the
time when the legislature acted?

Mr. STILWELL: That same question has been
asked and has been answered.

Mr. BROWN, of Highland: I was called out of the
room and I don't know what the answer was.

Mr. STIL\NELL : The last three per cent must be
secured after the legislature has acted.

Mr. WOODS: I want to call attention now to this
proposed amendment. This amendment strikes out words
from lines 65 and 66 and if you adopt the amendment
it will read, "No law proposed by initiative petition shall
be subject to the veto power of the governor." Now
a bill may be petitioned into the general assembly and
that general assembly may strike out everthing except
the title and insert something else. Now that something
else may be something that the people do or do not want
and you have it so that the governor cannot veto it.
It seems to me if the governor is to have the veto power
at all it is for that very proposition. I think we want to

be careful. I do not think that this amendment should
go in and I move to lay it on the table.

The motion to table was carried.
The PRESIDENT: The question is on the adoption

of the proposal. '
1\1r. Sl\fITH, of Hamilton: I offer an amendment.
The amendment was read as follows:

Insert after "signed" in line 17 of section ro
as shown in the journal ", subsequent to actions
on the proposed law by the general assembly or in
case the general assembly fails to act then sub
sequent to four months after the proposed lawt,
shall have been transmitted to the general assem
bly by the secretary of state".

Mr. SMITH, of Hamilton: I am not quite sure
where I want that to go in, but it is in the committee's
report and it is after the word "signed" in line 17.

:Mr. HALFHILL: I have an amendment.
Mr. Sl\1ITH, of Hamilton: Do you not think it

would be best to handle one amendment at a time?
Mr. HALFHILL: Mine is on the same subject.
The PRESIDENT: The member from Allen offers

this as a substitute.
The substitute was read as follows:

In line 19 of section rb as shown on the jour
nal insert "signed and" after "be".

Mr. S1\1"ITH, of Hamilton: If it saves time I will
accept that amendment in lieu of mine.

1\1r. READ: I offer an amendment:

Strike out all of section I e, beginning with line
96 and ending with line 101 inclusive.

Mr. LAMPSON: I move to lay that amendment on
the table.

The PRESIDENT PRO TEM: Does the member
from Summit yield to the motion?
1\1 r. READ: No.

The PRESIDENT PRO TEM: Then the member has
five minutes.

1\/Ir. READ: Mr. President and Gentlemen of the
Convention: The amendment I have offered proposes
to strike out the section from the initiative and referen
dum proposal which reads as follows:

The powers defined herein as the "initiative"
"and the "referendum" shall never be used to
enact a law authorizing any classification of prop
erty for the purpose of levying different rates of
taxation thereon or of authorizing any single tax
on land or land values or land sites at a higher
rate or by a different rule than is or may be ap
plied to improvements thereon or to personal
property.

In requesting the Convention to eliminate that section
I am only asking you to remove the barrier which· pre
vents this body of constitution framers from recognizing
the unlimited and sovereign power of the people in gov
ernment.

If the American citizen is a sovereign he has a right
to express his will at the polls upon any measure he
wishes to approve or reject. In other words, the prin
ciple of the initiative" and referendum, from its very
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nature and purpose, inevitably implies that in the enact
ment of governmental or economic laws, there can be
none in the whole category of statutes or parts thereof
upon which the will of the people shall not be supreme.
We have claimed for it undeniable right to be used
everywhere, by anyone, rich or poor, for any purpose,
sectional or state wide, firmly relying on the justice and
wisdom of the popular. verdict.

Now, when we come to crystallize it into practical
form what do we find in that provision? A denial of its
essential features, a limitation of its application. That
is what an exception to the use of the initiative and
referendum means. If direct legislation is a practical
means of having government by the people, then there
should be perfect freedom to use it on every question
affecting the welfare of man.

In the concrete case before us there is an inhibition
against its use for ascertaining the popular judgment on
a certain phase of tax problems. It is not because the
inhibition applies to a taxation question that I object
to it. I would deplore it just as much if the ban \vere
placed on bond issues, on good roads, on the liquor traffic,
or on any question which might come up for popular
decision.

The only correct conception of a true initiative and
referendum proposal is that it must have universal and
uniform application to all questions alike, and that any
and all persons with remedies to propose, whatever be
their merits or demerits, if there is a sufficient demand
for a popular verdict thereon, they should be considered
and disposed of by the electorate.

Take away from direct or indirect legislation its un
limited and its unqualified use to the needs and desires
of man and you destroy its fundamental principle. Re
strict it in application and you repudiate its crowning
virtue. Deny its right to be used on one economic ques
tion and you grant the right to deny its use on others,
or on all questions, and thus undermine the whole prin
ciple. These are the reasons why that restrictive and
prohibitory section should be stricken out. It· is irrele
vant and repugnant to the doctrine of popular govern
ment.

There is an old maxim which says: "We need not
fear error so long as reason is left free to combat it."

No agency ever devised by man affords a more candid
exercise of sincere individual opinion than the referen
dum. And if error stands no show of success with truth
in a free, fair contest, why should anyone fear that an
economic fraud might be foisted on the people by such
means? Calm your perturbed spirit; there is no such
peril pending. Under the referendum, right alone will
conquer, intelligence reign and justice prevail.

I do not accuse those delegates of sinister motives
who succeed in placing this handicap on the referendum.
I do not challenge their honesty nor their sincerity. I
believe they were prompted by an honest desire to check
mate a supposed contemplated movement to get the single
tax by that means. I do not believe they realize how
vitally they were affecting the efficiency of the initiative
and referendum by their action. And again, I do not
believe they realize how very remote is the possibility
of getting single tax by that means. You can never
fasten anything on the people by their own consent that
they do not want. And they do not want the single tax

now and maybe never will. But whether they ever shall
or shall not want it, we have no moral or constitutional
right to say they' shall not have the opportunity of secur
ing it for themselves if they ever should want it.

A?ot.h~r. ar~ument used by some of those favoring
the mhIbIt10n m the proposal was that if the people were
assured that the single tax would not be voted upon
under the referendum the initiative and referendum pro
posal would be adopted at the constitutional election and
otherwise it would fail to meet approval at the polls.
What is our duty in this matter, our obligation as con
stitution framers? To circumscribe and weaken our
propositions merely to catch votes, or to perform our
work with fidelity and courage regardless of conse
quences?

.Having enlisted in the cause and pledged our honor,
WIll we falter and surrender without giving battle? The
citizens of Ohio expect us to "hew to the line, let the
chips fall where they may." They expect us to have
the courage of our convictions, to be true to ourselves
and trust in them.

This imaginary fear of a single-tax blight is ridicu
lous .in th~ extreme. Do we underestimate the judgment,
the. mt~I~Igence and the common sense of .the average
OhIO.CItIzen that we fear he vvould deliberately put his
neck mto the yoke of bondage on the one hand, while on
the other he asks for a fair and just provision in our
constitution for the referendum? Do you not think he
wants an opportunity of expressing himself against cer-,
tain propositions as well as for others? To view the
voter from any other standpoint is to deny his independ
ence of thought and freedom of the ballot. What does
experience teach on this point? When Oregon adopted
a direct legislation amendment to her constitution ten
years ago by a vote of over ten to one there were many
more singletaxers in Oregon in proportion to the popula
tion of the state than there are in Ohio at the present
time. What has been the result? After ten years of
voting, on nearly one hundred propositions, about one
third of them being adopted,'" a single-tax measure was
placed before the people once, and what was the result?
Why, it was voted down at the polls by a decisive ma
jority. There being less of the single-tax sentiment in
our state comparatively than in Oregon, do you think
there is any danger from this source in Ohio? No, no,
my friends, there is no ground for alarm; simply be
candid and honest and the referendum itself will be your
safeguard. It is the only safeguard you can give the peo
ple and it is the only safeguard they want; but they want
it in its purity and fullness and in its unqualified use.

You have heard and read individual protests against
the introduction of foreign matter and incoherent ideas
into the initiative and referendum proposal Now let
me quote some brief comment from newspapers which
appeared shortly after said proposal had passed second
reading in this Convention. A part of the comment edi
torially of the Ohio State Journal was as follows:

It does not seem illogical to adopt a pla~
directly appealing to the people and then declare
there are two subjects the will of the people shall
not control. In other words, the Convention,
which affects so much devotion to the popular will,
declares that on two questions the popular will is
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on the i~tegri~y and sove~eig!1ty of American citizenship.
~ts ~hlef vIrtue rests In Its full guardianship of all

legIslatIve propositions. Question this unlimited right
and you manifest distrust in self-government.

V'!~ are on the crest of an advancing wave, a popular
l1pnsm~, that demands honesty of action. The temper
of the tImes has placed the stamp of condemnation on all
tricks and on all delusive movements as well as on all
~ig schemes of plunder. In these days of trial, of read
Justment and testing of men, if there is one thing Ohio
demands of us more than another, it is that we be frank,
fearles~ and honorable in all our conclusions. Why should
we heSItate or shy at an imaginary lion in the way? Was
there ever a noble purpose attained by this halting and
~urning aside?

Tell m~, fellow dele~ates, is there one among you who
,'egC1 rds hIS honor so ltghtly as to place his plighted faith
on the bargain counter? Then, whatever we do, let 'us
do it so "vell that no flaw can be found therein. In all
events let tiS have the courage and firmness to rise above
any possible breach of trust.

'Better never to have raised the banner of pure de
mocracy than to permit it to be marred and struck down
in our hands.

Better never to have waged battle in the cause of
human rights than to compromise the principle upon
which those rights are founded.

IVfr. LAMPSON: I move that the amendment be
tabled. '

The motion to table was carried.
"Mr. PECK: 1 move the previous question on the

proposal.
The main question was ordered.
Mr. KING: This is in awful shape to pass. There

should be some provision in here as to when it takes
effect.

The PRESIDENT PRO TEM: The question is
"Shall the proposal pass?"

The yeas and nays were taken, and resulted-yeas 85,
nays 14, as follows:

Those who voted in the affirmative are:

no good-that its own optmon is wiser and safer
than that of the people.

We make no objection to these exceptions, for
it is the duty of a constitutional 'convention to
place restrictions on the' popular will. Its duty
is to say to the majority-"you must behave your
self; you must not tramp on the rights of the
few." And yet, these two exceptions come so
close to legislative control that it looks very in
consistent for a body in love with the people to
deny them the exercise of their judgment upon
these subjects.

Another editorial about the same time appeared in the
Cleveland Plain Dealer under the caption of "Limiting
the Initiative." After a few introductory words it said:

Opponents of the initiative and referendum
are taking the wholly unsound position that these
legislative devices should be circumscribed in such
a way as to prevent their use to secure certain
proscribed statute alteo:-ations. Had this unex
pected argument not been forced to the front it
is probable that the direct legislation mandate
voted by the people last fall would have been
written into the constitution before this.

The machinery. of direct legislation was devised
to give the people better facilities to secure the
kind of laws and constitutional amendments they
desire. It is merely a measure of popular rule,
designed to facilitate majority cOntrol.

What these opponents of the initiative suggest,
then, is that the people of Ohio shall be permitted
the laws they want so long as they do not seek
laws covering a few forbidden subjects. That
reads like popular rule with a string tied to it. It
is proposed to trust the majority-if. Direct
legislation should not be arbitrarily limited in any
such way. .

Delegates cannot safely play horse with any
popular issue. In regard to this particular branch
of its endeavor, the duty of the Convention is as
plain as its ultimate intention. Nothing, certainly,
is gained by senseless controversy.

Such is the trend of thought expressed by other lead
ing papers over the state, and such is the opinion of fair
minded men generally. What will we think of ourselves
in after years by giving our sanction to such an incon
gruity in this proposal? Our constituents expect a com
prehensive frank declaration of this principle; nothing
more, nothing less. We are in honor pledged to give
them a definite, consistent, coherent and effective direct
legislation provision. Shall we keep faith with them?

Down with the idea that the people have so little con
fidence in themselves and are so fearful of their future
fate that they want this Convention to insure them
against self-destruction, or that they would have us blunt
the instrument of progress we hand them lest they harm
themselves therewith.

Fellow delegates, I appeal to you in the name of fair
ness and popular rights to lay aside all fear of chicanery
in the free use of the referendum. There can be no
wiles successfully practiced under it and no frauds per
petrated by it. It is a veritable citadel of liberty founded
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said proposed law shall be passed by the general
assembly either as petitioned for or in an amended
form it shall be subject to the referendum. If said
proposed law shall not be passed, or if it shall
be passed in an amended form, or if no action
be taken thereon, within four months from the
time it is received by the general assembly, the
same shall be submitted by the secretary of state
to the electors for their approval or rejection at
the next regular or general election if such sub
mission shall be demanded by supplementary peti
tion verified as herein provided and signed by not
less than three per centum of the electors in addi
tion to those signing the original petition, which
petition must be signed and filed with the secre
tary of state wtihin ninety days after such pro
posed law shall have been rejected by the general
assembly or after the expiration of such term of
four months in the event no action has been taken
thereon or after the law as passed by the general
assembly shall have been filed by the governor
in the office of such secretary. Such proposed
law shall be submitted in the form demanded
by such supplementary petition which shall be
either in the form as first petitioned for or after
there shall have been incorporated therein any
amendment or amendments thereto introduced in
the general assembly. In the event that a pro
posed law so submitted is approved by a majority
of the electors voting thereon, it shall be the law
and shall go into effect, as herein provided, in lieu
of any amended form of said law which may
have been passed by the general assembly, and
such amended law passed by the general assembly
shall not go into effect until and unless the law
:proposed by supplementary petition shall have
been rejected by the electors.

All such initiative petitions, last above de
scribed, shall have printed across the top thereof:
"Law' proposed by initiative petition." Ballots
shall be so printed as to permit an affirmative
or negative vote upon each measure submitted
to the electors. Any proposed law or amend
ment to the constitution submitted to the elec
tors as provided in Section Ia and Section Ib, if
approved by a maj()rity of the electors voting
thereon, shall take effect thirty days after the
election at which it was approved and shall be
published by the secretary of state. If conflicting
proposed laws or conflicting proposed amend
ments to the constitution shall be approved at the
same election by a majority of the total number
of votes cast for and against the same, the one
receiving the highest number of affirmative votes
shall be the law, or in the case of amendments to
the constitution shall be the amendment to the
constitution. No law proposed by initiative peti
tion and approved by the electors shall be sub
ject to the veto of the governor.

SEC. IC. The second aforestated power reserved
by the people is designated the referendum, and
the signatures of six per centum of the electors
shall be required upon a petition to order the
submission to the electors of the state for their

negative are:
Miller, Ottawa,
Nye,
Riley,
Taggart.

ARTICLE II.

SEC. I. The legislative power of the state shall
be vested in a general assembly consisting of a
senate and house of representatives but the people
reserve to themselves the power to propose to the
general' assembly laws and amendments to the
constitution, and to adopt or reject the same at
the polls on a referendum vote as hereinafter
provided. They also reserve the power to adopt
or reject any law, section of any law or any item
in any law appropriating money passed by the
general assembly, except as hereinafter provided;
and independent of the general assembly to pro
pose amendments to the constitution and to adopt
or reject the same at the polls. The limitations ex
pressed in the constitution, 01;1 the power of the
general assembly to enact laws, shall be deemed
limitations on the power of the people to enact
laws.

SEC. Ia. The first aforestated power reserved
by the people is designated the initiative, and the
signatures of ten per centum of the electors shall
be required upon a petition to propose an amend
ment to the constitution. \Vhen a petition signed
by the aforesaid required number of electors, shall
have been filed with the secretary of state, and
verified as herein provided, proposing an amend
ment to. the constitution, the full text of which
shall have been set forth in such petition, the
secretary of state shall submit for the approval
or rejection of the electors, the proposed amend
ment, in the manner heerinafter provided, at the
next suceeeding regular or general election in any
year occuring subsequent to ninety daYf after
the filing of such petition. The initiative peti
tions, above described, shall have printed across
the top thereof: "Amendment to the constitu
tion proposed by initiative petition to be submitted
directly to the electors."

SEC. lb. When at any time, not less than ten
days prior to the commencement of any session of
the general assembly, there shall have been, filed
with. the secretary of state a petition signed by
three per centum of the electors and verified as
herein provided proposing a law, the full text of
which shall have been set forth in such petition,
the secretary of state shall transmit the same to
the general assembly as soon as it convenes. If

Those who voted in the
Brattain, Dunlap,
Cody, Halfhill,
Collett, Harris, Ashtabula,
Colton, Jones,
Cunningham) Kerr,

The roll call was verified.
So the proposal passed as follows:

Propsal No. 2 - Mr. Crosser, to submit an
amendment to artide II, section I, of the consti
tution. - Initiative and referendum.

Resolved, by the Constitutional Convention of
the state of Ohio, That a proposal shall be sub
mitted to the electors to amend article II, section
I of the constitution as follows:
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approval or rejection, of any law, section of any
law or any item in any law appropriating money
passed by the general assembly. No law passed
by the general assembly shall go into effect until
ninety days after it shall have been filed by the
governor in the office of the secretary of state,
except as herein provided. vVhen a petition,
signed by six per centum of the electors of the
state and verified as herein provided, shall
have been filed with the secretary of state within
ninety days after any law shall have been filed
by the governor in the office of the secretary of
state, ordering that such law, section of such law
or any item in such law, appropriating mon~y be
submitted to the electors of the state for theIr ap
proval or rejection, the secretary of state. shall
submit to the electors of the state for theIr ap
proval or rejection such law, section or item, in
the manner herein provided, at the next suc
ceeding regular or general election in any year
OCCUl ring subsequent to sixty days after the filing
of such petition, and no such law, section or
item shall go into effect until and unless ap
proved by a majority of those voting upon the
same. If, however, a referendum petition is
filed against any such. section or item, the re
mainder of the law shall not thereby be prevented
or delayed from going )nto effect.

SEC. ld. Laws providing for tax levies, ap
propriations for the current expenses of the state
government and state institutions, and emergency
laws necessary for the immediate preservation
of the public peace, health or safety, shall go
into immediate efff.£L.-Such emergency laws
upon a yea and nay vote must receive the vote of
two-thirds of all the members elected to each
branch of the general assembly, and the reasons
for such necessity shall be set forth in one section
of the law, which section shall be passed only
upon a yea and nay vote, upon. a separate roll
call thereon. The laws mentioned in this section
shall not be subject to the referendum.

SEC. Ie. The powers defined herein as the "in
itiative" and "referendum" shall not be used· to
pass a law authorizing any classification of prop
erty for the purpose of levying different rates
of taxation thereon or of authorizing the levy of
any single tax on land or land values or land
sites at a higher rate or by a different rule than
is or may be applied to improvements thereon
or to personal property.

SEC. If. The initiative and referendum pow
sers are hereby reserved to the people of each
municipality on all questions which suchmu
nicipalities may now or hereafter be authorized
by law to control by legislative action; such pow
ers shall be exercised in the manner now or here-
after provided by law. .

SEC. Ig. Any initiative, supplementary or ref
erendum petition may be presented in separate
parts but each part shall contain a full and cor
rect copy of the title, and text of the law, sec
tion or item thereof sought to be referred, or
the proposed law or proposed amendment to the

constitution. Each signer of any initiative, sup
plementary or referendum petition must be an
elector of the state and shall place on such peti
tion after his name the date of signing and his
place of residence. A signer residing outside of
a municipality shall state the township and coun
ty in which he resides. A resident of a munici
pality shall state in addition to the name of such
municipality, the street and number, if any, of
his residence and the ward and precinct in which
the same is located. The names of all signers to
such petitions shall be written in ink, each signer
for himself. To each part of such petition shall
be attached the affidavit of the person soliciting
the signatures to the same, which affidavit shall
contain a statement of the number of the signers
of such part of such petition and shall state that
each of the signatures attached to such part was
made in the presence of the affiant, that to the
best of his knowledge and belief each s"ignature
on such part is the genuine signature of the per
son whose name it purports to be, that he be
lieves the persons who have signed it to be elec
tors, that they so signed said petition with knowl
edge of the contents thereof, that each signer
signed the same on the date stated opposite his
name; and no other affidavit thereto shall be re
quired. The petition and signatures upon such
petitions, so verified, shall be presumed to be in
all respects sufficient, unless not later than forty
days before the election, it shall be otherwise
proved and in such event ten additional days shall
be allowed for the filing of additional signatures
to such petition. No law or amendment to the
constitution submitted to the electors by initiative
and supplementary petition and receiving an
affirmative majority of the votes cast thereon,
shall be held unconstitutional or void on account
of the insufficiency of the petitions by which such
submission of the same was procured; not shall
the rejection of any law submitted by referen
dum petition be held invalid for such insuffici
ency. Upon all linitiative, 'Supplementary and
referendum petitions provided for in any of the
sections of this article, it shall be necessary to file
from each of one-half of the counties of the
state, petitions bearing the s~gnatures of not less
than one-half of the designated percentage of
the electors of such county. A true copy of all
laws or proposed laws or proposed amendments
to the constitution, together with an argument
or explanation, or both, for, and also an argu
ment or explanation, or both, against the same,
shall be prepared. The person or persons who
prepare the argument or explanation, or both,
against any law, section or item, submitted to
the electors by referendum petition, may be
named in such petition and the persons who pre
pare the argument or explanation, or both, for
any proposed law or proposed amendment to the
constitution may be named in the petition pro
posing the same. The person or persons who
prepare the argument or explanation, or both,
for the law, section or item, submitted to the
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electors by referendum petition, or against any
proposed law submitted by supplementary peti
tion, shall be named by the general assembly, if
in session, and if not in session then by the gov
ernor. The secretary of state shall cause to be
printed the law, or proposed law, or proposed
amendment to the constitution, together with the
arguments and explanations, not exceeding a
total of three hundred words for each, and also
the arguments and explanations, not exceeding
a total of three hundred words against each, and
shall mail, or otherwise distribute, a copy of such
law, or proposed law, or proposed amendment
to the constitution, together with such arguments
and explanations for and against the same to
each of the electors of the state, as far as may
be reasonably possible. Unless otherwise pro
vided by law, the secretary of state shall cause
to be placed upon the ballots, the title of any
SilCh law, or proposed law, or proposed amend
ment to the constitution, to be submitted. He
shall also cause the ballots so to be printed as to
permit an affirmative or negative vote upon each
law, section of law, or item in a law appropria
ting money, or proposed law, or proposed amend
ment to the constitution. The style of all laws
submitted by initiative and supplementary peti
tion shall be: "Be it enacted by the people of the
state of Ohio," and of all constitutional amend
ments: "Be it resolved by the people of the
state of Ohio." The basis upon which the re
quired number of petitioners in any case shall
be determined shall be the total number of votes
cast for the office of governor at the last preced
ing election therefor. The foregoing provisions
of this section shal be self-executing, except as
herein otherwise provided. Laws may be passed
to facilitate their operation, but in no way limit
ing or restricting either such provisions or the
powers herein reserved.

The proposal was referred to the committee on Ar
rangemen.t and Phraseology.

1\1r. HALFHILL: I want to make an explanation
more in sorrow than in anger of my vote. I wanted to
vote for the indirect initiative somewhat along this line
and with proper percentages, but after the sixth attempt
and at the eleventh hour not to have had this printed and
laid before us so that we could understand it, was wrong.
I think there was ample time to have this report printed
so that we could examine it and I voted against it be
cause I did not have that opp·ortunity.

Mr. PECK: I voted for this proposal because I think
it is the right thing and the best form of the initiative
and referendum I have ever seen. Now I want to ask
the Convention to give me answer to the invitation of
the Business :Men's Club for the Convention to come
there, and fix the time. I suggest that the Convention
can go down Saturday afternoon and take dinner easily
with the club that evening and they will be delighted to
see us though the notice is a little delayed. I would like
to have an answer so that they could make proper ar
rangements.

Mr. ANDERSON: I move that the invitation be ac-

cepted and that we leave here on the two o'clock train
Saturday afternoon.

The PRESIDENT: The president would like to state
that he has been informed that one railroad is willing
to provide the best Pullman equipment and a special train
to go and retur1.;l at the pleasure of the Convention and
that at no extra cost.

1\1r. DOTY: I move that we strike out the word
"extra". vVould it not be well for us to have the roll
call and let those indicate who will go?

1\l[r. PECK: It would be desirable to know how many
will accept.

1\1r. STILWELL: I am not accustomed to riding in
Pullman's and I would like to know the actual cost.

:Mr. ANDERSON: It is necessary, of course, as you
can easily understand that those who invite us should
know the number that are coming, and if we have only
a few we ought not to go. vVe ought not to go if we can
not make a good showing. I move that this Convention
when it adjourns Saturday afternoon adjourn to meet
that evening in Cincinnati.

1\;fr. HALFHILL: I would like to impress upon you
in a very few words how very gracious this invitation
is from the people of Cincinnati. I know somewhat
of their hospitality. I attended law school there and have
had many pleasant professional engagements there and
this club extending the invitation is composed of some of
the very best men in the state of Ohio. It is a very
gracious invitation, and I wish that we might go as a
convention and hold a session there even though it
might be somewhat of disadvantage.

The PRESIDENT: If the Convention meets there
in regular session the fare will be paid out of the Con
vention fund.

Mr. CUNNINGHA11: I asked one of the Hamilton
county delegation if he really expected us to go there
and he said that he didn't know, that if we were fools
we would.

Mr. FOX: Many of us could not go. I would not
like to see delegates go and have me stay in the rear. I
\vish they would arrange for some future time.

]\1r. DOTY: I am in favor of going to Cincinnati.
I always have a good time when I go there, but I am
opposed to this Convention going to Cincinnati and taking
the money out of the treasury to pay our expenses. If
we are going to accept this very gracious invitation, we
ought to accept it because we want to go and not because
the state is going to pay for it.

:Mr. lVIARSHALL: I am in hearty sympathy with
the gentleman from Cuyahoga and I suggest that we
finish our work.

1\1r. DOTY: I move that we accept the invitation to
go to Cincinnati to visit the Business Men's Club and to
take dinner with them on Saturday evening.

Mr. ANDERSON: I had already made that motion.
1\l[r. DOTY: That is so.
The motion was lost.
Mr. KING: I move that the committee on Arrange

ment and Phraseology be instructed to amend Proposal
No. 340 by providing that Proposal No. 2 shall take
effect on September 25, 1912.

The motion was lost.
Mr. DOTY: I move that the committee on Arrange

ment and Phraseology, after it has amended Proposal
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No.2 and concluded its report upon the proposed amend
ment, have enough copies printed to allow the secretary
to send twenty-five copies to each member by mail and
five hundred additional copies.

Mr. PARTINGTON: The time is coming when we
shall have the whole constitution printed.

1\1r. DOTY: The time is coming when all the resolu
tions will be put in, but some of the members have sug
gested that they would like to have this proposal re
printed just as it is, and I make the motion to carry that
out.

Mr. PARTINGTON: I do not see the necessity for
that

Mr. DOTY: If there is objection I shall not insist.
Mr. HALFHILL: Why do you say that the proposal

should be referred to the committee on Phraseology?
Mr. DOTY: The Convention has already done that

to every proposal that has been amended.
Mr. HALFHILL: Proposal No.2-do you refer to

that?
Mr. DOTY: Yes.
Mr. HALFHILL: It was referred to the committee

on Phraseology.
Mr. DOTY: And they have not reported on it.
Mr. HALFHILL: Was this reading tonight the sec

ond reading or the third reading of the proposal or the
final reading, and if so, why was it done before the com
mittee on Phraseology has reported?

Mr. DOTY: The committee on Phraseology had it
after second reading and it was accepted by the Con
vention and it was amended and passed on third read
ing, and turned back to the committee on Phraseology
just as was done with every other proposal.

Mr. HALFHILL: What I cannot get through my
head is why, when this report of the subcommittee came
in and we considered that, the thing was not printed and
sent to the committee on Phraseology and returned to
the Convention to be amended and passed.

:l\1r.DOTY: Personally, I do not care to go into
that, but if there is any objection to my motion I wiII
withdraw it. If you don't want it vote it down.

Mr. HALFHILL: I want to get this thing straight.
It is most unusual. I supposed the committee on Phrase
ology had this to pass on and bring it back to the Con-
vention. •

1\1r. DOTY: We did.
1\1r. HALFHILL: Then it was passed on, and no

chance given to amend it.
:Mr. DOTY: Yes, there was chance to amend it and

there is chance to amend it in the grand resolution.
1\ft. HALFHILL: This was the third reading to

night?
:l\;fr. DOTY : Yes; the proposal had its third reading;
lVIr. HARRIS, of Hamilton: \iVhat we did tonight

was not unusual. We simply amended Proposal NO.2.
l\!Ir. \tVOODS: I think, gentlemen of the Convention,

we ought to have some of these proposals printed. This
is so changed that we cannot get exactly what it is un
less we have it printed. Let us have some of these printed
so that the people can know what we have done.

The motion of the delegate from Cuyahoga [Mr.
DOTY] was carried.

:Mr. PECK: In view of the fact that only fifty-three
members of the Convention have expressed their wil
lingness to accept the invitation to go to Cincinnati, I
think it probably better that the Convention should send
its regrets to the members of the Business Men's Club,
saying that the condition of business is such that the
Convention cannot find opportunity to accept their in
vitation, and I move that the secretary be directed ac
cordingly.

The motion was carried.
1\1r. READ: I would like to call up Proposal No.

33 I and move to instruct the committee on Phraseology
to make a change by inserting the word "four" in lieu of
the word "one". The effect of that is to give the super
intendent of public works a term of four years instead
of one.

l\1r. DOTY: Well, if that is it, I move to lay it on
the table.

The motion was carried.
Mr. ANDERSON: I move that ten thousand copies

of the finished work of this Convention be finished in
such manner that the constitution of I8S1 will be on one
side and on the other side the work that we have done.

1\1r. DOTY: That will cost more money than it is
worth. I suggest that this matter of printing copies for
future use can be decided Friday.

PETITIONS AND MEMORIALS.

:l\;1r. Bigelow presented the memorials of the Rev. W.
H. Sauder, of Ravenna; of the Rev. Clarence A. Gib
son, of Camden; of the Rev. W. J. Venen, of Youngs
town; of Ira M. Rickett, of Troy; of M. J. Walters and
other citizens of Chagrin Falls; of H. A. Reaster and
other citizens of Defiance; of M. C. Kinker and other
citizens of Toledo; protesting against the passage of
Proposals Nos. 65 and 321; which were referred to the
committee on Education.

]vr r. Bigelow presented the petition of the city council
of Cleveland requesting the Constitutional Convention
to designate the day known as Good Friday and the day
set aside for general elections throughout the state of
Ohio, as legal· holidays; which was referred to the com
mittee on Miscellaneous Subjects.

:Mr. Bigelow presented the memorials of F. T. More
land, of Portsmouth; of C. A. Loehmann, of Cincinnati;
of O. K. Hewes, of Medina; of \iVm. J. Seelye, of Woos
ter; of F. C. Bond, of Cleveland; of Howard M. Holmes,
of Cleveland; of Frank W. Mariner and many other citi
zens of Ohio asking for the adoption of Ohio Federation
of Labor amendments to the initiative and referendum
proposal; which were referred to the committee on Initia
tive and Referendum.

}'vir. Stilwell presented the remonstrance of F. Burg
dorff, of Euclid Heights, protesting against the passage
of Proposal No. 170-1\1r. \Vorthington; which was re
ferred to the committee on Taxation.

~/rr. HOSKINS: I move that the Convention adjourn
until Friday morning at nine o'clock.

The motion was carried and the Convention adjourned
accordingly.




